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Abstract
Lagrangian connectivity studies with ocean models comprise the analysis of sets of
virtual fluid particle trajectories to identify connecting pathways, as well as associ-
ated timescales and transports between distinct oceanic regions. They constitute
a powerful tool in physical oceanography and a unique means to coherently study
seawater pathways associated with the global overturning circulation (GOC). How-
ever, there are several open questions related to the (partially unresolved) impact of
small-scale flow variability on large-scale Lagrangian connectivity measures. This
doctoral dissertation addresses different aspects of the question how high-resolution
ocean models can help improving our understanding of the spreading of water
masses associated with the global overturning circulation, by: (i) reviewing the theo-
retical background of Lagrangian connectivity studies with ocean models, thereby
highlighting the importance to distinguish Lagrangian analyzes of simulated purely
advective volume transport trajectories from Lagrangian modeling approaches to
estimate advective-diffusive tracer trajectories; (ii) investigating Lagrangian volume
transport pathways and along-track tracer changes of the GOC’s upper limb in the
South Atlantic (study 1) and Indian Ocean (study 2) with high-resolution models;
and (iii) assessing the performance of near-surface particle dispersal simulations in
the extended Agulhas Current system by means of lateral eddy diffusivity estimates
(study 3).
The major aim of study 1 was to revisit the relative importance of the different
sources for the GOC’s upper limb in the South Atlantic, that are, waters entering
from the Indian Ocean through the Agulhas Current system versus waters entering
from the Pacific through Drake Passage. To do so, backward trajectory calculations
from the North Brazil Current have been employed. They revealed a substantially
higher volumetric contribution of waters originating at Drake Passage than esti-
mated by previous Lagrangian studies with coarser resolution models. Moreover, the
majority of waters with Drake Passage and Agulhas origin experiences substantial
water property modifications along their transit through the South Atlantic. A first
analysis of temporal changes in the ratio of the two contributions further indicates
that an ongoing increase in Agulhas leakage may evoke an increase in the Agulhas
contribution to the upper limb of the Atlantic part of the GOC, while the Drake
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Passage contribution decreases.
In study 2 the Agulhas Current contribution to the GOC’s upper limb was further
decomposed into its different sources from the Indian Ocean. It constitutes the
first coherent Lagrangian analysis of large-scale connectivity associated with the
upper limb return flow from the Pacific via the Indian Ocean into the Atlantic. The
analysis highlights the dominant contribution of surface-bound Indonesian Through-
flow waters that salinify and cool during their transit through the South Atlantic.
Additionally, it reports a relative high contribution of intermediate water with origin
South of Australia, which largely maintain their properties during transit.
Study 3 presents an analysis of near-surface lateral eddy diffusivity estimates ob-
tained from Lagrangian trajectories simulated with a high resolution model for the
greater Agulhas system. It further includes the first comparison of eddy diffusivity
estimates from simulated Lagrangian trajectories and observed drifter trajectories for
that region. Notably, eddy diffusivity estimates from the high-resolution model are
consistent with the spatial pattern and magnitude of drifter-based eddy diffusivity
estimates — without the need for an additional diffusion parametrization in the
trajectory calculation.
Overall, these studies contributed to a revised picture of large-scale connectivity
associated with the GOC and yielded new insights regarding the suitability of La-
grangian analyzes for assessing large-scale spreading of water masses. In particular,
the presented studies highlight the benefits of Lagrangian analyzes to investigate
the simulated flow field of ocean models in terms of volume transport pathways
and timescales, as well as net water mass transformations. At the same time they
indicate that Lagrangian analyzes are of limited use for assessing the pathways and
timescales with that upper ocean temperature as well as salinity anomalies may
be transmitted through the Indian and South Atlantic oceans, if the virtual fluid
particles experience non-negligible along-track water property modifications.
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Zusammenfassung
Lagrangesche Konnektivitätsstudien mit Hilfe von Ozeanmodellen stellen ein wich-
tiges Analysetool in der physikalischen Ozeanographie dar. Sie beruhen auf der
Simulation von Trajektorien virtueller Fluidpartikel, und ihrer Auswertung hinsicht-
lich dominanter Ausbreitungspfade und -zeiskalen, sowie Volumen- oder Tracer-
transporte zwischen ausgewählten Ozeangebieten. Dennoch bestehen einige offene
Fragestellungen bezüglich des Einflusses von (nicht vollständig aufgelösten) rela-
tiv kleinskaligen Prozessen auf großskalige Langrangesche Konnektivität. In dieser
Doktorarbeit wurden verschiedene Aspekte der Frage untersucht, wie Lagrangesche
Konnektivitätsstudien mit hochauflösenden Ozeanmodellen zu einem verbesserten
Verständnis der Wassermassenausbreitung der globalen Umwälzbewegung beitragen
können. Es wurden (i) Theorie und bisherige Anwendungen Lagrangescher Kon-
nektivitätsstudien mit Ozeanmodellen zusammengefasst, und auf die Wichtigkeit
hingewiesen Lagrangesche Analysen von rein advektiven Volumentransportpfaden
und Lagrangesche Modellierung advektiv-diffusiver Tracerausbreitung zu unterschei-
den; (ii) Lagrangesche Volumentransportpfade der globalen Umwälzbewegung im
Südatlantik (Studie 1) und Indischen Ozean (Studie 2) in hochauflösenden Ozeanmo-
dellen bestimmt und die damit verbundenen Netto-Wassermassentransformationen
analysiert; und (iii) simulierte oberflächennahe Lagrange Ausbreitungspfade im
Agulhasstromsystem mit beobachteten Driftertrajektorien hinsichtlich abgeleiteter
Wirbel-Diffusivitäten verglichen (Studie 3).
In Studie 1 wurde die relative Bedeutung des Pazifik-Atlantik Einstroms durch
die Drakepassage und des wirbelgetriebenen Indo-Atlantik Einstroms durch das
Agulhasstromsystem für den Oberflächenstrom der globalen Umwälzbewegung im
Atlantik analysiert. Dazu wurden Lagrangesche Trajektorien vom Nordbrasilstrom
rückwärts in die Quellregionen gerechnet. Der aus ihnen ermittelte Beitrag des
Pazifik-Atlantik Einstroms zum Gesamttransport der Oberflächenströmung der Um-
wälzbewegung ist vergleichbar mit dem des Indo-Atlantik Einstroms, und damit
deutlich größer als bisherige Lagarangesche Studien mit grobauflösenden Ozeanmo-
dellen vermuteten. Darüber hinaus weisen die durchgeführten Analysen darauf hin,
dass ein Anstieg des Indo-Atlantik Einstroms auch zu einem erhöhten Beitrag von
Wasser aus der Agulhasregion zum Gesamttransport der Oberflächenströmung im
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tropischen Atlantik führt, während der Anteil des Pazifik-Atlantik Einstroms sinkt.
Studie 2 stellt die erste kohärente Lagrangesche Analyse der Oberflächenströmung
der globalen Umwälzbewegung von dem Pazifischen Ozean in den Atlantik dar. Die
Ergebnisse heben die Bedeutung des Indonesischen Durchstroms als dominante
Quellregion für den Indo-Atlantik Einstrom hervor. Sie verdeutlichen auch, dass die
Ausbreitungspfade zwischen der Inselkette Indonesiens und der Südspitze Afrikas
sehr oberflächennah verlaufen und Fluidpartikel entlag dieser Wege salzreicher
werden und abkühlen. Die Region südlich von Australien liefert einen ebenfalls nicht
vernachlässigen Beitrag zum Indo-Atlantik Einstrom in den Atlantik. Die zugehörigen
Ausbreitungspfade sind jedoch eher im Zwischenwasserbereich zu finden und die
ihnen folgenden Fluidpartikel behalten zu großen Teilen ihre spezifischen Eigen-
schaften.
Studie 3 präsentiert eine detailierte Evaluierung von simulierten advektiven La-
grangen Trajektorien im Agulhasstromsystem bezüglich abgeleiteter räumlich va-
riierender Diffusivitäten, welche ein Maß für den Einfluss von Wirbeln auf die
Partikelausbreitung darstellen. Diffusivitäten die von Lagrangeschen Trajektorien
aus einem hochauflösenden Modell abgeleitet wurden weisen eine räumliche Struk-
tur und Magnitude auf, die gut zu Diffusivitäten passen die von beobachteten
Driftertrajektorien abgeleitet wurden — ohne einer Implementierung zusätzlicher
Diffusionsparametrisierungen in der Trajektorienberechnung.
Insgesamt zeigen diese Studien exemplarisch, wie Lagrangesche Konnektivitäts-
studien mit hochauflösenden Ozeanmodellen unser Verständnis der globalen Um-
wälzbewegung hinsichtlich Volumentransportpfaden und -zeitskalen, sowie Netto-
Wassermassentransformationen verbessern können. Gleichzeitig weisen sie jedoch
auch darauf hin, dass Lagrangesche Analysen von advektiven Pfaden und -zeitskalen
wahrscheinlich nur bedingt Aufschluss über die Ausbreitung potenzieller Temperatur-
und Salzgehaltsanomalien geben, wenn die zu Grunde liegenden Partikeltrajektorien
Modifikationen ihrer spezifischen Eigenschaften erfahren.
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1Introduction
The knowledge of how different oceanic regions are connected in terms of seawater
pathways, as well as the associated timescales and transports of heat, dissolved
substances and particulates, is of fundamental importance for many theoretical and
practical applications in physical oceanography and related disciplines.
In physical oceanography, a prime example for the importance of hydrodynamic con-
nectivity arises from the spreading of water masses as part of the global overturning
circulation (GOC) [e.g., Broecker, 1991; Richardson, 2008]. Major features of the
GOC are the production of cold and dense waters in the northern North Atlantic,
their deep spreading into the Indian and Pacific basins (the lower limb of the GOC),
the eventual upwelling of deep waters back into surface layers, as well as the return
flow of warmer and lighter waters into the northern North Atlantic (the upper limb of
the GOC). These processes greatly impact the oceanic uptake, transport, and storage
of heat and climate relevant trace gases, thereby modulating climate variability on
various spatial and temporal scales [e.g., Buckley and Marshall, 2016].
Seawater pathways related to the GOC have been traditionally assessed by analyzing
the observed oceanic distribution of temperature and salinity [e.g., Lenz, 1845;
Schott, 1902; Merz and Wüst, 1922; Wüst, 1949]; by studying the fate of transient
chemical tracers such as Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and Sulfur Hexafluorides (SF6)
[e.g., Fine, 2011]; or by employing current-following, that is, Lagrangian, devices
[e.g., Bower et al., 2009; Youngs et al., 2015]. There have been global Lagrangian
observing programs such as the array of satellite-tracked surface drifting buoys from
the Global Drifter Program [GDP, http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dac/index.php]
or the ARGO array of free-drifting profiling floats [http://www.argo.ucsd.edu/].
By now the GDP drifter array is the highest spatial resolution ocean velocity data
currently available [Lumpkin et al., 2017]. However, for a detailed and coherent
assessment of large-scale connectivity, observational data is still too limited in space
and time. Therefore, large-scale connectivity studies are increasingly performed by
making use of the mathematically consistent and complete description of the oceanic
flow field obtained from ocean general circulation models (OGCMs).
In principle, seawater pathways can be estimated from OGCMs by means of La-
grangian model studies, which involve the analysis of large sets of virtual particle
trajectories calculated from the simulated three-dimensional and time-varying ve-
locity fields [van Sebille et al., 2018], or by explicit tracer simulations [England
and Maier-Reimer, 2001]. Yet, for many applications Lagrangian model studies
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which are performed offline, that is, by using the stored velocity output after the
actual OGCM integration, have become the preferential tool to assess connectivity.
Persuasive arguments are lower computational costs compared to online simulated
tracer spreading and a greater flexibility in the experimental design, including the
possibility to calculate backward trajectories and conditional statistics from a poste-
riori defined subsets of particles [cf. van Sebille et al., 2018].
Lagrangian connectivity studies with ocean models significantly contributed to our
current understanding of the spatio-temporal structure of the GOC. For instance, they
have been employed to infer major global transport pathways [Speich et al., 2007],
as well as many details of the circulation pattern in the North Atlantic [Gary et al.,
2011; Burkholder and Lozier, 2011; Gary et al., 2012; Koszalka et al., 2013; Lozier
et al., 2013; Burkholder and Lozier, 2014; Foukal and Lozier, 2016; Zou and Lozier,
2016; Berglund et al., 2017] and Southern Ocean [Döös et al., 2008; van Sebille
et al., 2013; Viglione and Thompson, 2016; Drake et al., 2018]. They have been also
used to explore individual aspects of the upper limb flow related to the Pacific-Indian
[Speich et al., 2002; van Sebille et al., 2014] and Indian-Atlantic [Speich et al., 2001;
Donners and Drijfhout, 2004; Biastoch et al., 2008c; van Sebille et al., 2011; Rimaud
et al., 2012; Durgadoo et al., 2013; Rühs et al., 2013] inter-ocean exchanges.
Moreover, Lagrangian connectivity studies with ocean models have been of great
benefit for interdisciplinary applications. For instance, they revealed substantial
impact of ocean currents on population dynamics [e.g., Pineda et al., 2007; White
et al., 2010; Kool et al., 2013] and hence ecosystem management. They have been
used to assess pathways of small marine organisms such as larvae [Paris et al.,
2005; Wood et al., 2014; Cetina-Heredia et al., 2015; Breusing et al., 2016; Torri
et al., 2018], glass eels [Baltazar-Soares et al., 2014] and juvenile turtles [Scott
et al., 2011; Scott et al., 2017]. Lagrangian connectivity studies have further been
proven useful for assessing the massive accumulation of plastic garbage within the
convergence zones of surface flow in all five subtropical basins and in the Arctic
Ocean [van Sebille, 2015; Cózar et al., 2017; Hardesty et al., 2017]. And these are
only selected examples of a continuously growing list of applications [cf. van Sebille
et al., 2018].
Yet, despite their value as a unique tool in physical oceanography and interdiscipliary
applications, Lagrangian connectivity studies with ocean models are still subject to
several questions related to the (partially unresolved) impact of small-scale flow
variability on large-scale Lagrangian connectivity measures and the suitability of La-
grangian connectivity studies to represent water mass spreading. In this dissertation
I examine different aspects of the overall research question:
How can Lagrangian connectivity studies with high-resolution ocean models help
improving our understanding of the spreading of water masses associated with
the global overturning circulation?
2 Chapter 1 Introduction
I focus on Lagrangian connectivity associated with the upper limb of the GOC within
the South Atlantic and Indian Oceans, since (i) key regions of the GOC’s upper
limb in these basins have been shown to be greatly impacted by small-scale flow
variability such as eddies, and (ii) these key regions are subject to ongoing changes
in circulation pattern and thermohaline characteristics, but (iii) comprehensive
Lagrangian connectivity studies of these circulation pattern as part of the large-scale
GOC with high-resolution OGCMs are scarce. Specific related research challenges
that are subject of this dissertation are further introduced in section 1.1. The
individual studies performed to address these challenges and the resulting structure
of this thesis are outlined in section 1.2.
1.1 Research challenges
The classical view of the large-scale spreading of water masses via the GOC has been
that of the so-called great ocean conveyor as suggested first by Broeker and Peng
[1982] and depicted in the influential paper by Broecker [1991] (Fig. 1.1). Accord-
ing to this schematic cold water sinks in the subpolar North Atlantic, subsequently
spreads at depth along confined western boundary currents into the Indian and
Pacific Oceans where it eventually upwells, and returns as warm upper ocean water
through the Indonesian Archipelago and a passage south of Africa to the subpolar
North Atlantic. The associated mass and heat transport was further assumed to
be relatively coherent and to vary in response to changes in deep water formation
caused by variable buoyancy forcing.
Since then, many authors refined this picture of the GOC [cf. Richardson, 2008;
Lozier, 2010] by highlighting the role of the Southern Ocean in connecting the differ-
ent basins through the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and linking the overturning cell
associated with the deep water formation in the North Atlantic to a secondary deeper
overturning cell associated with the formation of bottom water around Antarctica
[Gordon, 1991; Lumpkin and Speer, 2007]; acknowledging a direct return flow of
upper ocean water from the Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean through Drake Passage
[Schmitz, 1995; Schmitz, 1996], as well as a westward path of upper ocean water
south of Australia [Speich et al., 2007]; and including recirculations within the wind-
driven oceanic gyres and large eddies as part of the lower and upper limb transports
(Fig. 1.2). In particular, it has been shown that mesoscale perturbations control the
inter-ocean exchange south of Africa [Biastoch et al., 2008c]. Further Lagrangian
studies of the North Atlantic part of the GOC additionally revealed interior pathways
of the subpolar-subtropical deep water transport [Bower et al., 2009; Gary et al.,
2011] caused by eddy-driven recirculations [Lozier et al., 2013], and a subsurface in-
stead of surface subtropical-subpolar gyre connection [Burkholder and Lozier, 2014]
which inhibits a direct advective inter-gyre pathway for sea-surface temperature
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Fig. 1.1 Broekers simple schematic of the great ocean conveyor belt in a version adopted from Richardson
[2008].
Fig. 1.2 Schematic of the global overturning circulation as provided by Lumpkin and presented in
Richardson [2008], including recirculating loops and large eddies that regionally take over the
transport of the upper and deep limbs. Red arrows indicate light upper limb water, blue arrows
dense deep (and bottom) waters.
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anomalies [Foukal and Lozier, 2016]. They also indicated that variability in deep
water formation rates may not have a direct imprint on the southward advective
export of newly formed deep water masses [Zou and Lozier, 2016]. Moreover, the
classical view of water mass transformation only happening at distinct deep water
formation and upwelling locations is untenable, since eddies have been shown to
greatly enhance mixing [LaCasce, 2008] and hence potentially contribute to water
mass transformation along all overturning pathways. Above all, variability in the
overturning transport has been related to multiple forcing mechanism [Buckley and
Marshall, 2016, and references therein], including changes in Southern Hemisphere
winds and the eddy-driven inter-ocean exchange south of Africa [Biastoch et al.,
2009; Beal et al., 2011; Durgadoo et al., 2013]. To sum up, the large-scale GOC
is now accepted as a much more complex system with diverse pathways and less
coherent transport of mass and heat that is fundamentally impacted by small-scale
flow variability.
However, there are still many open questions to be solved, a particular one being
the controversy about the relative importance of the different routes of the return
flow feeding the GOC’s upper limb in the Atlantic. Even though in dispute since
the very first schematics of the overturning have been published [cf. Richardson,
2008, and references therein], there is still no final consensus on whether the colder
and fresher inflow through Drake Passage or the warmer and saltier one south of
Africa through the Agulhas Current system dominates. Previous studies addressed
this issue, mostly, by making use of either inverse box model calculations based on
distinct hydrographic data or Lagrangian analysis with coarse or eddy-permitting
resolution. Both approaches seem inadequate in light of the fundamental impact of
small-scale flow variability on the involved circulation pattern. While box-models
by concept have difficulties to account for the eddy-driven inter-basin exchange
south of Africa [Donners and Drijfhout, 2004], the Lagrangian analyzes were based
on ocean models that did not sufficiently resolve eddies and thus did not feature a
realistic representation of the GOC’s upper limb return flow south of Africa [Biastoch
et al., 2008c]. Hence, there is the need for a revision of the pathways supplying the
GOC’s upper limb transport in the South Atlantic by means of Lagrangian analysis
with high-resolution eddy-rich model configurations. A detailed knowledge of these
circulation pattern is also of crucial relevance for assessing potential large-scale
impacts of ongoing changes in the Agulhas Current system, such as a strengthening
of the Indo-Atlantic exchange [Biastoch et al., 2009; Cheng, 2018].
Acknowledging the important role of small-scale processes for the GOC also evokes
another rather conceptual challenge for applications of large-scale Lagrangian con-
nectivity analysis relying on the offline calculation of trajectories from OGCM output.
In OGCMs the ocean is described by the so-called primitive equations, which are the
Navier-Stokes equations combined with commonly adopted approximations resulting
from scale considerations and a nonlinear equation of state that couples the two
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active tracers temperature and salinity to the velocities [e.g Madec and NEMO-team,
2016]. Owing to the spatial and temporal discretizations in OGCM formulations,
small-scale processes are not fully resolved in the gridded modeled velocity and
tracer fields, and are instead parametrized following the turbulent closure hypoth-
esis [cf. Durbin, 2018, and references therein for a review of the development in
turbulence closure modeling]. That is, the sub-grid scale processes are formulated
as turbulent fluxes (representing the fluxes associated with the mean correlation of
small-scale perturbations obtained from Reynolds averaging of the Navier-Stokes
equations) that can be expressed entirely in terms of resolved larger-scale features
in the form of diffusive processes.
Lagrangian trajectories obtained by the offline advection of virtual fluid particles
with the simulated flow of an OGCM only implicitly include the effect of such sub-
grid scale parameterizations acting on the tracer and momentum equations through
altered large-scale circulation pattern and along-track changes of temperature and
salinity. This led to the notion that dispersal of simulated advective Lagrangian
trajectories is not sufficiently diffusive compared to: (i) particle dispersal in the real
ocean1, and (ii) online simulated tracer spreading. The latter is directly inferred
from the advection-diffusion equation for the tracer evolution evaluated at the inte-
gration time-step of the model simulation and thus explicitly includes the effect of
the sub-grid scale parameterization, and captures flow features at higher temporal
resolution than offline calculated trajectories.
To account for the unresolved physics, Lagrangian diffusion parameterizations were
introduced [Griffa, 1996; Berloff and McWilliams, 2002; Monti and Leuzzi, 2010;
Döös et al., 2011] and have been already employed in regional ocean circulation
studies [de Dominicis et al., 2012; Koszalka et al., 2013; Rypina et al., 2016] (cf.
chapter 5). They add an extra stochastic component to the trajectory calculation,
even though there is still an ongoing debate about how to specify an appropriate
stochastic model and how to fit the associated parameters to a specific OGCM output
[cf. Rühs et al., 2018, and references therein].
Before regularly employing Lagrangian diffusion parameterizations also for large-
scale connectivity studies, it should be critically discussed which kind of pathways are
represented by simulated virtual particle trajectories with and without Lagrangian
diffusion parameterizations, to avoid the misuse of one or the other. Moreover, there
is the need for more thorough assessments of whether the impact of unresolved
small-scale processes on Lagrangian trajectories indeed can be parametrized via a
diffusive term and, if so, how much diffusion parameterization is actually needed so
that trajectories calculated from a specific OGCM velocity output resemble observed
particle or simulated tracer spreading.
1Note that this is equal to the notion that the dispersal of simulated advective Lagrangian trajectories
is not sufficiently diffusive compared to observed tracer spreading, since Klocker et al. [2012]
showed that, for a given velocity field, particle- and tracer-based estimates of eddy diffusivities are
equivalent, as long as Lagrangian diffusivities are estimated from a sufficiently high number of
trajectories (> 100) and by using their asymptotic and not their maximum values.
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1.2 Thesis contributions and structure
As outlined above, there is the need for dedicated large-scale Lagrangian connectivity
studies with high-resolution ocean models to further improve our understanding
of the spatio-temporal structure of the GOC. Moreover, even though Lagrangian
connectivity studies with ocean models are a unique and established tool in physical
oceanography, there still exist several open questions regarding their implementation
and interpretation. With this dissertation I address several facets of the specific
challenges identified in section 1.1 by
(i) reviewing the theoretical background of Lagrangian connectivity studies with
ocean models, thereby, contrasting the interpretation of Lagrangian trajectories
as volume transport or tracer pathways, highlighting the different usage of pure
Lagrangian analyzes and Lagrangian modeling approaches (the latter includ-
ing diffusion parameterizations), and introducing most common evaluation
techniques [chapter 2; partially published in van Sebille et al., 2018];
(ii) investigating large-scale spreading and transformation of water masses associ-
ated with the upper limb of the GOC in the South Atlantic [chapter 3; Rühs et
al., manuscript in preparation] and Indian Ocean [chapter 4; Durgadoo et al.,
2017] by making use of Lagrangian analyzes with high-resolution OGCMs that
fully resolve mesoscale flow variability;
(iii) assessing the performance of Lagrangian simulations with OGCM output at
different spatial and temporal resolution in the extended Agulhas region with
respect to the question whether the offline simulated particle dispersal is
sufficiently diffusive compared to observed particle spreading [chapter 5; Rühs
et al., 2018].
The theory chapter contains a newly written summary of the review paper on
Lagrangian model studies by van Sebille et al. [2018], in particular of those parts to
which I contributed, but has been largely adjusted and complemented to better fit
the scope of this thesis. The following three result chapters start with a prelude page
including an outline of the novelties of the underlying study, the respective reference,
as well as a short description of my specific contributions. The main part of each
result chapter then consists of either the actual publication in its print version, or
the to be submitted manuscript adjusted to the format of this thesis. Hence, each
result chapter contains its own specific research questions or hypotheses, a thorough
respective literature review, and a discussion of its results. In the final synthesis
chapter I summarize and discuss the findings of all previous chapters in terms of
answers to the overall research question formulated above and identify what has not
or not sufficiently been addressed in this dissertation and may be subject of future
studies.
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2Theoretical background of
Lagrangian connectivity studies
with ocean models
Lagrangian connectivity studies with ocean models comprise the analysis of the fate
of virtual Lagrangian particles — representing small fluid parcels, small amounts of
tracers, or even passively drifting objects — to identify their pathways, associated
timescales and transports between distinct oceanic regions.
Any Lagrangian connectivity study performed with ocean model data consists of two
steps: First, the actual calculation of Lagrangian particle trajectories from simulated
Eulerian velocity fields, and second, the statistical evaluation of the set of trajectories
in terms of connectivity measures.
This chapter gives an introduction to the theoretical concept of Lagrangian particle
trajectories, their physical interpretation as volume or tracer transport pathways,
and their use in studying the dispersal of drifting objects (section 2.1). It further
summarizes the main numerical methods of Lagrangian particle trajectory calcu-
lation (section 2.2), as well as their statistical evaluation and validation (section 2.3).
Note that the content of this chapter constitutes a newly written summary of the
review paper on Lagrangian model studies by van Sebille et al. [2018], in particular
of those parts to which I contributed, but has been largely adjusted and comple-
mented to better fit the scope of this thesis. It now includes, for instance, some best
practice recommendations for particle trajectory calculations and a paragraph on
water property changes along volume transport pathways.
2.1 What is a Lagrangian particle trajectory?
The fundamental concept behind all Lagrangian analysis is to describe fluid motion
as the accumulation of continuum fluid parcel motion. Theoretically, each fluid
parcel consists of a microscopic collection of molecules, and its velocity is formally
determined as a mass weighted mean of the velocity of all these individual molecules
[de Groot and Mazur, 1984]. Practically, by making the continuum hypothesis, a
parcel is considered a macroscopically small fluid element (bigger than 1 µm3, more
than 1010 molecules [Olbers et al., 2012]) and labelled by the material coordinate
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a. The motion of such a material fluid parcel can be described by that of a classical
point particle located at the center of mass of the fluid parcel, that is, in terms
of its position vector X(a, t) determined by the equations of motion derived from
Newton’s laws. As the particle moves it traces out a curve in space referred to as a
Lagrangian particle trajectory (sometimes also called material pathline in the fluid
mechanics literature [Batchelor, 1967]), whereby the particle’s mass (or volume for
a Boussinesq flow 1) stays constant. The velocity of the Lagrangian particle is the
time derivative of the trajectory, computed with the material coordinate held fixed,
and equals the local Eulerian velocity at every point crossed in space and time:(
∂X(a, t)
∂t
)
a
= v(x, t) where X(a, t) = x. (2.1)
To sum it up, a Lagrangian particle trajectory describes the pathway of an imaginary
point particle that moves as though it is a small element with constant mass (or
volume) of fluid.
A seawater parcel is comprised of fresh water and tracers of other matter, such
as salts and biogeochemical components. While a seawater parcel maintains a con-
stant mass (or volume), the concentration of each trace constituent (mass of tracer
per parcel mass) is not necessarily constant, since tracers can be exchanged with
adjacent seawater parcels through diffusive mixing. But what is diffusive mixing?
In principal, the equations of motion are valid for all scales larger than approxi-
mately 1 µm and the only process not governed by the therein described advection
is molecular diffusion, which is negligible for most oceanic problems. This implies
that tracer and advective mass (volume) transport pathways can be treated to a very
good degree as identical in the real ocean. However, in ocean models the oceanic
state is described by averages over much larger spatial (and temporal) scales and the
effect of unresolved small-scale motions on tracer mixing is parametrized as diffusive
transport. Depending on the model resolution as well as on the research question,
this effect may or may not be negligible. Thus, in the presence of non-negligible
diffusive tracer mixing, tracer and mass (volume) transport pathways are distinct in
model simulations.
The dispersal of drifting objects such as crafts, marine organisms, or plastics is hardly
ever purely flow following due to the additional influence of buoyancy, potential
wind drag related to the body specific shape and weight, or even active swimming
behavior. Hence, considering the argumentation outlined above, it can not be fully
described by Lagrangian trajectories. Yet, in cases for which the object of interest
1The oceanic Boussinesq approximation assumes that density variations are negligible in the horizontal
momentum and mass continuity equations so that therein the in situ density can be replaced with a
constant reference density [Spiegel and Veronis, 1960]. This reduces the mass continuity equation
to volume conservation, implying that Bussinesq flow has zero divergence. The full density as
obtained by the equation of state then only appears in the vertical momentum equation, where it is
coupled to gravitational acceleration.
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can be approximated as dimensionless and immotile, Lagrangian particle trajecto-
ries may reveal and/or explain important dispersal characteristics. Furthermore,
the calculation of Lagrangian particle trajectories can be easily expanded to more
complex dispersal simulations which are, for instance, accounting for object dimen-
sions in search and rescue applications, or active swimming behavior in biological
applications.
2.2 How to calculate Lagrangian particle
trajectories?
The basis of Lagrangain particle trajectory calculations is the integration of a dis-
cretized version of equation 2.1 for a given simulated Eulerian velocity field. When
the nth particle is located at the point X(n)(t) = x, one can update its position by
X(n)(t+ ∆t) = X(n)(t) +
t+∆t∫
t
v(x(τ), τ) dτ, (2.2)
However, there are many different ways of performing this trajectory calculation.
In particular, one has to decide whether a pure Lagrangian analysis of the Eulerian
velocity fields or a Lagrangian (stochastic) modeling approach of particle dispersion
is desired, whether to perform the calculations offline or online, whether to use
an analytical or time-stepping method for the temporal integration, and how to
interpolate the gridded velocity field to an arbitrary point in space and time.
Within a pure Lagrangian analysis virtual fluid particles are simply advected with a
simulated oceanic flow. By concept, the resulting advective Lagrangian trajectories
capture all (and only) those flow features resolved in the underlying Eulerian velocity
fields. Slight deviations may originate from spatial and temporal interpolation of
the velocity fields performed prior to the actual Lagrangian calculations in order to
reduce discontinuities (cf. discussion below).
To account for unresolved processes, Lagrangian diffusion parameterizations were
introduced [e.g., Griffa, 1996; Berloff and McWilliams, 2002; Döös et al., 2011].
These add an additional stochastic component to the right hand side of the trajectory
equation 2.2. However, in particular (but not only) for larger scale studies it is still an
open question exactly when and how to implement stochastic terms, and introducing
stochastic terms may break consistency with the underlying OGCM physics which
may not always be desired (cf. section 5).
Online trajectory calculations are performed simultaneously with the ocean model
simulation and are thus subject to velocity fields that update at the model integration
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time step of only a few minutes or hours (depending on the spatial model resolution).
Offline Lagrangian calculations are performed independently of the ocean model
simulation and instead make use of stored model velocity output, which is typically
available at daily, 5-day or monthly means. It is to note that the results inferred from
offline Lagrangian calculations may be highly sensitive to the temporal resolution
of the underlying model output [Poje et al., 2010; Blanke et al., 2012; Qin et al.,
2014]. On the one hand, volume transports and particle transit times over various
current systems seem to be well represented using velocity fields averaged over up to
nine days [Qin et al., 2014]. On the other hand, there exist Lagrangian applications
such as the analysis of along-trajectory variations of biogeochemical properties that
require Eulerian model output at a daily or even hourly resolution [Chenillat et al.,
2015].
Even though the online calculation has the advantage of velocity fields at higher
temporal resolution, it is only feasible for very idealized, small scale, or coarse-
resolution model simulations which can be easily repeated. Long term global scale
ocean model simulations at eddy-resolving resolution are extremely costly and thus
can not be easily repeated. Therefore, in these cases, the trajectory integration
nearly always has to be performed offline. The offline calculation further allows for
multiple complementary Lagrangian experiments, forward and backward integra-
tions, and much longer integration times which can be achieved by looping through
the original model output [e.g., Döös et al., 2008; Rühs et al., 2013; Thomas et al.,
2015; Berglund et al., 2017; Drake et al., 2018]. Yet, looping eventually introduces
sharp transitions in the tracer and velocity fields that can cause unphysical jumps in
the particle trajectories. Looping thus only yields reasonable results if the Eulerian
input fields are not subject to large (model) drift and the jumps in the fields between
the end and the beginning are small enough to have a negligible net effect on the
particle trajectory characteristics.
The temporal integration of the trajectory equation 2.2 can be obtained via ex-
plicit (and implicit) time-stepping, as well as in form of analytical solutions. For a
given velocity field, these integration schemes would result in identical trajectories
in the continuum, but differ in the discrete numerical implementations due to algo-
rithmic differences and truncation errors.
The most simple explicit time-stepping method is the so-called Euler method, for
which the velocity at a given point of the trajectory in space and time is multiplied
by a time step ∆t. Better accuracy of the trajectories can be obtained by using
higher-order methods for the integration of equation 2.2, such as the 4th order
Runge-Kutta scheme [e.g., Butcher, 2016], where information of the velocity field
at four increments between time steps tn and tn+1 is used. In offline calculations
∆t has mostly to be chosen smaller than the interval between consecutive stored
velocity fields, thus necessitating temporal interpolation. This temporal interpolation
of the velocity fields can be a large source of error, particularly when the interval
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with which velocity fields are stored becomes longer than a few days [Valdivieso Da
Costa and Blanke, 2004; Qin et al., 2014].
Analytical schemes calculate trajectories for a given steady-state non-divergent ve-
locity field through analytic computation of three dimensional streamtubes [Blanke
and Raynaud, 1997], without any intermediate time steps. If the velocity fields are
time-evolving, it is possible to subsample them into piecewise steady fields, which are
only kept constant in time for the specific period given by the temporal resolution of
the input field. Another method allows for analytical trajectories in a time-dependent
case that accounts for flow changes across time steps [de Vries and Döös, 2001; Döös
et al., 2017]. The analytical integration method is self-consistent, since it respects
the local three-dimensional non-divergence of the simulated flow, and thus prevents
landfall of particles as long as no additional diffusion parameterization or custom
behavior term is added.
Since trajectories are defined on continuous velocity fields (cf. equation 2.2) while
ocean models work with discretized grids, where velocities are only known on either
vertices or edges of the grid cells [Griffies et al., 2000], computing Lagrangian
trajectories also requires spatial interpolation of the velocity fields. For example,
on structured grids, the reconstruction of continuous velocity fields is achieved by
linear, bilinear, trilinear, or spline interpolation, although more work needs to be
done investigating the dependence of Lagrangian simulations on the accuracy of the
chosen spatial interpolation scheme.
By now it exist a variety of tools with which Lagrangian particle trajectories can be in-
ferred from modeled Eulerian velocity fields, either analytically or via time-stepping
methods and with interpolation schemes of different complexity. To get an overview
of the major Lagrangian tools and their specific advantages and disadvantages please
refer to van Sebille et al. [2018]. Most tools were build for offline calculations,
several allow for the addition of a stochastic component in the calculation proce-
dure. In the end it depends on the research question, as well as on model specific
requirements, which tool to use. Based on the discussion of van Sebille et al. [2018],
combined with the results of Rühs et al. [2018] (section 5) and Wagner et al. [in
preparation], the following is suggested here as a first guidance:
I Volume transport pathways: Diagnosing volume transport pathways requires
a non-divergent velocity field, such as from a Boussinesq model, and a volume
conserving purely advective trajectory integration scheme, such as an analytical
one employed in the long established tools ARIANE [Blanke and Raynaud,
1997; Blanke et al., 1999, www.univ-brest.fr/lpo/ariane] and TRACMASS
[Döös et al., 2013; Döös et al., 2017, tracmass.org] — without any additional
diffusion parameterization or custom behavior terms. Representative sets of
volume transport pathways are useful means to study the simulated large-scale
water mass spreading and transformation. Even though explicit time-stepping
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schemes are not strictly volume conserving, the resulting trajectories may yield
a reasonable approximation of the volumetric connectivity (cf. section 2.3.3).
I Tracer pathways: To compute tracer transport pathways in the Lagrangian
framework, one ideally uses a trajectory integration scheme with diffusion
parameterization, that is, a Lagrangian modelling approach. Lagrangian codes
allowing for the implementation of diffusion are, for instance, CMS [Paris et
al., 2013, github.com/beatrixparis/connectivity-modeling-system] or PARCELS
[Lange and van Sebille, 2017, oceanparcels.org]. However, as already indi-
cated above, this approach additionally requires the knowledge of the diffusion
tensor, which is a complex function of the often poorly understood subgrid
scale flow, and thus a big potential source for errors. Purely advective inte-
gration schemes may thus yield reasonable and in some cases even desired
approximations of tracer transport pathways if the resolution of the ocean
model providing the velocity fields is high enough [e.g., Keating et al., 2011].
I Object pathways: Object pathways are not only determined by the oceanic
flow field, but additionally greatly influenced by the objects specifications, such
as its dimensions, buoyancy, and motility. Therefore, tools employed for the
calculation of object pathways need to be able to incorporate object motion
relative to the ambient currents, such as additional wind and wave induced
drift or directional swimming [Staaterman and Paris, 2014; Phelps et al.,
2015]. The respective flexibility in the trajectory calculation is, for instance,
provided by PARCELS; other tools like CMS even have some build in modules
for the simulation of larval dispersal. For best practice recommendations
regarding the simulation and evaluation of larval dispersal see Ådlandsvik
et al. [1992]. To get results as closely related to the observed circulation as
possible, in many cases output from assimilation models is preferred, such
as provided by Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS,
http://marine.copernicus.eu/). An additional source of uncertainty in the
calculation of object pathways is a limited knowledge of the objects drift
properties and behavior. Yet again, as already stated above, in particular in
cases for which the object of interest can be approximated as dimensionless
and immotile, advective(-diffusive) Lagrangian particle trajectories may reveal
and/or explain important dispersal characteristics [e.g., Baltazar-Soares et al.,
2014].
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2.3 How to evaluate sets of Lagrangian particle
trajectories?
In general, one simulated Lagrangian trajectory inherently carries information about
the displacement and Lagrangian velocity of one particular virtual fluid particle. It
is further possible to store along-pathway salinity, temperature, and biogeochemi-
cal tracers (if simulated), obtained from spatial and temporal interpolation of the
respective gridded simulated Eulerian fields onto the particle positions; or to tag a
particle by a certain initial and/or time-constant value, such as an associated volume
transport.
However, in large-scale oceanography we are particularly interested in the spreading
of tracers or water masses, defined as huge bodies of seawater with a common
formation history, on the basin or even global scale. To simulate such a spreading,
one has to account for the immense variety of possible individual particle pathways
arising from large scale variability in ocean currents and oceanic turbulence, which
requires very large numbers of particles. But even simulating the drift of one par-
ticular object requires large numbers of particles to account for uncertainties in
the simulations with respect to slight changes in the initial conditions. This is why
all Lagrangian model analyzes heavily rely on statistics of large sets of individual
trajectories, whereby the determination of the exact number of trajectories required
to address a certain question is a non-trivial task (cf. section 2.3.5).
The main tool for the statistical evaluation of sets of Lagrangian particle trajec-
tories in terms of connectivity measures are binning techniques. The most prominent
way to visualize trajectory data is to bin particle positions into spatial histograms;
The resulting maps of particle density highlight most probable pathways (section
2.3.1). Yet, binning is not limited to spatial boxes as particles can be binned by
virtually any variable that can be determined along a particle’s path, such as depth,
temperature, salinity, density, distance to origin, or time since release. This sort of
binning can be useful to assess transit time distributions (section 2.3.2) or along-
pathway water mass transformations (section 2.3.4). If each particle is tagged with
a transport upon release and that transport is then conserved along the trajectory
(cf. section 2.2), a spatial binning (and subsequent summing) of the individual
transports can be further used to infer volume transport pattern between distinct
oceanic regions (section 2.3.3).
In addition to its usage in directly assessing Lagrangian connectivity between distinct
oceanic regions, binning of Lagrangian particle data is also used to infer general
oceanic flow characteristics that determine particle dispersal, such as spatially-
dependent maps of (eddy) dispersion and diffusivity, Lagrangian (eddy) time and
length scales, or Lagrangian Coherent Structures. The concepts of (eddy) dispersion
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Fig. 2.1 Exemplary Lagrangian analysis performed with the ARIANE tool using velocity fields from
the eddy rich ocean model INALT01 (color shading: snapshot of 5-day mean current speed).
Lagrangian particles were released in the Agulhas Current at 32◦S (green line) and traced for
5 years towards predefined sample sections and beyond (black lines: exemplary trajectories);
particles leaving through the Good Hope section (red lines) were assigned to Agulhas Leakage.
Modified after van Sebille et al. [2018].
and diffusivity and Lagrangian timescales are thoroughly described in section 5. For
an introduction to Lagrangian Coherent Structures please refer to van Sebille et al.
[2018] and references therein.
The following subsections provide an overview of the different Lagrangian connec-
tivity measures and their implementation in the context of a minimalistic exemplary
Lagrangian experiment addressing the Indian to Atlantic Ocean connectivity via
Agulhas Leakage. For this Lagrangian experiment the ARIANE tool was applied to the
three-dimensional 5-day mean non-divergent velocity fields at eddy-rich resolution
(1/10◦) obtained from a hindcast (1948 - 2009, experiment identifier KJD308) with
the global nested ocean general circulation model configuration INALT01 [Durgadoo
et al., 2013]. Lagrangian particles were released in the Agulhas Current (AC) at 32◦S
(green line in Fig. 2.1) every 5 days for the years 1948 to 2005 proportional to the
current volume transport, each particle associated with a fraction of this transport
(at maximum 0.1 Sv). Subsequently, the particles were advected along analytically
computed 3D time-varying streamlines, representing volume transport pathways,
and traced for at maximum 5 years towards predefined control sections and beyond.
All particles leaving the domain through the Good Hope section (red line in Fig. 2.1)
are accounted for Agulhas Leakage.
2.3.1 Predominant particle pathways
A common way to visualize major spreading pathways of a set of Lagrangian particles
is to spatially bin all particle positions [e.g., Hüttl-Kabus and Böning, 2008; Rühs
et al., 2013]. The resulting maps of particle density can be further transferred into
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Fig. 2.2 Major spreading pathways of Lagrangian particles released in the AC at 32◦S (blue line) in the
year 2000 as part of the exemplary Lagrangian analysis depicted in Fig. 2.1. The pathways are
visualized by means of probability distributions inferred from spatial binning of the particle
positions (bin size: 1◦ × 1◦, vertical extend over whole water column) by either a) considering
all particle positions (counting particles per bin at each time step, summing particle counts
over whole integration period, and dividing by the total number of particle counts for all bins),
so that the probability of all bins sum up to 100%; or b) considering each particle only once
per bin (counting number of different particles reaching each bin during the whole integration
period, and dividing by the total number of particles), so that the probability for each bin ranges
between 0 and 100%. Modified after van Sebille et al. [2018].
probability maps through normalising each bin-value by the total number of particle
positions [e.g., Gary et al., 2011]. Alternatively we can produce probability maps by
counting the visit of a particular particle only once per bin — also called first arrival
mode — and then normalizing by the total number of particles [instead of the total
number of particle positions, e.g., van Sebille et al., 2013; Appen et al., 2014]. All
methods offer useful and complementary means to identify flow structures.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the use of both normalizing methods for studying the flow
responsible for the spreading of particles originating in the AC at 32◦S. Figure 2.2b
is showing the probability derived from first arrival mode. Obviously, bins located
within the AC downstream of the release section show the highest probabilities,
followed by the areas around the Agulhas Return Current (ARC), and the Agulhas
Ring corridor. Hence, this probability distribution highlights predominant spreading
pathways along the major currents and via mesoscale eddies. Figure 2.2a shows the
probability derived from the procedure described at first, that is, by allowing for
multiple counts of the same particle in a certain bin (implying that high probabilities
may result from many particles and/or slow current speed and/or recirculation
pattern). This probability distribution differs from the first one in that it has relatively
high values upstream from the release section and in the area between the AC and
ARC, but relatively low probabilities within the ARC. In combination, the two
probability distributions reveal that (i) the areas in between the AC and ARC and
upstream the release section are reached by a small amount of particles several
times, most probably due to recirculation pattern; and (ii) there are quite a few
particles entering bins located within the ARC, even though they are also leaving
them again relatively fast as a consequence of high current speeds.
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One consideration in the choice of the bin size of the histogram grid is aliasing. If
either the bin size is chosen to small or the period between subsequent stored particle
positions ∆tout is too long, trajectories may pass through more than one histogram
bin within the period ∆tout and thus may not be adequately accounted for. As a
rule of thumb, at best, one should choose a minimum bin width ∆s > vmax∆tout,
whereby vmax is a representative maximum speed of the study domain (∆tout should
not be confused with the trajectory integration time step ∆t, which in most cases is
smaller than ∆tout). For instance, for an open ocean region with vmax = 0.1 ms−1
and trajectory data available every ∆tout = 5 days, ∆s = 43200 m.
2.3.2 Transit time distributions
The time taken for seawater to transit between defined regions or reservoirs, also
referred to as the age of seawater with respect to a region in which its age is pre-
scribed to zero2, is a property of the flow that provides useful understanding of
ocean circulation pattern [Deleersnijder et al., 2001], the overall distribution of
temperature and salinity, replenishment rates of nutrients in the upper layers, as
well as the uptake and storage of trace gases [Talley et al., 2011].
However, the different Lagrangian particles constituting together a certain water
mass may transit between two regions by distinct pathways, traveling for different
lengths of time. As such, the age is in fact a probability distribution: the transit
time distribution (TTD) that an individual particle might take to travel between
the two regions [e.g., Holzer and Hall, 2000; Deleersnijder et al., 2001]. Given a
sufficient number of Lagrangian particle trajectories, a TTD between two regions
can be estimated from a histogram of individual transit times (see Fig. 2.3 for an
examplary TTD in the Agulhas region).
The structure resulting from the mean (first moment), variance (second central
moment), width, and modal values of TTDs is used to understand the inherent
timescales of ocean circulation. While the width and variance of a TTD capture
information on the range and complexity of connecting pathways, the modal value
is associated with the most dominant pathway which is followed by the bulk of
particles [e.g., Rühs et al., 2013].
Evaluating the time since particles were last within the surface mixed-layer of
the ocean yields the ventilation timescale on which the ocean interacts with the
atmosphere. It is of particular climatic relevance since, among others, it influences
the effectiveness of deep-ocean storage of chemical tracers such as anthropogenic
carbon or CFCs. Ventilation timescales have been estimated from Lagrangian ana-
2In many studies the age of seawater is uniquely defined with respect to the last surface mixed-layer
contact [e.g., Talley et al., 2011], however, I here adopt the broader definition presented in the
review of Deleersnijder et al. [2001], and specifically distinguish water ages calculated with respect
to zero description at different reference regions, leading to different associated dynamic timescales.
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Fig. 2.3 Transit time distribution for particles released in the AC at 32◦S in the year 2000 and traced
towards the GoodHope line as part of the exemplary Lagrangian experiment depicted in Fig. 2.1.
Modified after van Sebille et al. [2018].
lyzes for the global ocean [Blanke et al., 2002] as well as for specific water masses
[e.g., Gary et al., 2012; Koch-Larrouy et al., 2010].
By considering the entry and exit of Lagrangian particles from a certain reservoir,
their transit times can be interpreted as residence timescales. For a marginal sea with
one point of exchange, such as the Baltic Sea, this has been used as an alternative to
the classic box model approach for the determination of the turnover time [Jönsson
et al., 2004] defined as the time it takes to replenish the water (or tracers) of a
reservoir [Talley et al., 2011]. Where there are multiple points of exchange, such as
the Arctic Ocean, the approach can be used to determine the timescales on which
these gateways interact [Lique et al., 2010].
Lagrangian transit times are also used to evaluate possible timescales on which
anomalies in a certain region may influence the flow downstream via advection [e.g.,
Speich et al., 2001; van Sebille et al., 2011; Rühs et al., 2013]. However, it is to
note that signal propagation often also happens on so-called radiative timescales
which result from wave dynamics and are generally faster than advective timescales.
For instance, it has been shown that Agulhas-induced anomalies are conveyed into
the western tropical Atlantic via Rossby and Kelvin waves within only a few months
— which is several orders of magnitude faster than the estimated advective signal
propagation [Biastoch et al., 2008a].
Transit times between distinct oceanic regions are also of major importance for
biological connectivity. Many marine species are sedentary as adults and only expe-
rience significant dispersal during their larval phase [e.g., Lester and Ruttenberg,
2005]. Thus, under the assumption that larval dispersal is mostly passive, transit
times shorter than the estimated larval duration allow for biological connectivity be-
tween the regions of interest, whereas much larger transit times most likely prohibit
direct biological connectivity.
One difficulty with the determination of TTDs is that the timescale of interest,
such as the ventilation timescale of deep waters (which can be on the order of thou-
sands of years), often largely exceeds the length of available OGCM output. Hence,
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the velocity fields must be looped to calculate the full TTD, which is practically
doable but does not always yield meaningful results (cf. section 2.2). If the available
OGCM output at least covers the modal value of the TTD, the full TTD could also be
estimated by fitting techniques as done in van Sebille et al. [2011].
2.3.3 Volumetric connectivity
Among the first uses of basin-scale Lagrangian particle tracking was to assess seawa-
ter volume transports between distinct sites in the ocean, resulting in an effective
way of quantifying Lagrangian connectivity. These applications require that each par-
ticle is tagged with a transport upon release, and that this transport is subsequently
conserved along the trajectory. One can then reconstruct volumetric connectivity by
summing the transports of those particle trajectories that connect selected oceanic
sites. Moreover, the associated volume transport pathways can be visualized by
the so-called Lagrangian streamfunctions, which can be inferred from transport-
weighted binned particle positions.
Figure 2.4 visualizes how these Lagrangian volumetric connectivity measures can be
used to determine Agulhas Leakage (based on the Lagrangian experiment described
above and visualized in Fig. 2.1). After having calculated volume transport pathways
between the AC at 32◦S and the predefined control sections, Agulhas Leakage was
estimated for each release year by summing the transports of only those trajectories
that crossed the approximated GoodHope section (red lines) within maximal 5
years after their release (and normalizing the cumulative transport by the number
of releases per year). This method has been extensively used to quantify Agulhas
Leakage for various applications [e.g., Biastoch et al., 2008c; van Sebille et al., 2010;
Durgadoo et al., 2013].
The concept of volumetric connectivity is closely tied to the analytical integration
method and was introduced by Blanke and Raynaud [1997] and Blanke et al. [1999].
If the Eulerian velocity field is locally divergence free — as it is for any Boussinesq
flow — and the trajectory calculation scheme respects the volume conservation — as
the analytical schemes do — each trajectory can be indeed tagged with a fraction of
the current volume transport through a defined ’release’ section which stays constant
during the integration. In practice, upon release, particles are grouped in regions
where the transport is the highest so that no partial transport exceeds a prescribed
maximum transport (e.g., 0.1 Sv). This maximum transport determines the accuracy
of all derived volumetric connectivity measures [Valdivieso Da Costa and Blanke,
2004].
For the visualization of major volume transport pathways, the volume transports
associated with each trajectory are recorded and summed at each grid-wall crossing
to yield a three-dimensional transport field. This field can be further integrated
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Fig. 2.4 Quantitative Lagrangian analysis to determine Agulhas Leakage: a) Magnitude of horizontal
Lagrangian streamfunction (contours, in Sv) for all trajectories initialized in the year 2000 and
traced towards the control sections (black and red lines). b) Time series of the annual mean
Agulhas Current (AC) transport at 32◦S. c) Estimated time series of annual Agulhas Leakage
(AL) transport. Modified after van Sebille et al. [2018].
vertically (zonally) to a two-dimensional non-divergent field of volume fluxes that
finally can be described by the horizontal (meridional) Lagrangian transport stream-
function. The unique feature of these ’conditional’ Lagrangian streamfunctions is that
they can be constructed for only that part of the flow that connects the section where
particles are released with a chosen section where they are received. Subsampling
of trajectories allows for any desired flow decomposition. This concept has been
applied to study, for instance, the cold and warm water routes into the Atlantic
[Speich et al., 2001; Speich et al., 2002; Drijfhout et al., 2003], Indian Ocean sources
of Agulhas leakage [Durgadoo et al., 2017], the decomposition of the Deacon Cell
[Döös et al., 2008], and the Atlantic MOC [Thomas et al., 2015]. It is noteworthy
that the Lagrangian streamfunction is based on trajectories with varying residence
times ranging from hours to months or even years, while Eulerian streamfunctions
are snapshots or time-averages. Yet, when releasing particles at sufficient resolution
at all entry sections into a certain domain and integrating the trajectories until all
particles left this domain, the resulting total Lagrangian streamfunction has been
shown to be almost identical to the Eulerian streamfunction [Berglund et al., 2017].
Even though integration schemes relying on explicit time-stepping are strictly speak-
ing not volume conserving, a carefully chosen seeding strategy may enable the
approximations of volume transport streamfunctions and connecting transports
even from advective trajectories calculated with those schemes (van Sebille et al.
[2014] used CMS for a volumetric analysis of Pacific-to-Indian Ocean connectivity).
In addition to locally non-divergent Eulerian velocity fields and a suited trajec-
tory calculation scheme, further prerequisites for the calculation of Lagrangian
streamfunctions are that initial sections are seeded with sufficiently large number of
particles proportional to the current local flow strength (to resolve a large number
of distinct pathways and adequately sample the flow) and sufficient integration time
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is allowed for the particles to leave the domain through the defined final sections
(otherwise the constraint of volume conservation would be violated). It also should
be taken into account, that, when releasing particles at not only one but several
consecutive time steps (in order to account for temporal variability in the flow field),
the cumulative transport field arising from all trajectories has to be scaled by the
total number of releases.
2.3.4 Water properties modification
From a Lagrangian connectivity perspective, pathways and timescales of the dispersal
of virtual fluid particles are easily assessed. Yet, their importance often arise from the
tracer (or object) they are transporting. For example, in climate science it is of major
concern how different water masses contribute to the freshwater and heat transport
through distinct oceanic sections. In addition to direct Lagrangian modeling of
tracer spreading (or object dispersal), also Lagrangian analyzes of volume transport
pathways can help addressing this issue through recording along-trajectory tracer
changes.
As detailed above, the tracer content of a seawater parcel may change along its
trajectory through non-negligible diffusive mixing. Dependent on the tracer there
may also exist local sources and sinks. In case of temperature and salinity, the
characteristics of Lagrangian trajectories representing volume transport pathways
may change along their way due to the parametrized and spurious diffusion in the
model, as well as through heat and freshwater fluxes at the ocean surface.
The information on the infinitesimal transport as well as the thermohaline properties
for each individual particle trajectory at the entrance and exit sections of a predefined
study domain allows for the quantification of the net water properties modification
within that domain [e.g., Lique et al., 2010; Speich et al., 2007; Rimaud et al.,
2012; Chenillat et al., 2015]. A more detailed analysis of the full record of along-
trajectory temperature and salinity changes may even be used to infer horizontal
pattern of Lagrangian temperature and salinity divergences in order to determine
the geographical positions of major water property modifications [Berglund et al.,
2017].
2.3.5 Validation of Lagrangian analyzes
The accuracy of Lagrangian trajectories computed from simulated velocity fields
depends on the accuracy of the time integration scheme, as well as the accuracy
of the interpolation scheme used to estimate velocity at the time and position of
the particle. To test the accuracy of a certain calculation scheme one should use
idealized and analytical test cases as described in van Sebille et al. [2018] and assess
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how well the analytical solution can be reproduced with the implemented schemes.
However, this part of validation is mainly performed during the development of
a Lagrangian tool and has been, for instance, done comprehensively for the new
community tool Parcels [Lange and van Sebille, 2017].
The usual way to assess the robustness of the results of a Lagrangian analysis
is to perform the analysis with as many particles as reasonable and then repeat
the analysis with a series of subsets of the trajectory ensemble to verify that the
results do not change substantially with a different number of particles or different
particle launch locations. The number of particles needed to achieve robust results
is generally increasing with the complexity of the flow (hence with increasing model
resolution) and may change in time and space depending on the spatially and tem-
porally varying mixing [Simons et al., 2013].
To test the robustness of the results with respect to the potential impact of sharp
transitions in the tracer and velocity fields introduced by looping (section 2.2), one
can perform sensitivity experiments as described in Thomas et al. [2015] in which
artificial jumps are introduced and analyzed.
Two methods to quantify differences between, for example, probability maps or
transit time distribution, are a pointwise correlation between the binned histograms
and subsequent calculation of the fraction of unexplained variance [Simons et al.,
2013] and a Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical test [van Sebille et al., 2009].
Finally, one can evaluate simulated ensemble particle movement against observed
surface drifter (or ARGO float) dispersal [van Sebille et al., 2009; Döös et al., 2011;
Rühs et al., 2018] or the evolution of a tracer field explicitly computed online in the
ocean model [Gary et al., 2012].
Note though that a Lagrangian analysis and the derived connectivity measures are
only as ’realistic’ as the underlying simulated Eulerian velocity fields which, among
others, depends on the temporal and spatial model output resolution — unless a
Lagrangian modelling approach is employed in which additional terms are added to
correct for missing dynamics in Eulerian fields. However, considering the difficulties
associated with the formulation and tuning of such correction terms (cf. section 5),
such a ’corrected’ approach may not necessarily lead to more realistic results.
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3Study 1: Cold vs. warm water
route — sources for the upper
limb of the AMOC revisited in a
high-resolution ocean model
The major aim of this study was to revisit the relative importance of the different
sources for the upper limb of the Atlantic part of the global overturning circulation,
that are, waters entering the South Atlantic from the Indian Ocean versus waters
entering from the Pacific through Drake Passage, commonly referred to as the warm
and cold water routes, respectively. To do so, backward trajectories from the North
Brazil Current into the two source regions were calculated by using the simulated
velocity fields of a high-resolution (1/20◦) ocean model. The Lagrangian analyzes
revealed a substantially higher volumetric contribution of waters originating at
Drake Passage than estimated by previous Lagrangian analyzes of coarser resolu-
tion models. They further highlight that waters with Drake Passage and Agulhas
origin can not be unambiguously distinguished by their temperature (as the com-
mon terminology may imply), but rather by their salinity when entering the South
Atlantic. Moreover, waters of both origins experience substantial water property
modifications along their transit through the South Atlantic. A first analysis of
temporal changes in the ratio of the two contributions further indicates that an ongo-
ing increase in Agulhas leakage may evoke an increase in the Agulhas contribution
to the upper limb of the overturning, while the Drake Passage contribution decreases.
The chapter is written as a manuscript for submission to Ocean Science:
Rühs, S., Schwarzkopf, F., and A. Biastoch: Cold vs. warm water route —
sources for the upper limb of the AMOC revisited in a high-resolution ocean
model.
My personal contribution to the manuscript has been the following:
defining the research problem and methodology, performing Lagrangian trajectory
calculations, analyzing simulated Lagrangian trajectory data sets, producing all
figures, and writing the paper.
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3.1 Introduction
Within the framework of the global overturning circulation, the South Atlantic is
depicted as a conduit, exporting dense waters produced in the North Atlantic into
the Indian and Pacific basins, and enabling the return flow of lighter waters back
into the North Atlantic which in turn feed the deep water formation [Broecker,
1991; Richardson, 2008]. The resulting net equatorward heat transport within the
South Atlantic and thus northward heat transport across the whole Atlantic [cf. Kelly
et al., 2014] is unique among all ocean basins and has been long recognized for its
importance in modulating European [e.g., Palter, 2015; Moffa-Sánchez and Hall,
2017] as well as global [e.g., Srokosz et al., 2012; Buckley and Marshall, 2016;
Lynch-Stieglitz, 2017] climate variability. Even though variability in the overall
overturning strength and associated heat transport have been mostly related to
variability in deep water formation [e.g., Biastoch et al., 2008b; Yeager and Danaba-
soglu, 2014], the involved convection process is highly sensitive to the thermohaline
properties of the northward upper layer return flow [Haarsma et al., 2011; Garzoli
and Matano, 2011; Cimatoribus et al., 2012; Garzoli et al., 2013]. Consequently,
a proper knowledge of its characteristics and the processes determining them are
crucial for the understanding of variability in the overturning strength.
The northward return flow, that is, the upper limb of the meridional overturning
circulation in the Atlantic (AMOC), is supplied by waters entering the South Atlantic
south of America (Pacific-Atlantic route) and south of Africa via the Agulhas System
(Indo-Atlantic route) [Garzoli and Matano, 2011]. The Pacific-Atlantic route is char-
acterized by cold and fresh waters [Rintoul, 1991] flowing within the ACC through
Drake Passage and following the Malvinas Current into the South Atlantic without
any intermediate recirculation in other basins. Within the literature it has been also
referred to as the direct cold water route [Speich et al., 2001]. The Indo-Atlantic
route injects comparatively warm and salty waters into the South Atlantic [Gordon,
1986; Richardson, 2007] in form of large anticyclonic eddies (Agulhas rings), smaller
cyclonic eddies, and filaments shed at the retroflection of the Agulhas Current, com-
prehensively termed Agulhas leakage [de Ruijter et al., 1999; Lutjeharms, 2006].
Agulhas leakage is composed of waters originating from the Indonesian Through-
flow [Gordon, 1986; Le Bars et al., 2013], the Tasman leakage south of Australia
[Speich et al., 2001; Speich et al., 2002], and waters originating indirectly from
Drake Passage through a connection via the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC)
and subsequent circulation in the Indian Ocean subtropical gyre [Gordon et al.,
1992]. The Indo-Atlantic route is commonly also referred to as the warm-water route
[Speich et al., 2001] — even though the various origins of the contributors to the
Indo-Atlantic route lead to a substantial range in its characteristics. See Durgadoo
et al. [2017] for a comprehensive analysis of the Indian Ocean sources of Agulhas
leakage including its thermohaline properties and transformation. Note that some
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studies also referred to the indirect Drake Passage contribution as the indirect cold
water route.
Due to their remarkably different water properties the ratio of the inflow through
the Pacific-Atlantic and Indo-Atlantic routes greatly impacts the characteristics of the
South Atlantic water masses and, consequently, the characteristics of those waters
feeding the deep water formation.
However, there is no final consensus on the relative importance of the two routes
[Garzoli and Matano, 2011]. Gordon [1986] postulated the Indo-Atlantic route to
be the major source for the upper limb of the AMOC (warm water route hypoth-
esis), while Rintoul [1991] found only a minor importance of the Indo-Atlantic
route and suggested the Pacific-Atlantic route to be the dominant one (cold water
route hypothesis). Both hypotheses have been supported by diverse studies since
then. For instance, Speich et al. [2001], Holfort and Siedler [2001], Donners and
Drijfhout [2004], Speich et al. [2007], and Dong et al. [2011] agreed with the
warm water route hypothesis, whereas Schmitz [1995], Macdonald [1998], and
Sloyan and Rintoul [2001] favored the cold water route hypothesis. The conflicting
views on the relative importance of the two routes have been partially attributed
to conceptual (such as slightly diverting definitions of the cold and warm water
routes) and methodological differences. Most importantly, Donners and Drijfhout
[2004] refuted the majority of studies in support of the cold water hypothesis by
arguing that their common choice of using inverse box model calculations based
on distinct hydrographic sections is generally not suited to estimate the highly vari-
able and intermittent interbasin exchange South of Africa1. Since then, Lagrangian
(model) analyzes have become the preferential tool to estimate Agulhas leakage
[c.f., Richardson, 2007; Biastoch et al., 2008c; van Sebille et al., 2010] and the
warm water route hypothesis has been prevailing. Still, the studies supporting it
were mostly based on the evaluation of relatively coarse resolution non-eddying or
eddy-permitting ocean model simulations. Besides, various studies [Biastoch et al.,
2008c; Durgadoo et al., 2013] have demonstrated that the obtained estimates of the
interocean exchange south of Africa is highly resolution dependent. They specifically
pointed out that coarser non-eddying ocean models overestimate the strength of
Agulhas leakage, thus necessitating a confirmation or revision of the warm water
route hypothesis by means of Lagrangian analysis with higher resolution eddy-rich
flow fields.
Moreover, despite the general agreement that the knowledge on the characteristic
properties and transformation of the waters supplying the upper limb of the AMOC is
of fundamental importance — including the individual roles played by surface, cen-
1Despite the variable and intermittent character of Agulhas leakage which is generally difficult to
capture by discrete observations, the westward Agulhas leakage and strong eastward flow of the
ACC partially occurs in the same density range, so that the ACC signal dominates in the derived net
cross-section transports.
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tral, and intermediate waters — respective thorough analyzes within the Lagrangian
framework are scarce [Speich et al., 2001].
Finally, over the last decades, research on (potential) changes in the Agulhas region
have become prominent, since (i) it has been shown that changes in the Agulhas
region have the potential to influence the strength of the AMOC through different
processes on various timescales [Weijer et al., 2002; Knorr and Lohmann, 2003; Bi-
astoch et al., 2008a; Beal et al., 2011]; and (ii) simulations with ocean and coupled
ocean-atmosphere models indicate a strengthening of Agulhas leakage over the last
decades [Biastoch et al., 2009; Cheng, 2018], though a conclusive observational
corroboration is still lacking [Backeberg et al., 2012; Le Bars et al., 2014]. This may
be due to the fact that Agulhas leakage also experiences decadal variability most
likely related to the Southern Annular Mode [Biastoch et al., 2009] that tend to
mask the current increase in leakage. The increase in Agulhas leakage has been
attributed to an increase in the Southern Hemisphere westerlies [Durgadoo et al.,
2013; Biastoch et al., 2015] and is expected to continue under global warming
conditions [Biastoch and Böning, 2013]. A potential related increase of salt input
into the South Atlantic and its northward advection could introduce a stabilizing
effect on the AMOC, opposing its anticipated weakening due to increasing freshwater
input [Beal et al., 2011]. These causalities motivated several Lagrangian studies on
the pathways and associated advective timescales of Agulhas waters into the North
Atlantic [van Sebille et al., 2011; Rühs et al., 2013]. However, none of these studies
investigated possible temporal changes of the connectivity measures or tried to also
relate those to potential changes in the Pacific-Atlantic contribution.
In this study we revisit the relative importance of the Indo-Atlantic and Pacific-
Atlantic routes for the AMOCs upper limb volume transport and water mass char-
acteristics by assessing Lagrangian connectivity between the North Brazil Current
(NBC) at 6◦S and the two source regions in a realistic set-up of a high-resolution
(1/20◦) ocean model. In addition, for the first time, estimates of (potential) decadal
changes in the individual contributions are presented. The NBC is chosen as ref-
erence region, since it merges all upper and intermediate northward flow of the
tropical South Atlantic and thus channels the upper limb of the AMOC in the tropics.
It has been further shown that its transport variability captures decadal AMOC
changes and may be used as an index for the AMOC strength [Rühs et al., 2015].
Thus, choosing the NBC as reference region also allows for the investigation of
potential decadal changes in the ratio of the two contributions.
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Fig. 3.1 South Atlantic circulation pattern. (left) Simulated mean (2000–2009) upper ocean (averaged
over upper 750 m depth) potential temperature θ (color shading) and horizontal velocity ~uh
(vectors); velocity components have been averaged onto a 1.5◦×1.5◦ grid for plotting purposes;
white arrows highlight major currents of interest for this study: Agulhas Current (AC), Agulhas
Return Current (ARC), Benguela Current (BeC), Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), Malvinas
Current (MC), South Atlantic Current (SAC), South Equatorial Current (SEC), North Brazil
Current (NBC) and Brazil Current (BC). (right) Standard deviation of sea surface height σSSH
from simulations and AVISO (based on 5-day means in 2000–2009).
3.2 Model data and method
The bases for this study are offline Lagrangian analyzes of simulated three-dimensional
time-varying eddy-rich velocity fields. The underlying model simulation and its per-
formance are described in section 3.2.1, whereas in section 3.2.2 the Lagrangian
experiment set-up is specified.
3.2.1 Hindcast simulation with eddy–rich ocean model
configuration INALT20
The analyzed model output stems from a hindcast experiment (1958–2009) per-
formed with the global nested eddy-permitting to eddy-rich ocean/sea-ice model
configuration INALT20, which is a successor of the well-established INALT01 [Dur-
gadoo et al., 2013] with a southward extended and even higher resolution nest.
INALT20 was developed within the DRAKKAR framework [Barnier et al., 2014] and
consists of an ocean model formulated with the Nucleus for European Modelling
of the Ocean [NEMO, version 3.6 stable, Madec and NEMO-team, 2016] coupled
to the LIM2-VP sea-ice model [Fichefet and Maqueda, 1997]. The ocean is therein
described by the primitive equations, that are, the Navier-Stokes equations along
with a nonlinear equation of state, with commonly adopted approximations resulting
from scale considerations including the Boussinesq approximation that effectively
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reduces mass conservation to volume conservation. It is implemented on a horizontal
tripolar Arakawa C-grid [Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976], which is Mercator-type
south of 20◦N. It has a global horizontal resolution of 1/4◦, but is regionally refined
between 63◦S–10◦N and 70◦W–70◦E via AGRIF two-way nesting [Debreu and Blayo,
2008] to its nominal resolution of 1/20◦. This yields an effective resolution of
5.6–27.8 km in the global base model and 2.5–5.6 km in the nest, which allows to
fully resolve mesoscale processes [c.f., Hallberg, 2013]. In the vertical it is composed
of 46 z-levels, with grid spacing increasing from 6 m at the surface to maximum
250 m at depth. Bottom cells can be partially filled, thus allowing for an adjustment
to a more realistic topography, which has been obtained by the interpolation from
ETOPO1 [https://sos.noaa.gov/datasets/etopo1-topography-and-bathymetry/] to
the respective horizontal resolution.
For the employed hindcast (experiment identifier KFS044), the model was initial-
ized with temperature and salinity fields from the Levitus World Ocean Atlas 1998
[Levitus et al., 1998, https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/]; spun up from rest for 30
years; and subsequently run with forcing from the interannually varying atmospheric
fields (temperature, humidity, and horizontal wind components at 10 m height, long-
and short-wave radiation, precipitation) of the Coordinated Ocean-Ice Reference
Experiments data set version 2 [CORE; Large and Yeager, 2009; Griffies et al., 2009]
for the period 1958–2009. Turbulent air-sea fluxes were calculated during the model
integration through bulk formula using the prescribed atmospheric state, as well as
the simulated sea surface temperatures and relative winds (absolute winds resulted
in a slightly improved pattern of eddy kinetic energy, for example, in the Mozam-
bique channel, but unfortunately also lead to too regular Agulhas rings pathways
[Schwarzkopf et al., in preparation]). After a range of sensitivity studies, lateral
boundary conditions were set to free slip in the base model and no slip in the nest.
The momentum equations were discretized using the energy and enstrophy conserv-
ing [EEN; Arakawa and Hsu, 1990] advection scheme with Hollingsworth correction
and a bi-Laplacian lateral diffusion operator. The evolution of tracers was simulated
using the total variance dissipation [TVD; Zalesak, 1979] advection scheme and a
Laplacian isoneutral diffusion operator. Viscosity and diffusivity coefficients vary
horizontally according to the local grid size and are specified via their maximum
values Ahm0 and Aht0, set to -6e9 (-1.5e11) m4s−1 and 60 (300) m2s−1 in the
nest (base), respectively. No GM [Gent and McWilliams, 1990] parameterization of
baroclinic eddies has been employed, since the horizotal resolution already allows
for fully (partially) resolved mesoscale eddies in the nest (base). Vertical sub-grid
scale physics have been parameterized using a turbulent kinetic energy [TKE; Gaspar
et al., 1990; Madec et al., 1998] dependent closure scheme.
In this study we used the simulated 5-day mean velocity and tracer fields from
the nested domain, which show a realistic representation of the mean flow and
mesoscale eddy activity in the South Atlantic and adjacent Southern Ocean sector.
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Fig. 3.2 Simulated NBC and AMOC at 6◦S. (left) Mean (2000–2009) meridional velocity v in the
western tropical Atlantic; the NBC transport is defined by the integrated positive meridional (=
northward) velocities between the coast and 33.5◦W, and 0 –1200 m depth (red box). (upper
right) 5-day mean (grey) and interannually lowpass-filtered (red) NBC transport time series;
annual mean Lagrangian transport estimates without (crosses) and with (crosses in circles)
correction for meanders are highlighted. (lower right) Interannual (thin) and decadal (thick)
NBC (red) and AMOC (blue) transport anomalies (long-term mean subtracted).
In the following we highlight those features of largest relevance for this study.
The simulated standard deviation of sea surface height (σSSH), which is a measure
of surface geostrophic eddy variability, agrees well with the observed pattern and
magnitude of σSSH derived from the Archiving, Validation, and Interpretation of
Satellite Oceanographic (AVISO) data product (Fig. 3.1, right). In particular, it
features the characteristic pattern of high σSSH at the Brazil-Malvinas-Confluence
zone, as well as in the extended Agulhas Current system. It further captures elevated
σSSH in the Mozambique channel, south of Madagascar, and east of Drake Passage.
Also the strength and variability of NBC and AMOC are well represented. Figure 3.2
(left) shows a meridional velocity section at 6◦S as well as the derived timeseries
of the simulated NBC transport, obtained from the integration of the northward
velocities between 0–1200 m depth and from the coast to 33.5◦W [cf. Rühs et al.,
2015, and references therein for a justification of the adopted NBC definition].
One can clearly identify the northward directed NBC with a subsurface maximum,
its southward recirculation to the east, and the southward flowing Deep Western
Boundary Current underneath. The mean (2000–2009) NBC transport of 25.5 ± 5.0
Sv (1 Sv := 106 m3s−1, uncertainties are given in terms of one standard deviation)
falls well into the observed range of 26.5 ± 3.7 Sv reported by Schott et al. [2005]
based on repeated shipboard sections at 6◦S (nine section ensemble with individual
measurements between 1990 and 2004).
The simulated mean (2000–2009) AMOC strength, defined at each latitude as the
maximum of the meridional overturning streamfunction, yields 14.8 ± 6.3 Sv at
6◦S. Unfortunately, the lack of observational AMOC estimates hamper a model verifi-
cations at this latitude. Yet, first results of the SAMBA array [Meinen et al., 2013]
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allow for some useful quantitative assessments at 34.5◦S. Here, the simulated mean
(2000–2009) AMOC transport of 13.6 ± 5.0 Sv fits well to the recently published
observational estimates of 14.7 ± 8.3 Sv by Meinen et al. [2018] (based on daily
data over the 2009–2017 period, with a ∼ 3 year gap from Dec. 2010 to Sep. 2013).
The decadal variability of NBC and AMOC (Fig. 3.2, lower right) at 6◦S features
the characteristics already presented in Rühs et al. [2015]: the NBC and AMOC
transports vary roughly in phase with overall decreasing transports in the 1960s
and 1970s, and a recovering in the 1980s and the early 1990s, whereby the decadal
NBC variability is more than twice as large in magnitude. This suggests that the
conclusions of Rühs et al. [2015] also hold for this model simulation, i.e., that the
basin-scale decadal variability of the AMOC is indeed captured in the NBC, but is
additionally superimposed (and thus masked) by wind-driven gyre-variability.
It is also noteworthy that the model simulation adequately represents the distinct
South Atlantic Current (SAC) north of the ACC, as well as the anticyclonic circulation
of the Zapiola Gyre (Fig. 3.1, left), while coarser resolution models generally failed
to separate the SAC from the ACC and did not resolve the Zapiola Anticyclone
[cf. Stramma and England, 1999]. Finally, also the major currents providing the
Indo-Atlantic and Pacific-Atlantic inflow of upper limb waters, that are, the Agulhas
Current and the ACC, are satisfactorily represented. The mean (2000-2009) trans-
port of the ACC through Drake Passage amounts to 116.2 ± 7.5 Sv. This value is not
too far from the absolute transport of 134 ± 11.2 Sv reported by Cunningham et al.
[2003], given that they estimated the error of this average transport to be between
15 and 27 Sv. In an accompanying study Schwarzkopf et al. [in preparation] show,
that the total simulated Agulhas Current transport compares reasonably well with
available observational estimates from the ACE [at 32◦S, Bryden et al., 2005] and
ACT [at 34◦S, Beal et al., 2015] arrays.
3.2.2 Oﬄine Lagrangian analysis of AMOC upper limb
pathways with ARIANE
We used the ARIANE tool [version 2.2.6 by Blanke and Raynaud, 1997; Blanke et al.,
1999] to perform three sets of offline Lagrangian experiments, one reference set
(hereafter REF), and two sensitivity sets corresponding to a strong and weak phase
of Agulhas leakage (hereafter highAL and lowAL).
ARIANE is a freely available FORTRAN software that infers Lagrangian particle trajec-
tories from simulated three-dimensional volume-conserving velocity fields saved on
a C-grid by advecting virtual fluid particles along analytically computed streamlines.
The obtained trajectories thus represent volume transport pathways, which may
experience along-track tracer and density changes.
For REF we released virtual fluid particles every 5 days for the years 2000–2009 over
the full depth of the northward flowing NBC (0–1200 m depth, coast to 33.5◦W) at
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Fig. 3.3 Sources for NBC transport inferred from the REF set of 10 Lagrangian experiments for which
particles were released in the NBC at 6 ◦S every 5 days for years 2000 to 2009 and then traced
backwards in time towards the indicated source sections for maximum 40 years. (left) Mean
Lagrangian streamfunction representing volume transport pathways from all source sections
towards the NBC. (upper right) Mean volumetric contributions of the individual sources to the
NBC; whiskers indicate the range of transport estimates. (lower right) Timeseries of interannual
variability of the total NBC transport (black line) and its individual contributions, that are,
volumetric contribution of each Lagrangian experiment plotted against the respective release
year (colored lines).
6◦S, yielding a set of 10 one-year release experiments with a total of O(106) particles.
The number of particles seeded at each time step was proportional to the current
NBC transport. Each particle was tacked with an individual partial volume transport
(max. 0.01 Sv), so that the cumulative transport of all particles released at each
time step reflects the current total NBC transport. Subsequently, the particles were
advected backwards in time until the point where they entered the study domain
through one of the predefined source sections displayed in Fig. 3.3, but at maximum
for 40 years. During the trajectory integration the potential temperature and salinity
fields were linearly interpolated onto the particle positions.
For the Lagrangian sensitivity experiments we followed the same procedure, but
used only velocity fields from selected periods of weak and high Agulhas leakage
transports. We released particles in the NBC at 6◦S for years 1960–1969 (lowAL)
and 2000–2009 (highAL), respectively, and then traced them backwards towards
the predefined source sections by looping through the velocity data of each period
for at maximum 40 years (instead of making use of the whole simulation period
1958–2009). Even though this looping technique has already been employed by
various authors [e.g., Döös et al., 2008; Rühs et al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2015;
Berglund et al., 2017; Drake et al., 2018], the obtained results have to be interpreted
with caution. Looping may introduce unphysical jumps in the velocity and tracer
fields and, consequently, also in the volume transport pathways and along-track
tracer changes. Döös et al. [2008] and Thomas et al. [2015] showed that the errors
in the pathways introduced by looping can be negligible if a sufficiently high number
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of virtual fluid particles is considered and the (model) drift in the velocity fields is
not too large (which we achieve by continuously seeding particles over 10 years
and looping over a period of only 10 years). However, the analysis of along-track
water mass transformation makes little sense for timescales exceeding the period of
available data. Therefore, in this study, we employ the looping technique only for
estimating sensitivities of the derived volumetric connectivity measures, but not for
assessing along-track property modifications.
The highAL and lowAL periods were selected based on the timeseries of Agulhas leak-
age inferred from complementary offline Lagrangian experiments with ARIANE in
forward mode following Durgadoo et al. [2013]: Virtual fluid particles were released
in the Agulhas Current at 32 ◦S every 5 days for the years 1958–2005 proportional
to the current volume transport, again each particle associated with a fraction of this
transport. Subsequently, the particles were traced for at maximum 5 years towards
predefined control sections. All particles leaving the domain through the so-called
Good Hope section were marked as Agulhas leakage and their individual transports
were subsequently combined to estimate a timeseries of Agulhas leakage referenced
to the release year of the particles.
To quantitatively evaluate the pathways of the huge set of individual trajectories we
followed Blanke et al. [1999] and calculated Lagrangian transport streamfunctions
(Fig. 3.3). These represent time-integrated mean volume transport pathways derived
from all trajectories entering and leaving the domain — particles still in domain
were not considered (including them would have violated the constraint of volume
conservation). Negative and positive values represent anticyclonic and cyclonic
circulation pattern, respectively. A bundling of streamlines highlights most promi-
nent pathways, closed streamlines indicate recirculation pattern. Subsampling of
trajectories allows to determine conditional pathways, for example mean pathways
for only those particles entering the South Atlantic through the Agulhas Current (AC
section in Fig. 3.3).
3.3 Results and Discussion
This section first presents a thorough assessment of the Lagrangian trajectory set REF
— representing the mean upper limb AMOC connectivity between the Indian/Pacific
Oceans and the NBC over the last decades — in terms of a volumetric decomposition
(section 3.3.1), transit times (section 3.3.2), volume transport pathways (section
3.3.3), and along-pathway water property modifications (section 3.3.4). It terminates
with a short discussion of potential decadal and long-term changes in the derived
connectivity measures associated with an increase in Agulhas leakage by a joint
evaluation of the two trajectory sets lowAL and highAL (section 3.3.5).
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3.3.1 Volumetric decomposition of NBC and AMOC upper
limb transport at 6◦S
From the Eulerian mean (2000–2009) NBC transport of 25.5 Sv, 2.4 Sv were iden-
tified as meanders within the framework of the Lagrangian analysis. Meanders
consists of those particle trajectories that enter and leave the NBC section within
one Lagrangian integration time-step of 5 days. Subtracting the meander associated
transport yielded a new corrected Lagrangian mean (2000–2009) NBC transport
estimate of 23.1 Sv (cf. Fig. 3.2, upper right), from which 8.7 Sv (38%) stem from
the Equatorial Atlantic (EQ), 6.3 Sv (27%) from the Agulhas Current (AC), and 4.7
Sv (20%) from Drake Passage (DP) (Fig. 3.3). Other inflow sections from the Indian
Ocean (nIO and eIO) constitute only a minor source of 0.8 Sv. On average 2.6 Sv
could not be unequivocally attributed to one of the predefined sources, since the
associated particles did not leave the study domain within the 40 years of integration
(see discussion below).
If one examines the individual Lagrangian experiments of REF with 10 different
release years, one detects a large interannual variability of the total NBC transport
as well as in the individual volumetric contributions of the different sources, which
necessitates the adopted strategy of multiple Lagrangian experiments with different
release periods (Fig. 3.3, lower right). Most interannual volume transport variability
in the NBC is related to variability in the EQ contribution, whereas changes in the
AC and DP contributions are less pronounced.
Even though the order of the individual sources according to their total volume
transport contribution does remain constant in all experiments and the EQ contribu-
tion is always the largest, the relative EQ contribution indeed varies between 31%
and 43%. Interestingly, the relative DP contribution varies roughly anti-proportional
to the relative EQ contribution, implying a moderation of the associated volume
transport changes within the NBC; whereas the relative AC contribution nearly
constantly increases from 25% in 2000 to 29% in 2009 (not shown). This increase
in the AC contribution could be regarded as an indication that the increase of Ag-
ulhas leakage is indeed projected onto the NBC and upper limb of the AMOC in
the tropical Atlantic. However, the here discussed Lagrangian analyzes are not
sufficient to unequivocally determine a link between Agulhas leakage strength and
the AC contribution to the NBC transport. In principle, a larger Agulhas contribution
could stem from a preceded increase in Agulhas leakage transport and/or from a
higher percentage of Agulhas leakage waters reaching the NBC due to changes in
the subtropical gyre circulation — even if Agulhas leakage itself stays constant or
decreases [cf. Tim et al., submitted to J. Geophys. Res. Ocean.]. In section 3.3.5,
we discuss the possible impact of an ongoing increase in Agulhas leakage on the
NBC and upper limb of the AMOC in more detail by making use of lowAL and highAL.
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Some uncertainty in our analysis arises from the fact that on average 2.6 Sv of
NBC waters could not be attributed to one of the predefined sources after 40 years
of trajectory integration. Most particles still in the domain are found in the interior
of the tropical gyre, but also a substantial number of particles remained within the
subtropical gyre (not shown). This indicates that these particles did not reach any
source section within the integration time due to (multiple) recirculation in the
respective gyres.
To obtain a first estimate of where these waters may stem from, we extended the
integration period for the respective particles to 80 years by cycling through the
available velocity data for the period 1958–2009 (similar procedure as for the La-
grangian sensitivity experiments in lowAL and highAL described in section 3.2.2, but
by making use of the whole velocity data set instead of restricted time periods). In
the additional 40 years of integration, out of the 2.6 Sv, 0.8 Sv could be sampled at
the DP, 0.4 Sv each at the AC and EQ, and 0.1 Sv at the IO and other minor southern
sections (0.8 Sv still did not reach any section). This suggests that our analysis of the
REF experiments with 40 years integration most likely underestimates the AC, EQ,
and in particular the DP contribution (further support for this assumption follows
below in section 3.3.2).
Of particular interest for this study are those sources contributing to the northward
flow of the upper limb of the AMOC, which are the AC, DP, and IO contributions that
amount 11.8 Sv when averaged over all Lagrangian experiments in REF2. Adding
the 1.3 Sv that according to the extended experiments with 80 years of integration
most likely also stem from AC, DP, and IO, yields an estimate for the Lagrangian
mean upper limb transport at 6◦S of 13.1 Sv. This number compares well with
the simulated mean (2000–2009) Eulerian AMOC strength at 6◦S of 14.8 ± 6.3 Sv,
which gives us some confidence in the validity of our Lagrangian decomposition of
the AMOCS upper limb with the NBC at 6◦S as a reference point.
Our results — with and without the second integration cycle — seem to generally
agree with the prevailing conception that the warm water route is the major source
for the return flow. The AC contributions to the AMOCs upper limb transport at 6◦S
amounts to 53% (6.3 Sv from 11.8 Sv) in REF, and to 51% (6.7 Sv from 13.1 Sv)
in the extended experiment. Nonetheless, we also obtained a DP contribution of
40% (4.7 Sv from 11.8 Sv) and 42% (5.5 Sv from 13.1 Sv), respectively, which, at
least to our knowledge, is substantially higher than those inferred from all previous
Lagrangian model studies investigating the relative importance of the cold and warm
water routes. For instance, Speich et al. [2001], Donners and Drijfhout [2004], and
2The EQ contribution is not considered as part of the net northward upper limb flow at 6◦S, since
the southward inflow happens across the same zonal section and in the same depth range as
the northward NBC outflow. We attribute this contribution to the more local tropical circulation,
acknowledging that the NBC is not only part of the basin-scale AMOC but also of the wind-driven
horizontal equatorial gyre circulation and the shallow overturning of subtropical-tropical cells
[Rühs et al., 2015].
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Speich et al. [2007] only estimated a direct cold water route contribution of 13%,
10%, and 6% respectively. Moreover, the results of section 3.3.5 suggest that the
relative importance of the two routes is subject to temporal variability with phases
in which the DP contribution indeed may have exceeded the AC contribution.
A possible reason for our remarkably different rating of the relative importance of the
direct DP contribution could be the increased horizontal (and temporal) resolution
of the underlying model data of this study compared to that of the previous ones. On
the one hand, an increased resolution leads to a way more realistic representation
of the current structure in the southern South Atlantic. Despite generally enhanced
eddy-driven cross-frontal transports it allows for the separation of the SAC from the
ACC as described in section 3.2.1, and a more detailed representation of the intricate
flow pattern in the Malvinas-Brazil-Confluence zone. All these features potentially
influence the existence and strength of the direct DP contribution (cf. section 3.3.3).
On the other hand, coarser resolution models are likely to overestimate the AC
contribution due to unrealistically high Agulhas leakage (cf. section 3.1), thereby
reducing the relative importance of the DP contribution. More dedicated studies are
needed to test the sensitivity of the relative DP and AC contributions to the listed
factors, as well as to assess the potential impact of details in the model configuration
and forcing.
Due to the reasoning outlined in section 3.2.2, for the rest of this study results
are based on the REF experiments without cycling of the velocity fields (except for
section 3.3.5, where lowAL and highAL are analyzed). Since the majority of DP and
AC particles do reach the NBC within the REF integration period of 40 years (cf.
section 3.3.2), we are convinced that the general scientific interpretation will not
change with increasing integration time, even though exact numbers may do (as
demonstrated above).
3.3.2 Transit times towards NBC at 6◦S
The transit times of waters from the different sources to reach the NBC are crucial
for understanding how these source waters and potential changes therein are trans-
ported downstream and thus impact the mean characteristics and variability of NBC
waters and the upper limb of the AMOC. Figure 3.4 shows the transport-weighted
distributions of the travel times needed by individual particles for the transit from
the EQ, AC, and DP sections, respectively.
From the equatorial region the NBC is reached by the majority of particles (> 50%)
in less than 3 years, with 1 year being the most frequent transit time (modal value of
the transit time distribution), which results from short pathways on which changes
can be relatively fast and directly transmitted. This is one reason why interannual
variability in the NBC mostly corresponds to variability of the EQ contribution, which
is most probably a response to local variability in the wind forcing (cf. Rühs et al.
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Fig. 3.4 Transit times from the
EQ (upper); AC (middle);
and DP (lower) source
region towards the NBC
at 6◦S. Bars and solid
coloured lines represent
mean transport-weighted
transit time distributions,
dashed coloured lines indi-
cate the range of the 10 in-
dividual Lagrangian exper-
iments in REF (displayed
in thin grey solid lines).
[2015]). From the AC and particularly DP the majority of particles (> 50%) reach
the NBC in 9 years and 18 years, and the most frequent transit times are 7 years and
12 years, respectively, hence they need considerably more time. Additionally to the
shift to larger time scales the transit time distributions are broadening, in particular
for waters with DP origin, representing longer and more diverse connecting path-
ways. The interannual variability of the volumetric AC and DP contributions thus
constitute the accumulation of past changes at the source and potential additional
circulation changes along the way. This may impede a direct imprint of variability at
the DP and AC sources on the NBC.
The derived transit time distributions for the AC contribution match those derived
by Rühs et al. [2013], which is not surprising, since their analysis was based on
output from the ocean model configuration INALT01 which is the precursor of the
here employed INALT20. As already stated in Rühs et al. [2013] the transit times
appear slightly longer than those estimated by van Sebille et al. [2011], even though
a detailed comparison is inhibited by differences in the applied methodologies and
emphases of the studies. Our derived transit times from DP into the equatorial
Atlantic can be compared to the transit times from DP towards 20◦N estimated by
Speich et al. [2001]. Most notably, they arrived at a multi-modal distribution and
interpreted peaks at 19 years and 29 years as the representative time periods needed
for DP waters to reach the North Atlantic on a relatively direct path and with one
recirculation in the South Atlantic, respectively. The 19 years for the direct path are
comparable to our 12 years, if following Rühs et al. [2013] and assuming the transit
from 6◦S to 20◦N to account for another ∼ 6 years. But our analysis does not show a
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second peak around 29 years. Here, most likely, the big difference in the horizontal
and temporal resolution of the employed ocean models is crucial. Our analysis is
based on a high-resolution fully eddying configuration, whereas Speich et al. [2001]
used a coarse, non-eddying, one. Moreover, we used 5-day mean velocity fields
of a realistically forced simulation, whereas Speich et al. [2001] used a monthly
climatology. The increase in resolution and allowance for interannual variability
most likely lead to more diverse recirculation pathways and associated transit times,
thereby disintegrating the second peak in the transit time distribution.
Further note that the shape of the transit time distribution for the DP contribution
shows a less distinct modal value and a broader tail than those for the AC and EQ
distributions. This supports our assumption (cf. section 3.3.1) that a large part
of the particles still in the domain after 40 years of integration probably could be
attributed to the DP source and consequently reinforces the importance of the DP as
a contributor to the upper limb of the AMOC.
3.3.3 AMOC upper limb pathways in the South Atlantic
In this section we have a closer look at the mean AMOC upper limb pathways in
the South Atlantic by investigating the connection from the two major individual
sources, that are the DP and AC regions, towards the NBC. This is done by the use of
conditional Lagrangian streamfunctions, which were calculated considering only the
respective subsets of trajectories and represent the associated net volume transport
pathways.
From the Pacific, the majority (∼ 3 Sv) of fluid particles later reaching the NBC
through a direct path (without a detour through the Indian Ocean subtropical gyre)
is entering the Atlantic through the northern part of DP, then follows a relative
narrow path through the Malvinas Current, enters the subtropical gyre through the
SAC and flows within the broad South Equatorial Current into the NBC (Fig. 3.5,
right) as roughly described in Speich et al. [2001]. However, as already indicated by
the relative broad transit time distribution, there are many different pathways for DP
waters towards the NBC with different side-tracks: Some particles amounting to ∼ 1
Sv follow the ACC into the eastern South Atlantic, eventually making a little detour
into the Agulhas region and finally entering the South Equatorial Current via the
Benguela Current System. ∼ 1 Sv of DP waters is recirculated in the South Atlantic
subtropical gyre at least once before finally entering the NBC. A comparison of the DP
particle distributions at the NBC section with the local Eulerian mean cross-section
velocities shows that DP particles can be found over the whole depth range and zonal
extent of the NBC roughly proportional to the local current strength (Fig. 3.6, lower
right). The DP particle distribution at the source section however does not directly
reflect the Eulerian cross-section flow through Drake Passage (Fig. 3.6, upper right).
The eastward ACC transport through Drake Passage is known to occur mainly within
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Fig. 3.5 Mean Lagrangian streamfunction from all 10 Lagrangian REF experiments representing net
volume transport pathways between AC (left) or DP (right) and the NBC in Sv; contour intervals
of 1 Sv. Red (blue) dashed lines indicate areas from where particles of AC (DP) origin will leave
the study domain before contributing to the northward upper limb flow in the South Atlantic.
two jets corresponding to the Subantarctic Front and the Polar Front [Cunningham
et al., 2003; Firing et al., 2011]. These two maxima are captured in the model
simulation, but only from the northern one virtual fluid particles may directly enter
the subtropical gyre and contribute to the South Atlantic branch of AMOCs upper
limb. Particles that follow the ACC south of 53◦S eastward beyond 35◦W have
zero chance to enter the subtropical gyre before leaving the Atlantic sector of the
Southern Ocean south of Africa towards the Indian Ocean sector (at least in this
model study). These imaginary borders also define the separation between the
direct and indirect cold water route, which is located more eastern than reported
by Speich et al. [2001] who identified it at about 50◦S and 50◦W. This difference
is most probably again related to more diverse pathways in our higher resolution
model simulation.
From the Indian Ocean the dominant volume transport pathway towards the NBC is
from the AC via Agulhas leakage into the South Equatorial Current (Fig. 3.5, left), as
already extensively described in previous studies [e.g., van Sebille et al., 2011; Rühs
et al., 2013]. Some recirculation (∼ 1 Sv) may occur in the subtropical gyre and in
the Agulhas region itself. In terms of the depth distribution we get a similar picture
as for the DP contribution: AC waters contributing to the NBC enter as surface and
intermediate waters and later occupy the whole depth range of the NBC (Fig. 3.6,
left). But in contrast to the DP contribution, waters later reaching the NBC also stem
from the whole longitudinal range of the Agulhas Current. Particles stemming from
the AC and eventually entering regions south of 50◦S or west of 60◦W do not reach
the NBC.
A direct comparison of the pathways and depth distribution of the AC and DP upper
limb contributions yields the following: Waters of both contributions enter the Cape
Basin, follow the South Equatorial Current and are prone to eventual recirculation
in the South Atlantic subtropical gyre, hence, they share part of their pathways.
However, even though DP and AC waters can be found over the whole latitudinal and
depth range of the South Equatorial Current, the bulk of DP waters is concentrated
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Fig. 3.6 Depth distribution of REF particles at their source section and upon arrival in the NBC. Relative
number of particles, i.e. local count divided by the total number of particles in the respective
subset, from all 10 Lagrangian experiments per 0.1◦ × 50 m bin in % (color shading) with
overlaid mean (2000-2009) Eulerian cross-section velocities in ms−1 (light-grey contours,
contour interval at source 0.1 ms−1, in NBC 0.2 ms−1), and mean cumulative Lagrangian
volume transport per 100 m depth bin (bar graphs) for AC waters at source (upper left); DP
waters at source (upper right); c) AC waters in NBC (lower left); and d) DP waters in NBC
(lower right).
in a more southern (Fig. 3.5) and deeper (not shown) branch than the bulk of AC
waters. Upon arrival in the NBC, waters with AC origin dominate in the upper 400
m the AMOC related volume transport, whereas below 400 m the DP contribution is
stronger (Fig. 3.6) .
The shared pathways of waters with DP and AC origin have important consequences
for the associated heat and freshwater transports, since they eventually allow for
interior mixing of the two contributions and hence for water mass transformation,
which is investigated in the following section.
3.3.4 AMOC upper limb water properties transformation
within the South Atlantic
Figure 3.7 (left) visualizes the mean temperature (T) and salinity (S) characteristics
of DP and AC waters at their respective source and within the NBC by means of
histograms of Lagrangian particle frequency in TS space (0.5 ◦C × 0.05 psu bins).
In their source regions, the DP contribution is relatively fresh (32.25–34.75) and
cold (−2–11.0 ◦C) with potential density anomalies (σθ = ρθ − 1000kgm−3, in the
following units are dropped for better readability) between 25.9 and 27.8, whereas
the AC contribution is more salty (34.30–35.75) and spans a broader temperature
range (2.5–29.0 ◦C) with σθ between 21.7 and 27.7. Note that there is no clear
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Fig. 3.7 Mean potential temperature (θ) and salinity (S) characteristics, as well as transformation in
density space of waters with AC and DP origin. (left, middle) Relative number of particles,
i.e., local count divided by the total number of released particles in the respective subset, from
all 10 Lagrangian experiments per 0.5 ◦C × 0.1 psu bin. (right) Mean volume transport per
density class (in 0.1 kgm−3 bins) at source regions and in NBC, as well as volumetric water
mass transformation (red: waters of AC origin, blue: waters of DP origin). Potential density
levels used to separate surface, central, intermediate (and deep) waters are highlighted by solid
black lines; dark blue (dark red) lines mark T and S values that constitute the upper (lower)
limit for 99% of the DP (AC) water volume.
separation of the two sources in temperature as the terminology cold and warm
water routes may imply, since the AC contribution does not only consist of warm
surface waters, but also of colder central and intermediate waters [Beal et al., 2006;
Biastoch and Böning, 2013]. In our Lagrangian model analysis 99% of the DP (AC)
contribution originally has temperatures colder (warmer) than 8.5 ◦C (4.0 ◦C) and
75% (11%) of DP (AC) waters can be found in the respective shared temperature
range from 4.0 ◦C to 8.5 ◦C. However, the AC and DP water contributions can be well
distinguished by the salinity in their source regions: 99% of the DP (AC) contribution
originally has salinities lower (greater) than 34.45. Thus we may consider fresh and
salty routes as an alternative more precise terminology, even though we would still
recommend referring directly to the geographic origin to avoid ambiguities. Upon
arrival in the NBC, fluid particles with DP origin cover nearly the same TS spectrum
as those particles with AC origin, that are, temperatures from 3.5 ◦C to 30.0 ◦C and
salinities from 34.25 to 37.60 (34.25 to 37.65 for AC waters), with corresponding
σθ from 22.7 to 27.6 (23.0 to 27.6 for AC waters). The comparison of the initial
and final TS spectra shows that substantial water mass transformation does occur
on the transit through the South Atlantic. The bulk of waters entering the South
Atlantic through AC and DP that later reach the NBC becomes more salty during the
transit. Waters of DP origin additionally experience a substantial broadening of their
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Fig. 3.8 Mean (2000–2009) simu-
lated Eulerian (upper) po-
tential temperature θ, and
(lower) salinity sections
at 34.5◦S (color shading).
Potential density anoma-
lies are overlaid in grey
contours, those used as sep-
aration of surface, central,
intermediate, and deep wa-
ters are printed in black.
in AC in DP
surface central interm. Σ surface central interm. Σ
in NBC
surface (1.2) 0.0 0.0 1.2 (0.0) 0.5 0.4 0.9
central 0.8 (3.4) 0.2 4.4 0.0 (1.0) 1.3 2.3
interm. 0.0 0.3 (0.4) 0.7 0.0 0.1 (1.4) 1.5
Σ 2.0 3.7 0.6 6.3 0.0 1.6 3.1 4.7
Tab. 3.1 Net water mass transformation of surface, central, and intermediate waters with AC and DP
origin between their entry into the South Atlantic and arrival in the NBC in Sv; water volumes
without any net transformation into a different class are additionally listed in brackets.
temperature spectrum associated with a general warming.
These property modifications are also eventually associated with water mass trans-
formations in density space. To quantify those we binned the partial transports of
all particles according to their potential density anomaly at their origins and upon
arrival in the NBC, for each contribution separately (Fig. 3.7, upper and lower right).
Then we compared the transport-weighted density distributions at the entry sections
and the respective distributions in the NBC. The difference between the initial and
final distributions quantifies the net transformation of the bulk of water (Fig. 3.7 ,
middle), which may be a result of multiple modification processes.
We additionally repeated this analysis for respective subsets of surface (σθ < 26.0),
central (26.0 < σθ < 27.0), and intermediate (27.0 < σθ < 27.5) waters. The
exact numbers for the transformation analysis of the different classes depend on the
applied density criteria. Here we chose to follow Macdonald [1993] and Holfort and
Siedler [2001] for the definition of the separation of central and intermediate waters,
since it fits to the simulated mean (2000-2009) thermohaline structure of the water
column in the South Atlantic (Fig. 3.8). Other authors following Roemmich [1983]
chose σθ =26.8, but in our simulation waters with 26.8 < σθ < 27.0 seem to fall in
the central water range with a still relatively large vertical gradient in temperature
and salinity. The general tendencies of our transformation analysis stay robust with
respect to small changes in these criteria (not shown), so that the results are worth
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a discussion.
The AC contribution to the upper limb of the AMOC originally consisted of 2.0 Sv
surface, 3.7 Sv central, and 0.6 Sv intermediate waters. These waters showed a net
transformation to 1.2 Sv surface, 4.4 Sv central, and 0.7 Sv intermediate waters upon
arrival in the NBC. More specifically, 40% (0.8 Sv) of the surface waters became
central waters, 8% (0.3 Sv) of the central waters became intermediate waters, and
and a third (0.2 Sv) of the intermediate waters became central waters (Tab. 3.1).
Hence, the bulk of AC waters experiences a slight net density gain during the transit
towards the NBC.
The DP contribution to the upper limb of the SAMOC originally consisted of 1.6 Sv
central, and 3.1 Sv intermediate waters. These showed a net transformation to 0.9
Sv surface, 2.3 Sv central, and 1.5 Sv intermediate water upon arrival in the NBC.
More specifically, 31% (0.5 Sv) of central waters became surface waters (6% became
intermediate waters), and 55% (1.7 Sv) of the intermediate waters became central
or surface waters (Tab. 3.1). To sum it up, in contrast to AC waters, the bulk of DP
waters experiences a net density loss during the transit towards the NBC.
Changes of temperature and salinity and thus density along volume transport
pathways generally correspond to the mean effect of surface fluxes, such as di-
rect warming by solar heat flux or precipitation and evaporation processes, and
mixing with ambient waters due to parameterized and spurious tracer diffusion of
the OGCM. The fact that both DP and AC waters show a salinification during their
transit implies that they do not only mix with each other, but that mixing with other
ambient waters and/or surface fluxes may play an important role, too.
To further investigate the transformation in the bulk AC and DP water volumes oc-
curring during the transit and to determine their origin, we assessed which particles
reached the mixed layer on their transit between the DP or AC and the NBC, and
then investigated the net transformation of waters with and without mixed layer
contact separately. In particular, we compare transport-weighted density as well
as temperature and salinity distributions at the entry sections and the respective
distributions in the NBC. Following the criterion used during the OGCM integration
and also adopted in comparable Lagrangian studies [cf. Tim et al., submitted to J.
Geophys. Res. Ocean.], we assume a particle having reached the mixed layer if its
density (that equals the ambient density) differs by less than 0.01 kgm−3 from the
density at 10m depth.
During the transit through the South Atlantic the surface mixed layer is reached at
least once by 66% (3.1 from 4.7 Sv) and 49% (3.1 from 6.3 Sv) of DP and AC waters,
respectively. That implies that these waters do gain their specific characteristics
within the South Atlantic and — if adopting the common definition of a water mass
as a body of water with common formation history — are strictly speaking not
water masses with Indian Ocean or Pacific origin as may be suggested by their prior
classification as AC or DP waters. Figure 3.9 maps the frequency distribution of the
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Fig. 3.9 Horizontal distribution of the position of the last mixed layer contact for particles on the transit
between AC (left) or DP (right) and NBC. Relative number of particles, i.e. local count divided
by the total number of particles from all 10 REF experiments in the respective subset that are
entering the mixed layer at least once during their transit, per 2◦ × 2◦ bin in % (color shading);
Mean cumulative transports of particles reaching the mixed layer at least once during transit
are printed in white.
position of the last mixed layer contact for particles on the transit between AC (left)
or DP (right) and the NBC. Regions of high frequency can be interpreted as the most
probable formation regions for water masses of the NBC within the South Atlantic.
Those can be found in the vicinity of the different mode water formation regions
as depicted in [Hanawa and Talley, 2001], in particular in the eastern subtropical
gyre where eastern subtropical mode water (ESTMW) is formed, and east of the
Drake Passage (north of the Subantarctic Front) where Subantarctic Mode Water
(SAMW) originates. Notably, the formation region of classical Subtropical Mode
Water (STMW) located east of the western boundary current, that is the Malvinas
Current, does not stand out in the frequency distribution, which suggest that STMW
is no major contributor to NBC waters in the analyzed model simulation. Possible
explanations for this could be that (i) the formation location of STMW is located
more to the central southern boundary of the gyre where indeed some higher fre-
quency can be observed (and which would fit to the new observational estimate of
STMW thickness by Tsubouchi et al. [2016] yielding largest values between 40◦W
and 20◦W), and/or (ii) most STMW gets re-entrained into the mixed layer in the
eastern subtropical gyre and thus becomes itself part of the ESTMW. In any case,
our findings match those of [Tim et al., submitted to J. Geophys. Res. Ocean.], who
analyzed the same model simulation and found an only minor direct South Atlantic
Central Water but strong eastern South Atlantic Central Water contributions to the
upwelling water masses of Benguela. Relative high frequencies of last mixed layer
contacts are further located at the subduction zones along the South Equatorial
Current and in particular around 15◦S, which have been shown to be important
source regions for the equatorward subsurface flow related to the shallow overturn-
ing of the subtropical cell in the South Atlantic [Zhang, 2003; Schott et al., 2004;
Hazeleger and Drijfhout, 2006].
The mixed layer contact of virtual fluid particles on their transit between the AC
or DP and the NBC greatly impacts their characteristic properties. Most notably,
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Fig. 3.10 Mean transformation of waters with AC and DP origin that enter the mixed layer at least once
during their transit. Mean volume transport per density (left, 0.1 kgm−3 bins), salinity (middle,
0.05 psu bins), and temperature (right, 0.5 ◦C bins) class at source region (upper) and in NBC
(lower), as well as volumetric water mass transformation (middle) for waters of AC (red bars)
and DP (blue bars) origin. From all 10 Lagrangian experiments only particle trajectories with
at least one mixed layer contact during their transit are considered. Potential density levels used
to separate surface, central, intermediate and deep waters are highlighted by solid black lines;
dark blue (red) lines mark θ and S values that constitute the upper (lower) limit for 99 % of
the DP (AC) waters, light blue (red) lines represent the 95 % limit (cf. Fig. 3.7).
Fig. 3.11 Same as Fig. 3.10 but for waters with AC and DP origin that that do not enter the mixed layer
during their transit.
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the net transformation in density space of DP and AC waters (Fig. 3.7) is almost
completely captured by those particles with mixed layer contact (Fig. 3.10), whereas
water property modifications associated with particles without mixed layer contact
are characterized by only minor changes in density space (Fig. 3.11).
Nearly all DP particles entering the South Atlantic in the central water range (see
discussion above) and more than half (1.6 from 3.1 Sv) of those entering in the
intermediate water range reach the mixed layer at least once during their transit.
The bulk of these DP waters with mixed layer contact experience a substantial
salinification (when entering the Atlantic 95% of the waters have salinities < 34.45,
whereas upon arrival in the NBC 95% of the waters have salinities > 34.45) but even
stronger warming during the transit. This results in a net decrease in density and in
a corresponding shift towards central and surface waters. From the AC contribution,
the particles entering the South Atlantic as surface waters, as well as 30% (1.1 from
3.7 Sv) of those entering as central waters reach the mixed layer during their transit.
They enter the South Atlantic at a large range of relatively high temperatures which
hardly changes during the transit. However, as DP waters, AC waters with mixed
layer contact experience a net salinification, resulting in a net increase in density.
Since this coherent increase in salinity of AC and DP waters can not be found for
waters without mixed layer contact, we attribute the salinification to the impact of
on average net evaporative surface fluxes over the subduction zones along the South
Equatorial Current, as well as to mixing with ambient subtropical upper layer waters
with high salinities.
Nearly half (1.5 from 3.1 Sv) of the DP waters that are entering the South Atlantic as
intermediate waters, as well as nearly all intermediate and 70% (2.6 from 3.7 Sv) of
the central AC waters do not experience any mixed layer contact during their transit
towards the NBC. Interestingly, AC and DP waters without mixed layer contact show
opposite transformations in temperature and salinity: DP waters are warming and
becoming more saline, whereas AC waters are cooling and freshening. As a result
the salinity and temperature distributions of both components show new common
peaks in the temperature and salinity distributions, at 3.5–4.0 ◦C and 34.35–34.40,
respectively. This result fits to the idea that intermediate and central waters of
western and eastern Atlantic origin mix in the eastern South Atlantic and form new
specifications of central and intermediate water (water masses in the same density
range but with different temperature and salinity characteristics), as specifically
shown by Rimaud et al. [2012] for different specifications of Antarctic Intermediate
Water.
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3.3.5 Potential decadal changes in AMOC upper limb
connectivity measures
Figure 3.12 gives a first impression on the possible sensitivity of the volumetric NBC
decomposition to the strength of Agulhas leakage. The underlying data stems from
the two additional sets of Lagrangian experiments for which particles were released
in the NBC at 6◦S for years 1960 to 1969 (lowAL) and 2000 to 2009 (highAL),
respectively, and then traced backwards towards the source sections (cf. Fig. 3.3)
by cycling through the velocity data of each period for at maximum 40 years (more
details on the experiments can be found in section 3.2.2).
We chose the 1960s and 2000s for our comparison, since both periods feature the
same simulated Lagrangian mean NBC transport (23.1 Sv) and comparable upper
limb transport (11.0 Sv in the 1960s and 12.0 Sv in the 2000s 3) estimates, but are
associated with notably different estimated mean values of Agulhas leakage that
show an increase from 8.4 Sv in the 1960s to around 14.6 Sv in the 2000s4. The
fundamental question is whether this increase in Agulhas leakage also evoked a
corresponding increase in the AC contribution to the upper limb of the AMOC.
In highAL the AC contribution amounts to 7.0 Sv which constitutes 30% of the total
NBC transport and 58% of the AMOC upper limb transport at 6◦S; whereas the DP
only contributes 4.1 SV, that is, 18% and 34% to the NBC and upper limb transports,
respectively. In lowAL the volumetric decomposition is fundamentally different,
since the DP contribution in this case slightly exceeds the AC contribution. The AC
contribution only amounts to 5.1 SV, that is, 22% of the total NBC transport and
46% of the AMOC upper limb transport at 6◦S; whereas the DP contribution provides
5.3 SV, that is, 23% and 48% to the NBC and upper limb transports, respectively. In
highAL and lowAL on average 2.1 and 2.8 Sv remained in the domain after 40 years
of integration, respectively, from which a large part probably would additionally
add to the DP contribution under longer integration times (cf. section 3.3.1). The
higher amount of unsampled particles in lowAL can be related to the generally
longer transit time from DP to NBC than from AC to NBC: A circulation pattern with
more pronounced DP contribution is associated with a shift of the total transit time
distribution, that is, a transit time distribution inferred of particles from all sources,
towards longer time scales (not shown); it consequently yields more particles still in
the domain after 40 years of integration.
3These Lagrangian estimates of the upper limb strength are notably lower than the Eulerian AMOC
strength in the respective periods, since within the limited integration period of 40 years not all
AMOC contributions could be captured. With the absolute transport numbers also the exact values
for the relative DP and AC contributions to the upper limb transport may change with longer
integration times, even though the general findings are regarded as relatively robust (cf. section
3.3)
4Note that the mean Agulhas leakage transport for the 2000s has been calculated based only on
the annual mean values from 2000 to 2005, since the applied methodology of Agulhas leakage
estimation required a potential particle tracking towards the Good Hope section for at least 4 years
and the employed model simulation only provided velocity output until 2009.
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Fig. 3.12 Sensitivity of NBC sources
to the strength of Agul-
has leakage (AL): (upper)
mean volumetric contri-
butions of the individual
sources to the NBC inferred
from lowAL and highAL
(cf. Fig. 3.3); (lower) in-
terannual variability of AL
transport.
These estimates suggest that the increase in Agulhas leakage between the 1960s
and 2000s is indeed reflected in an increase of the AC contribution to the upper limb
of the AMOC and is further accompanied by a decrease in the DP contribution.
It is noteworthy, that the increase in the AC contribution to the AMOC’s upper
limb is not directly proportional to the increase in Agulhas Leakage, but slightly
weaker. This fits to the findings of Durgadoo [2013], who assessed the impact of
Southern Hemisphere wind changes on the strength and fate of Agulhas leakage. He
showed that the simulated wind-driven increase in Agulhas leakage goes along with
a strengthening of the South Atlantic subtropical gyre. This strengthening leads to a
favored re-circulatory route at the bifurcation point of the South Equatorial Current
at the coast off Brazil. Consequently, less Agulhas leakage waters feed into the North
Brazil Current. The strengthened re-circulatory route could also be regarded as one
potential reason for the simulated decrease in the DP contribution. However, due
to the conceptual limitations of the here presented analysis, the results are not yet
conclusive and should be rather regarded as a motivation for future studies.
3.4 Summary and conclusions
In this study we revisited the relative importance of waters entering the South
Atlantic from the Indian Ocean through the Agulhas Current (AC) system and waters
entering directly from the Pacific through Drake Passage (DP) — commonly referred
to as the warm and cold water routes, respectively — for the northward transport and
thermohaline characteristics of the upper limb of the AMOC. To do so we performed
Lagrangian analyzes between the two source regions and the North Brazil Current
(NBC) at 6◦S, which channels the upper limb flow in the tropics, in a realistically
forced high-resolution (1/20◦) ocean model.
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Even though our results generally agree with the prevailing conception that, currently,
the AC contribution is with around 50% the major source for the upper limb of
the AMOC, they also suggest a non-negligible DP contribution of at least 40% —
which is a substantially higher value than estimated by previous Lagrangian studies
with coarser resolution models. The importance of the DP for the upper limb of
the AMOC is further strengthened by the presented first estimates of (potential)
changes in the DP and AC contributions, indicating that the ratio of the two sources
is subject to temporal variability with phases in which the DP contribution indeed
may have exceeded the AC contribution. This analysis additionally indicates that an
ongoing increase in Agulhas leakage may indeed evoke an increase in the Agulhas
contribution to the upper limb of the AMOC while the Drake Passage contribution
decreases. Moreover, our study highlights that waters with DP and AC origin cannot
be clearly distinguished by the temperature at their source (as the commonly adopted
terminology may imply), but by their salinity. It further reveals substantial property
transformations of AC and DP waters during their transit towards the NBC. The
bulk of DP waters experiences a net density loss, the bulk of AC waters a slight net
density gain. These transformations in density space are nearly completely captured
by those Lagrangian particle trajectories reaching the surface mixed layer at least
once during the transit, which amount to 66% (3.1 from 4.7 Sv) and 49% (3.1
from 6.3 Sv) for DP and AC waters, respectively. Upon arrival in the NBC waters
of both origins can be found over the whole depth of the current and in the same
temperature and salinity range.
The non-negligible water mass transformations indicate that the advective pathways
and timescles inferred for the water volume transport between the two source regions
and the NBC are limited in their use for assessing the pathways and timescales with
that upper ocean temperature as well as salinity anomalies are transmitted through
the South Atlantic oceans. However, more work is needed to better understand
where and how the water mass transformation and mixing of the two contributions
occurs and how changes in the Pacific-Atlantic and Indo-Atlantic exchange are related
and eventually projected onto the return flow characteristics. This is particularly
important for a better assessment of the potential impact of the observed warming
in the extended Agulhas region and the estimated increase in Agulhas leakage over
the last decades.
Finally, even though in this study we focused on the importance of the ratio of
the DP and AC contributions for the upper limb of the AMOC, the ratio of the two
inflows generally impacts the thermohaline structure of the whole South Atlantic,
with consequences also on a more regional scale, for instance, for the Benguela
upwelling region [Tim et al., submitted to J. Geophys. Res. Ocean.] or the tropical
Atlantic [Lübbecke et al., 2015; Castellanos et al., 2017].
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This study presents a Lagrangian decomposition of Agulhas leakage waters into their
different sources from the Indian Ocean performed in a high-resolution (1/12◦)
ocean model. It constitutes the first detailed and coherent Lagrangian analysis of
large-scale connectivity associated with the upper limb return flow of the global
overturning circulation from the Pacific via the Indian Ocean into the Atlantic. The
analysis highlights the dominant contribution of surface-bound Indonesian Through-
flow waters to the Pacific–Atlantic connection and further reveals that the Indian
Ocean does not act as a passive connector, but salinifies and cools the bulk of these
waters during their transit. However, it also reports a relative high contribution of
intermediate water with origin South of Australia, which largely maintain their prop-
erties through their transit. These findings are of particular interest considering the
question whether the currently observed increased heat transport across the Indone-
sian Throughflow could be observed in the South Atlantic within the coming decades.
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Indian Ocean sources of Agulhas leakage
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Abstract We examine the mean pathways, transit timescales, and transformation of waters ﬂowing from
the Paciﬁc and the marginal seas through the Indian Ocean (IO) on their way toward the South Atlantic
within a high-resolution ocean/sea-ice model. The model ﬁelds are analyzed from a Lagrangian perspective
where water volumes are tracked as they enter the IO. The IO contributes 12.6 Sv to Agulhas leakage, which
within the model is 14.16 2.2 Sv, the rest originates from the South Atlantic. The Indonesian Through-ﬂow
constitutes about half of the IO contribution, is surface bound, cools and saliniﬁcates as it leaves the basin
within 10–30 years. Waters entering the IO south of Australia are at intermediate depths and maintain their
temperature-salinity properties as they exit the basin within 15–35 years. Of these waters, the contribution
from Tasman leakage is 1.4 Sv. The rest stem from recirculation from the frontal regions of the Southern
Ocean. The marginal seas export 1.0 Sv into the Atlantic within 15–40 years, and the waters cool and freshen
on-route. However, the model’s simulation of waters from the Gulfs of Aden and Oman are too light and
hence overly inﬂuenced by upper ocean circulations. In the Cape Basin, Agulhas leakage is well mixed. On-
route, temperature-salinity transformations occur predominantly in the Arabian Sea and within the greater
Agulhas Current region. Overall, the IO exports at least 7.9 Sv from the Paciﬁc to the Atlantic, thereby quan-
tifying the strength of the upper cell of the global conveyor belt.
1. Introduction
In the global ocean circulation, the Indian Ocean (IO) constitutes a connector between the Paciﬁc and Atlantic
Oceans. Broeker’s [1991] simple but profound schematic of the Great Ocean Conveyor Belt already illustrates
the importance of the IO. In the upper ocean, warm tropical waters are imported from the Paciﬁc through the
Indonesian Archipelago into the IO and exported south of Africa into the Atlantic where eventually convective
overturning occurs at high northern latitudes. The newly formed deep water subsequently spreads southward
and is redistributed into the Indian and Paciﬁc Oceans after looping around Antarctica. In this study, we investi-
gate whether the IO simply acts as a passive connector between the Paciﬁc and Atlantic oceans or whether it
additionally actively modiﬁes the waters that it communicates across. Since 1991, numerous authors have
revised Broeker’s depiction, highlighting the complex and eddying nature of both the upper and deep routes
[Richardson, 2008; Lozier, 2010]. Among others, it is now recognized that the route through the IO occurs both
north and south of Australia, namely via the Indonesian Through-ﬂow and Tasman leakage (Figure 1).
Water entering the IO from the Indonesian Archipelago, so-called Indonesian Through-ﬂow (ITF), must navigate
a complex route. The main entry point from the Paciﬁc Ocean is through Makassar Strait between Borneo and
Sulawesi, with over 75% of the 15 Sv that eventually traverses into the IO [Sprintall et al., 2009; Tillinger and
Gordon, 2009]. The volume transport of ITF displays a relationship with phases of the El-Ni~no Southern Oscilla-
tion. In the negative phase, an enhancement in through-ﬂow has been reported [Meyers, 1996; Liu et al., 2015],
with more waters of south Paciﬁc origin entering Makassar Strait [van Sebille et al., 2014]. Further interannual
variations in ITF originate from coastal Kelvin waves propagating along the eastern IO basin, and are related to
the Indian Ocean Dipole [Liu et al., 2015]. Based on 3 decades (since 1984) of repeated expendable bathyther-
mograph measurements between Fremantle (southwest Australia) and Sunda Strait (between the islands of
Sumatra and Java) and surface winds measurements, Wijffels et al. [2008] and Liu et al. [2015] reported a posi-
tive trend in geostrophic ITF transport of 1 Sv/decade. ITF waters enter the IO as a tongue of relatively fresh sur-
face waters and saltier intermediate waters [Gordon et al., 1997] and feed into the South Equatorial Current.
High-resolution numerical experiments with artiﬁcial opening and closing of the ITF passages provide evidence
of a codependency between ITF transport and Agulhas leakage further downstream [e.g., Le Bars et al., 2013].
Key Points:
 A study of pathways, timescales, and
water transformations of Indian
Ocean sources of Agulhas leakage
 On-route, Indonesian Through-Flow
cools and saliniﬁcates, while Tasman
leakage is deeper and experiences no
change in properties
 The Paciﬁc contributes at least 7.9 Sv
to the total Agulhas leakage of about
14 Sv
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The interconnectivity of the three southern hemisphere subtropical gyres allows for the secondary inﬂow of
waters into the IO from the Paciﬁc Ocean south of Australia, so-called Tasman leakage [Ridgway and Dunn,
2007; Speich et al., 2007]. Westward ﬂow, in parts originating from the East Australian Current, is typically
observed between Tasmania and the Subtropical Front [Speich et al., 2002]. Early observational and mod-
eled estimates of this leakage give 0–13 Sv of thermocline and intermediate waters ﬂowing westward south
of Tasmania [Rintoul and Sokolov, 2001; Speich et al., 2002]. More recent studies constrain these estimates to
around 4–5 Sv in the mean [van Sebille et al., 2012, 2014]. Derived from observational subsurface autono-
mous ﬂoats, Rosell-Fieschi et al. [2013] reported a westward transport of 5.26 1.8 Sv at 1158E at intermediate
depth. Despite the fact that both interocean exchanges north and south of Australia being of Paciﬁc origin
could arguably be related to large scale wind patterns [e.g., Feng et al., 2011], van Sebille et al. [2014] noted
no obvious link between the two. Little is known on the spreading of Tasman leakage in the IO, but it is
assumed to partly contribute to Agulhas leakage.
Other sources of surface and intermediate waters for the IO are from the marginal seas in the northwestern
part of the basin (Figure 1). Resulting from extreme evaporation, warm, and saline water are formed in the
Red Sea and Persian Gulf. These dense waters mix in the Gulfs of Aden and Oman due to high mesoscale
activities [Fratantoni et al., 2006; Al Saafani et al., 2007; L’Hegaret et al., 2015]. In the Arabian Sea, they level
Figure 1. Representation of the mean circulation (contours of sea surface height, cm) and mesoscale variability (shading of sea surface
height variance, cm2) for the period 2000–2010 from (a) altimetric observations, AVISO, (b) model, ORCA0083. Sections in Figure 1a denote
the ﬁnal sections used for the quantitative Ariane experiments; sections at 208E and 116.68E extend to Antarctica. Sections in Figure 1b
highlight the initial seeding sections used for the four main quantitative Ariane experiments. GoodHope (GH) is the section along which
Agulhas leakage is commonly monitored.
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at depth between 200 and 900 m and spread equatorward [Prasad et al., 2001; Bower et al., 2002; Chowdary
et al., 2005]. An analysis of historical hydrographic sections showed that the high salinities relative to the
ambient waters could be traced within the Mozambique Channel and downstream in the Agulhas Current
[Beal et al., 2000; Roman and Lutjeharms, 2007]. South of Africa, the high salinity waters undergo additional
mixing and share the similar density classes as the relatively fresher but colder Antarctic Intermediate Water
[Beal et al., 2006]. In the Cape Basin, You et al. [2003] reported about 0.46 1 Sv of Red Sea Water entering
the South Atlantic.
The outﬂow from the Indian Ocean into the Atlantic Ocean passes through a vigorous western boundary
current regime southeast of Africa (Figure 1). The Agulhas Current transports warm and saline surface and
intermediate water southward [Lutjeharms, 2006], with a typical transport of 846 24 Sv (estimated from 3
years of mooring data) [Beal and Elipot, 2016]. The prominent contributors of water of the Agulhas Current
are from the Mozambique Channel (16.76 15.8 Sv, 6 years of mooring data) [Ullgren et al., 2012], from the
South East Madagascar Current (376 10 Sv, four hydrographic sections) [Nauw et al., 2008], and the rest
from recirculations along the Agulhas Return Current [Lutjeharms and Ansorge, 2001; Lutjeharms, 2006]. The
large standard deviations in transport value stem from the dominance of the mesoscale in this region (Fig-
ure 1). South of Africa, the Agulhas Current overshoots the shelf break and abruptly retroﬂects back into the
Indian Ocean. The majority (2/3–3/4) of the original Agulhas Current transport ﬂows eastward as the Agul-
has Return Current [Lutjeharms, 2006]. The remainder, roughly 15 Sv [Richardson, 2007], ﬂows westward as
Agulhas leakage mostly in form of mesoscale eddies, and constitutes the so-called warm and salty export
into the South Atlantic that Broeker [1991] described.
Agulhas leakage in the Cape Basin can therefore in principle be decomposed into its various constituents:
coming from the Paciﬁc north and south of Australia, the marginal seas, and via the disparate sources of the
Agulhas Current. The Cape Basin is, however, a cauldron, where waters of IO origin mix with ambient South
Atlantic water and with waters from Drake Passage [Stramma and England, 1999], making it a challenge to
identify and more importantly volumetrically quantify individual water masses from classical potential
temperature-salinity plots.
The aim of this study is to decompose the exhaust of the IO, Agulhas leakage, into its individual sources
using a high-resolution global ocean sea-ice model. We focus on waters of IO origin, determine and com-
pare their pathways and associated timescales, and assess changes in properties along their way from the
Paciﬁc and marginal seas toward the Atlantic. The spreading of individual water masses in the IO has been
described in the past using historical hydrography data sets, simple and coarse-resolution models [e.g., You
and Tomczak, 1993; You, 1998; Haines et al., 1999; Joseph and Swathi, 1999; Beal et al., 2000; Song et al.,
2004]. We use a Lagrangian analysis approach that allows us to follow entire water volumes (which may
comprise of different water masses) and to provide quantitative measures by closing the IO inﬂow-outﬂow
budget. For this study, we seek an understanding of the mean ﬂow and do not resolve any variability on
seasonal, interannual, decadal, or longer timescales. Nonetheless, it is important to note that the circulation
of the IO is subject to changes on a range of timescales. For example, owing to the seasonality of the Asian
monsoon winds, the upper ocean current system of the northern IO reverses biannually [Schott and
McCreary, 2001]. On interannual timescales strong imprints of the Indian Ocean Dipole and the El Ni~no
Southern Oscillation are observed [Saji et al., 1999; Behera et al., 2006; Ummenhofer et al., 2013]. As under-
lined by Haines et al. [1999], in order to adequately resolve the mean circulation, it is important that the
Eulerian velocity ﬁelds used for the Lagrangian analysis incorporate the full temporal variability of the IO.
2. Methods
2.1. Model Output
The ORCA0083 conﬁguration of the NEMO model (version 3.6) [Madec, 2016] is used for this study. This con-
ﬁguration, developed within the European DRAKKAR consortium [The DRAKKAR Group, 2007], simulates the
ocean/sea-ice circulation nominally at 1/128 globally, which is eddy resolving between roughly 508S and
508N [Hallberg, 2013]. ORCA0083 uses an Arakawa-C staggered grid arrangement in the horizontal, and has
75 vertical levels, with 46 levels in the top 1000 m and spacing increasing from 1 m at the surface to a maxi-
mum of 204 m at depth. The experiment used for this study is the ORCA0083-N06, which was run by the
National Oceanography Centre, Southampton, UK. The treatment of tracers is implemented using a
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Laplacian operator for isoneutral horizontal diffusion (eddy diffusion of 125 m2/s) and the total variance dis-
sipation scheme for advection. Geopotential horizontal diffusion on momentum uses a bi-Laplacian opera-
tor (eddy viscosity of 21.25e10 m4/s) and a vector form advection scheme conserving energy and
enstrophy. Subgrid-scale vertical mixing is calculated through the turbulent eddy kinetic dependent diffu-
sion scheme. This experiment started from rest with tracer ﬁelds initialized using a combined product
derived from PHC2.1 [Steele et al., 2001], Medatlas [Jourdan et al., 1998], and Levitus et al. [1998], and was
forced using the Drakkar Forcing Set (DFS5.2) [Brodeau et al., 2010; Dussin et al., 2014] for the period 1958–
2012.
The ﬁrst 5 years (1958–1962) of the simulation are treated as the initialization phase, so that for this
study, 50 years output (1963–2012) are used. We note that a 5 years initialization phase is likely not sufﬁ-
cient to spin the whole overturning. However, it is sufﬁcient for the circulation of the upper 1000 m in
the IO (dynamic height ﬁelds difference between the ﬁrst and last decades of the 50 years shows no
major discrepancies, not shown). The three-dimensional velocity and tracer ﬁelds were stored at tempo-
ral resolution of 5 day means. Qin et al. [2014] showed that for ofﬂine Lagrangian analyses within models
of similar horizontal resolution as ORCA0083, degradation in ﬂow characteristics occurs when using
model output with temporal resolution beyond 9 day average. The model’s representation of the mean
ﬂow and of the variability of the IO region is adequate (Figures 1 and 2a). The region of high sea-surface-
height variability in the source region of the Agulhas Current, which most nested conﬁgurations fail to
reproduce adequately [Biastoch et al., 2008; Durgadoo et al., 2013], is well resolved by this simulation.
Further details and overall evaluation of the model experiment can be found in Moat et al. [2016] and
Schulze [2016].
2.2. Lagrangian Analysis of the Model Fields
Tracking water within the Eulerian output ﬁelds of the model was performed ofﬂine using the Ariane
Lagrangian package [Blanke and Raynaud, 1997]. Ariane advects particles within the model ﬁelds by displac-
ing them along analytically computed three-dimensional streamlines, taking advantage of the volume con-
servation property of the model, which implies that the velocity ﬁeld has to be locally nondivergent. Unlike
other explicit time-stepping methods, the analytical integration scheme yields unique and identical trajec-
tory solutions both forward and backward in time.
Ariane runs in two complementary modes: quantitative and qualitative. In its quantitative mode, Ariane
seeds particles along predeﬁned sections at every time step (in this case, 5 day), whereby each particle is
assigned a partial transport. The number of particles at each time-step is dependent on the transport across
a particular section, such that the stronger the ﬂow, the more particles are seeded; the cumulative transport
of all particles represents the instantaneous Eulerian transport [Blanke and Raynaud, 1997]. Subsequently,
the particles are advected forward or backward in time. Finally, they are captured when they cross edges of
a predeﬁned domain, and their transports are summed up. This mode is most useful to determine the con-
nectivity between the seeding section and the edges of the predeﬁned domain. A prime example where
Ariane is successfully used in this mode is in measuring Agulhas leakage, deﬁned by the portion of the Agul-
has Current entering the Atlantic across the GoodHope line [Durgadoo et al., 2013; Biastoch et al., 2015].
Blanke et al. [1999] introduced the concept of the Lagrangian streamfunction based on the fact that Ariane
respects mass conservation (nondivergent ﬂow). As particles are advected in the quantitative mode their
inﬁnitesimal transports are summed at each velocity grid cell wall they cross. The resulting three-
dimensional transport ﬁeld can then be integrated vertically to obtain a two-dimensional locally nondiver-
gent ﬂow ﬁeld that can be described by a horizontal streamfunction. Such a Lagrangian streamfunction
thus represents the horizontal ﬂow of the entire water volume that entered and left the study domain. Pre-
requisites are that ﬁrst initial sections are seeded with sufﬁciently large number of particles, and second suf-
ﬁcient time is allowed for the particles to leave the domain across the deﬁned ﬁnal sections.
In the qualitative mode of Ariane, seeding positions are obtained by either ﬁrst running a quantitative
experiment or by user-deﬁned start positions. Here, the former is favored since the particle positions
derived from a quantitative experiment has the advantage of being tagged by partial transports. Further-
more, in qualitative mode, spatial and temporal information of individual particle trajectories are stored.
Such information can subsequently be analyzed to assess pathways, timescales (e.g., R€uhs et al. [2013] and
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L€ubbecke et al. [2015] for Agulhas water spreading in the Atlantic), and along-track changes in tracer
properties.
Four main sets of Lagrangian experiments were performed for this study, each corresponding to the start
positions of the particles at four different initial sections. These initial sections, illustrated in Figure 1b, cap-
ture water entering the IO basin from the Paciﬁc Ocean (ITF and TL) and the marginal seas adjacent to the
IO, namely from the Gulfs of Oman (PGW) and Aden (RSW).
1. PGW—meridional section at the mouth of the Gulf of Oman along 59.58E; 22.58N-25.48N, where water
enters the Arabian Sea.
2. RSW—meridional section at the mouth of the Gulf of Aden along 50.88E; 11.98N–158N, where water
enters the Arabian Sea.
3. ITF—meridional section along 1148E; between Australia (228S) and Java (8.78S). The Indonesian Through-
ﬂow is a collective term consisting of water transport across the Indonesian Archipelago through various
Straits. Along 1148E, ﬂow across 5 of the 7 Straits are captured, namely Lombok, Flores, Ombai, Timor,
and Torres. Considering ITF collectively enables consistent analysis of pathways and timescales across
the IO basin. Separate experiments for the two remaining Straits, Sunda, and Malacca, were performed,
and shall be mentioned brieﬂy in the results.
4. TL—meridional section along 116.68E; between Antarctica and Australia (35.28S). Strictly speaking, Tas-
man leakage occurs south of Tasmania [Ridgway and Dunn, 2007]. Here, since a sizable portion of the
westward ﬂowing water along this longitude between Australia and the Subtropical Front indeed origi-
nate from south of Tasmania [van Sebille et al., 2014], the nomenclature was deemed appropriate. The
westward ﬂowing Antarctic Coastal Current was not considered as part of TL, since it is conﬁned south of
the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and thereby does not enter the IO basin.
These four initial sections were designed to satisfy two criteria. First, the transport across each section is rep-
resentative of the ﬂow of the entire water column, including the respective water masses (as ordinarily mea-
sured along their typical isopycnals) after which they are named. Second, the sections are offset from the
original water mass source, so as to minimize the effect of recirculations on timescales between the area
where they originate and when they enter the IO.
The quantitative mode requires a closed domain to be deﬁned, containing an initial section and several other
ﬁnal sections along which particles are captured. These ﬁnal sections are shown in Figure 1a. The sections at
208E and 116.68E (TL) extend to the Antarctic continent. This domain was used for the quantitative experi-
ments for PGW, RSW, and TL. For the ITF experiment, the ﬁnal sections extending from Java to Papua (along
8.68S) and New Guinea to Australia (along 142.58E) were replaced with the initial section shown in Figure 1b.
So as to capture the interannual and decadal variability of the ﬂow, it is necessary to seed particles over at
least a few decades. In order to optimize the seeding strategy, and thereby allowing more particles to be
seeded and integrated over a longer period of time, a series of preanalysis experiments was undertaken. In
this preanalysis, particles were successively seeded full-depth along each initial section every 5 days over a
period of 5 years, and were advected forward for a total of 25 years in quantitative mode. The initial posi-
tions of particles that, within 25 years, exited the domain south of Africa at 208E were subsequently ana-
lyzed. It was found that over 99% of the particles reaching 208E originated from PGW, RSW, ITF, and TL in
the upper 500, 1500, 1500, and 1600 m, respectively (not shown). Furthermore, for the TL preanalysis exper-
iment, the particles reaching 208E originated from between Australia and 478S, which roughly delineates
the subtropical regime from the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Figure 1). Repeating this preanalysis in
reverse yields the same result (backward tracking of particles from 208E to the four source regions). Results
from the preanalysis experiments informed the design of the full set of Lagrangian experiments assessed
here.
The four main sets of Lagrangian experiments were constructed as follows. Seeding across each initial sec-
tion was reﬁned based on the depth and latitude criteria described above. In quantitative mode, 1.5 3 106,
2.2 3 106, 10.1 3 106, and 10.0 3 106 particles were seeded every 5 days over a period of 30 years (1963–
1992), corresponding to a total mean transport of 1.0, 3.6, 17.6, and 16.0 Sv across the PGW, RSW, ITF, and
TL initial sections, respectively. The maximum accuracy achieved in this study is in the order of 0.1 Sv, there-
fore all transports reported here are rounded to 1 decimal place. The particles were then integrated forward
for 100 years. Less than 3% of the initially seeded particles remained in the IO domain by the end of the
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100 years. The long integration period was achieved by cycling twice through the input data, a practice pre-
viously employed for other studies of this kind [van Sebille et al., 2011; R€uhs et al., 2013]. Out of 38.2 Sv (sum
of the time-mean transport across the four initial sections), 23.2 Sv (60%, 3.8 3 106 particles) reached 208E
within 100 years, that is 0.3, 1.4, 10.9, and 10.6 Sv from PGW, RSW, ITF, and TL, respectively.
Subsequently, only those particles that exited the IO domain across 208E were placed back at their respec-
tive initial seeding sections and advected forward in quantitative and qualitative modes for 100 years. The
positions of the trajectories were stored every 5 days. Additionally, the modeled ambient temperature and
salinity interpolated at the trajectory locations were stored at the same temporal frequency. Even though
cycling through the input data allows for the analysis of longer pathways and timescales, the analysis of
along-track tracer characteristics ought to be restricted to the length of input data available, that is, 50 years
(see section 3.4).
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Pathways from the Marginal Seas and the Pacific to the South Atlantic
We generated the Lagrangian streamfunctions after 100 years of integration, and in order to obtain a closed
volumetric budget, particles remaining in the domain were omitted. Figure 2 shows the Lagrangian stream-
function for each experiment for all particles, while Figure 3 shows the same but for only those particles
that exited the domain across 208E within 100 years. In the ﬁrst case, the isolines connect the initial seeding
section with all other sections of the domain, and in the second case, they highlight only the ﬂow from the
seeding section to the section at 208E south of Africa.
The 50 year mean Eulerian streamfunction, derived from annual average velocity ﬁelds, portrays the overall
barotropic circulation of the IO basin (Figure 2a). Prominently, the two gyres of the south IO, roughly delin-
eated along 108S, are seen: the broad counter-clockwise south Indian subtropical gyre between 408S and
108S, and the narrow clockwise tropical gyre between 108S and the Equator. Their associated western
boundary currents, namely the Agulhas Current [Lutjeharms, 2006], the North and South East Madagascar
Currents [Swallow et al., 1988], and the East African Coastal Current [Swallow et al., 1991], are also visible.
North of the Equator, the circulation is strongly inﬂuenced by seasonal reversal of winds. A weak clockwise
circulation illustrates a stronger summer (southwest) monsoon on average.
The total Lagrangian streamfunction (Figure 2b) portrays the vertically integrated ﬂow of the four IO water
sources. The resemblance to the Eulerian mean both in structure and magnitude suggests that it adequately
captures the Eulerian circulation, hence validating the method. Generally, a congruity between the Eulerian
and Lagrangian streamfunctions indicates that the prerequisites mentioned previously are sufﬁciently ful-
ﬁlled. The biggest differences between the two ﬁelds probably stem from the fact that deep-water inﬂow
(e.g., from the Atlantic across 208E) is not considered and particle trajectories with potentially longer resi-
dence times in the IO (e.g., local recirculations in the Southwest IO) are prohibited to some degree by the
experiment design (section 2.2). Also, it is worth noting that the Eulerian streamfunction portrays the circu-
lation of the 50 year mean, while the Lagrangian streamfunction is based on trajectories with various resi-
dence times, up to 100 years [D€o€os et al., 2008]. The Lagrangian streamfunctions based on each individual
experiments (Figures 2c–2f), showing the spreading of waters from the different source regions, are
described next.
Water from the marginal seas entering the northwestern IO from the Gulfs of Oman and Aden show similar
pathways (experiments PGW and RSW, Figures 2c and 2d). As they enter the Arabian Sea, these waters are
advected equatorward and experience strong recirculation associated with seasonally varying ﬂows [Chow-
dary et al., 2005; Schott et al., 2009]. Clearly distinguishable is the clockwise Great Whirl roughly centered at
98N off Somalia, which recirculates both PGW and RSW waters predominantly during the southwest mon-
soon [Beal and Donohue, 2013]. At the mouth of the Gulf of Aden, RSW either veers immediately southward
between the horn of Africa and the island of Socotra, or is advected westward into the Arabian Sea and into
the interior of the northern IO. The former occurs during the northeast (winter) monsoon, while the latter
during the southwest (summer) monsoon [Fischer et al., 1996; Schott and Fischer, 2000; Prasad et al., 2001].
Beal et al. [2000] analyzed historical hydrographic data, and reported a preferred spread of Red Sea Water
along the African west coast through the Mozambique Channel. In contrast, the lack of direct contours in
Figure 2d suggests the main RSW pathway consist ﬁrst of an equatorial detour before reaching the
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Mozambique Channel. Dense water overﬂows are generally poorly resolved in z-level models and require
special treatment [Legg et al., 2009]. ORCA0083-N06 contains no such special treatment for the overﬂows
from the Gulfs; hence, Red Sea Water entering the Arabian Sea is lighter than expected. Being more surface
bound in the model, waters from the Gulf of Aden is more prone to be affected by the seasonally changing
circulation. And since the summer monsoon dominates the annual cycle, a preferred pathway into the Ara-
bian Sea is likely. Furthermore, another difference between our study and that of Beal et al. [2000] is that we
consider RSW as water exiting the Gulf of Aden over the full water column down to 1500 m, while Beal et al.
[2000] focused on the spread of ‘‘pure’’ Red Sea Water along its typical density surfaces. Closed contours in
the Bay of Bengal indicate some degree of spreading and residence there.
Along the Equator, water from both PGW and RSW broadly spread eastward, congruent with the South
Equatorial Counter Current. Thereafter, between 108S and 208S, they ﬂow back toward Madagascar within
the South Equatorial Current and split. The bunching of streamlines north of Madagascar and through the
Mozambique Channel highlights the preferred pathway toward the Agulhas Current. Averaged over the 30
years of seeding, 1.0 and 3.6 Sv, enter the Arabian Sea from the Gulfs of Oman and Aden, respectively. In
the model about 0.17 and 0.15 Sv (Eulerian means over 50 years) exits the Persian Gulf at the Strait of Hor-
muz and the Red Sea at Bab al-Mandab Strait, respectively. These values fall within the reported observa-
tional range of 0.17–0.25 Sv for the Persian Gulf [e.g., Bower et al., 2000] and of 0.05–0.6 Sv for the Red Sea
Figure 2. (a) Mean barotropic streamfunction from the Eulerian ﬁelds averaged over the period 1963–2012. (b–f) Lagrangian streamfunc-
tion derived only from particles that exited the domain within 100 years; reference set to 0 over Africa (208E, Equator). (c–f) Streamlines
showing the connection between the initial sections (PGW, RSW, ITF, and TL, highlighted by the green arrows) and the other ﬁnal sections
of the domain (black lines). Figure 2b is the sum of the four components shown in Figures 2c–2f. All units are in Sv.
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[e.g., Soﬁanos and Johns, 2002]. Downstream of both Straits, mesoscale activities enhance the ﬂow further.
For example, Fratantoni et al. [2006] roughly estimated an additional 2–3 Sv ﬂow through the Socotra Pas-
sage resulting from the propagation of Somali Current rings into the Gulf of Aden. Within 100 years, 0.3 and
1.4 Sv exit south of Africa from PGW and RSW, respectively.
Water entering the IO basin across 1148E from the Indonesian Archipelago is concentrated primarily in the
top 600 m between the island of Java and 138S. A shallower secondary core is centered at 218S. Averaged
over the 30 years of seeding, 17.6 Sv enters the basin in the top 1500 m (Figure 2e). This value falls within
the observational range of 10.7–18.7 Sv [Sprintall et al., 2009]. The major source of water at 1148E is through
the Lombok, Ombai, and Timor Straits, with 3.3, 3.3, and 7.4 Sv, respectively (Eulerian means over 50 years);
these values are also in agreement with Sprintall et al. [2009]. The bulk of the water is transported westward
in a narrow band along 118S till about 1008E, and is subsequently broadened feeding different branches of
the South Equatorial Current. At the Mascarene plateau (598E), two distinct branches of the South Equatorial
Current are seen at 128S and 168S. The equatorward branch feeds the North East Madagascar Current, and
bifurcates ﬂowing through the Mozambique Channel and into the East African Coastal Current where it
recirculates around the tropical gyre. Entry into the northern IO occurs along the African coast. The pole-
ward branch feeds the South East Madagascar Current. In the southwest IO, streamlines from the Mozam-
bique Channel and south of Madagascar converge in the Agulhas Current, and downstream either exit the
domain or recirculate. Streamlines connecting the ITF section to the TL section indicate water exiting the IO
basin south of Australia within 100 years either along the Agulhas Return Current and Subtropical Front (2.7
Sv), typically after ﬁrst negotiating the retroﬂection south of Africa, or directly via the Leeuwin Current (0.5
Sv). About 60% (10.9 Sv) of ITF cross 208E south of Africa within 100 years, with the most direct route being
through the Mozambique Channel.
South of Australia (TL), 16.0 Sv entering the IO basin feed the broad westward ﬂow of the south Indian sub-
tropical gyre (Figure 2f). Most streamlines originating between Australia and 408S spread either north or
south of Madagascar, while those south of 408S directly reach the Agulhas Current. Very little penetration of
TL waters is observed in the northern IO, with only 3% being transported across the domain sections
north of 108S. This is likely due to the fact that TL waters are concentrated at intermediate depths (discussed
Figure 3. Similar to 2c–2f, but highlighting only the connectivity between initial sections (green arrows) and 208E, that is no transport
across the other ﬁnal sections. 0.3, 1.4, 10.9, and 10.6 Sv from the initial sections PGW, RSW, ITF, and TL, respectively, reach 208E within 100
years. All units are in Sv; Lagrangian streamfunction reference set to 0 over Africa (208E, Equator).
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further in the subsequent sections), hence less prone to recirculate in the relatively shallow tropical gyre.
More than 65% (10.6 Sv) of TL water exit south of Africa, and about 20% (3.5 Sv) recirculate leaving the
domain again between 478S and Antarctica.
Within 100 years, a total of 23.2 Sv from the four source regions reach south of Africa at 208E. Figure 3 high-
lights only the pathways connecting each individual component to the section at 208E. Since by design
(preanalyses in section 2.2), water entering the IO basin are predisposed to leave the domain at 208E if
allowed sufﬁcient time, the overall pathway depicted in this subset is similar to that shown in Figures 2c–2f.
Most notable differences are: (1) Detours north of the Equator are less prominent in the cases of ITF and TL.
(2) Recirculation of TL in the southwest IO is much weaker. This indicates that the pathway between TL and
208E is for the most part direct and via the South East Madagascar Current.
Figure 4 schematically summarizes the most likely pathways shown in Figure 3 from the four source sec-
tions toward 208E and subsequently into the Atlantic. Additionally, the origins of the contributions from ITF
and TL are further decomposed. The partitioning of ITF waters coming across Lombok, Ombai, and Timor
Straits and reaching 208E within 100 years reﬂects that of the total transport across the ITF initial section,
namely roughly 60% (cf. Figure 2e and the Eulerian means for the transport across the Straits given above).
For TL, a large portion of the 10.6 Sv comes from recirculations across the initial section [Sallee et al., 2006].
The portion originating from between Tasmania and 508S as Tasman leakage (3.1 Sv) commensurate previ-
ous ﬁndings [van Sebille et al., 2012, 2014; Rosell-Fieschi et al., 2013].
Of the 23.2 Sv that ﬂows across 208E within 100 years, 90% ﬂows either through the Mozambique Channel
or southeast of Madagascar. Waters from PGW, RSW, and ITF ﬂow preferably along the South Equatorial Cur-
rent and through the Mozambique Channel, while TL waters predominantly either are incorporated within
the South East Madagascar Current or ﬂow directly westward. After crossing 208E, a little more than 50% of
the waters proceed to leave the IO basin across GoodHope, the rest retroﬂects. Of the 12.2 Sv entering the
Atlantic, over 96% were previously within the Agulhas Current, and can therefore be referred to as part of
Agulhas leakage (as opposed to the more general term ‘‘Indian Ocean leakage’’).
Figure 4. Schematic of the major pathways of water crossing 208E within 100 years from the Indian Ocean. Of the 23.2 Sv from the four source regions, PGW (orange), RSW (blue), ITF (red),
and TL (green), 12.2 Sv enters the Atlantic across the GoodHope section (dashed black line), the rest retroﬂects (11.0 Sv). Agulhas leakage within the model is 14.16 2.2 Sv (see text for
details). Sizes of arrows vary for clarity purposes. The table details the decomposition of leakage. Dashed arrows itemize the upstream sources of ITF and TL. Transport numbers are in Sv.
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The ratio of water last seen leaving the grey shaded boxes (Figure 4) in the Mozambique Channel (Moz),
southeast of Madagascar (SEMC), and arriving directly at 208E without going through the Channel or south-
east Madagascar are 5:4:1 (total of 23.2 Sv). There are no direct routes from the marginal seas to 208E within
100 years, and water from the Gulfs of Oman and Aden ﬂows either through the Mozambique Channel or
through the Southeast Madagascar Current. Moreover, comparing the volume transports of particles’ ﬁrst
entry into the grey shaded boxes and those last seen leaving them, there is a 20–25% chance that water
entering the Channel or the South East Madagascar Current will recirculate within the southwest IO gyre,
re-enter the Channel or the Southeast Madagascar Current, before eventually exiting at 208E (also seen in
Figure 3). The exception is for water from TL arriving southeast of Madagascar, where recirculation is negli-
gible (weaker recirculation in the southwest IO in Figure 3d).
Agulhas leakage is commonly deﬁned as the portion of the Agulhas Current, for example, at 328S that leaks
into the Atlantic across the GoodHope section within 3–5 years, and is intuitive measured in models using a
Lagrangian framework [Durgadoo et al., 2013; Biastoch et al., 2015; L€ubbecke et al., 2015]. In the present model,
employing this deﬁnition and over the period 1963–2008, the mean value of Agulhas leakage is 14.1 Sv with
an annual standard deviation of 2.2 Sv. This value falls well within the expected range [Richardson, 2007]. In
the schematic (Figure 4), we show that Agulhas leakage can be decomposed on average as 1 Sv arriving
from the marginal seas of the northwest IO and 11 from the Paciﬁc through the Indonesian Archipelago (6
Sv) and south of Australia (5 Sv), totalling 12 Sv. The missing 2 Sv could stem ﬁrst from the so-called
cold-water-route at intermediate depths from the south Atlantic [Rimaud et al., 2012; Rusciano et al., 2012] and
second from the two remaining Straits not covered by the ITF section, namely Sunda and Malacca. As men-
tioned in section 2.2, separate Lagrangian experiments were additionally performed for the two Straits. They
contribute 0.4 Sv to Agulhas leakage. To estimate the portion of South Atlantic origin, a backward experi-
ment was performed where particles were seeded along the GoodHope section between Africa and 508S in
the top 2000 m for 30 years and advected backward in time for a total of 80 years to determine their origins.
Of the 14 Sv of Agulhas leakage seeded, 0.9 Sv originated poleward of 508S across 08E from the South
Atlantic, 0.8 Sv originated from below the GoodHope section deeper than 2000 m. Thereby, all the constitu-
ents of Agulhas leakage are accounted for.
Typically, 20–25% of Agulhas Current water leaks into the Atlantic. The Eulerian mean Agulhas Current
transport at 328S (Figure 2a) in the model is 63 Sv (falls within observational uncertain range of Beal and
Elipot [2016]), of which 14 Sv leaks (classical deﬁnition), meeting the expectation. From the total Lagrang-
ian streamfunction (Figure 2b) the Agulhas Current at 328S is 33 Sv (of which, PGW: 0.4 Sv, RSW: 2.2 Sv, ITF
16.4 Sv, TL: 14 Sv; Figures 2c–2f), meaning that the current draws about half of its water from the four
source regions considered here. The remainder is drawn from water recirculating along the Agulhas Return
Current and Subtropical Front [Lutjeharms and Ansorge, 2001; Lutjeharms, 2006].
3.2. Timescale Across the IO and Into the South Atlantic
The timescales associated with the ﬂow from the source regions toward GoodHope are shown in Figure 5.
Each box plot shows the temporal distribution in transport ﬁrst crossing the respective latitudes and longi-
tudes of only those particles that cross the GoodHope section as Agulhas leakage (12.2 Sv in total).
The westward transport of water from ITF and TL is mainly achieved by the mean ﬂow with the core of
the ITF waters being in the top 500 m and TL below that. Within the IO subtropical gyre between 608E
and 1008E the fastest modeled mean speeds are 0.1 m s21 in the top 500 m and 0.02 m s21 between
500 and 1000 m (not shown). Therefore, between the ITF and TL initial sections and 778E, approximately
4200 km apart, a particle traveling at these speeds, would take 1.3 years in the top 500 m and 6.7
years below that. These values are consistent with the fastest timescales shown at 778E, indicated by the
lower edges of the boxes in Figure 5b, where 25% of the transports reach the section in less than 1.2 and
6.4 years, respectively. This and the narrow interquartile ranges of the boxes, suggest that only minor stir-
ring occurs until 778E.
Waters from PGW being more surface-bound than those from RSW are likely to recirculate and linger in the
northern IO. The bulk of the RSW waters (75% of it) cross the Equator twice as fast as PGW waters. Detours
in the Bay of Bengal further account for the long timescales in the northern IO. The slowest particles are
delayed by more than 2 decades between the Equator and 208S due to residence within the tropical gyre.
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In the southwest IO south of 208S between
208E and 478E, the elongated boxes and
extended tails indicate that the recirculatory
and highly eddying nature of the ﬂow there
affect timescales of water from all origins (cf.
Figure 1).
At GoodHope, the fastest waters are from
ITF, with 25% of the volume transport arriv-
ing within the ﬁrst decade. The relatively
direct pathways of water of Paciﬁc origin in
contrast to those from the marginal seas are
evident from the length of the respective
lower tails in Figure 5. About half of the
water transported into the Atlantic from all
sources occurs within 25 years. Worth not-
ing is that within 50 years, which is the
length of one cycle of model data used,
over 75% of the transport across GoodHope
are accounted for.
3.3. Depth Structure of Waters Entering
the South Atlantic
Within the Lagrangian framework, it is possi-
ble to examine the depth characteristics of
waters of disparate sources along the Good-
Hope section as they enter the South Atlan-
tic and before. The depth distribution of
particles that cross GoodHope as Agulhas
leakage and were last seen leaving the
Mozambique Channel (across 208S) or the
Southeast Madagascar Current (across 258S,
47–528E) are shown in Figure 6. The mean
ﬂow is in both cases intensiﬁed along the
coast to the left (cf. Figure 1), in the Mozam-
bique Channel in the upper 500 m and southeast of Madagascar below that. The dominance of waters of
ITF origin in the Mozambique Channel (3.8 out of 6.1 Sv) and of waters of TL origin southeast of Madagascar
(2.5 out of 5.1 Sv) is evident and in line with the results described in section 3.2 for the entire transport
reaching 208E within 100 years. Southeast of Madagascar, there is additionally a clear delineation in the ver-
tical between the waters of Paciﬁc origin above and below 500 m. Red Sea Water, as a water mass, is typi-
cally found in the southwest IO at intermediate depths [You, 1998; Beal et al., 2000; You et al., 2003]. Here, in
the upper layer above 750 m, waters of RSW origin can be found on either side of Madagascar. At interme-
diate depth, however, a sizable amount of RSW water can only be detected in the Channel corroborating
previous reports [e.g., You, 1998; Beal et al., 2000). The contribution of PGW is small and conﬁned to the sur-
face. Within the Agulhas Current, unlike the quasi-instantaneous observations of Beal et al. [2006], who
found distinct water of distinct origins on either side of the current’s core, here, no such clear demarcation
is noted (not shown).
Agulhas leakage waters cross GoodHope mostly between 88E and 188E in the top 1250 m (Figure 6a), con-
sistent with the broad fan of enhanced sea surface height variability in Figure 1b. In contrast to the rela-
tively clear depth separation of ITF waters overlying TL waters within the subtropical gyre and southeast of
Madagascar, at GoodHope (similar to within the Agulhas Current further upstream), these two water sources
are mixed throughout the water column. Nonetheless, integrated across the section, 4.5 Sv of ITF waters
are concentrated in the top 500 m, while the same amount of TL waters are mostly centered between 250
and 1000 m. van Sebille et al. [2010] previously examined the question of what determines the fate of Agul-
has water crossing 208E. At that longitude, they noted a fairly similar spread in waters leaking into the
Figure 5. Transit time within the Indian Ocean of water eventually enter-
ing the Atlantic within 100 years from PGW (0.2 Sv, orange), RSW (0.8 Sv,
blue), ITF (6.1 Sv, red), and TL (5.1 Sv, green). Each box plot shows the tem-
poral spread in transport reaching the respective lines of longitudes and
latitudes (grey dash lines in Figure 4). The edges of the boxes delineate
the 25 and 75 percentiles, and the medians are indicated as lines across
the boxes. The tails encompass 99% of the transport from the respective
sources reaching GoodHope (GH) as part of Agulhas leakage.
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Atlantic and to those returning to the IO. This lent support to the mechanism of ring shedding by loop
occlusion [Ou and de Ruijter, 1986] as the dominant factor in determining the fate of water crossing 208E.
With the exception of TL, values shown in Figure 4 suggest more water of PGW, RSW, and ITF origins to
enter the Atlantic than to retroﬂect. It is important here to keep in mind the transport still left in the domain
after 100 years of integration, which provides an upper bound of the uncertainties in this discussion (head-
ers in Figures 2c–2f). A detailed look at the overall depth distribution at 208E of waters leaking in contrast to
those retroﬂecting shows a general agreement with the conclusion of van Sebille et al. [2010]. This distribu-
tion is unchanged from that upstream within the Agulhas Current. In the upper 250 m all sources but TL
exhibit a preference for leaking. This is likely because of the surface-intensiﬁed cyclonic relative vorticity
[van Sebille et al., 2010]. Below 500 m, waters of TL origin have a slight tendency to more likely retroﬂect
than leak.
Figure 6. Transport depth-longitude distribution of waters from four origins that exit the Indian Ocean within 100 years across the
(a) GoodHope section, and having passed through the (b) Mozambique Channel or (c) Southeast Madagascar Current immediately prior
exiting (grey shaded boxes in Figure 4). Color coding given in legend. Each pie chart represents the transport through 18 or 28 of longitude
3 250 m, with 1 Sv scaled to represent size of the pie chart in the legend. Pie charts with total transports less than 0.1 Sv are indicated by
dots instead. The left plots show the zonally integrated transport as a function of depth, with the black curve showing the sum of the four
components. Partitioning shown in the legend correspond to the total depth-integrated transport of (a) 12.2 Sv (0.2, 0.8, 6.1, and 5.1 Sv for
PGW, RSW, ITF, and TL respectively); (b) 6.1 Sv (0.1, 0.5, 3.8, and 1.7 Sv for PGW, RSW, ITF, and TL respectively); and (c) 5.1 Sv (0.1, 0.3, 2.2,
and 2.5 Sv for PGW, RSW, ITF, and TL respectively).
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3.4. Water Properties Modification Within the Indian Ocean
From a Lagrangian connectivity perspective, we have investigated thus far the advective pathways and time-
scales of water from the source regions to the Atlantic. The question remains: to what extent does the Indian
Ocean modify the water mass characteristics of the inﬂowing waters before exporting them? Here we con-
sider the memory of the bulk water volume as opposed to that of individual particles or water masses.
Every 5 days, potential temperature (h) and salinity (S) were linearly interpolated from the tracer ﬁelds onto
each particle location. Inherently the tracer ﬁeld incorporate the simulated and parameterized turbulent
motions of the model, including the air-sea ﬂuxes (described in section 2.1). For the purpose of examining
the modiﬁcation of water characteristics within the IO, only the ﬁrst 50 years of the trajectories were consid-
ered. We noted from Figure 5 that more than 75% of water from the Paciﬁc and the marginal seas reaches
the Atlantic within 50 years. Figure 7 shows normalized transports binned according to potential tempera-
ture h, salinity S, potential density anomaly r0, and depth of particles at their origins, at the ﬁrst time they
cross meridional and zonal sections across the IO, and ﬁnally as they exit across GoodHope within 50 years
(sections shown in Figure 4). In the upper plot of Figure 7, the two distributions for ‘‘Init’’ are equivalent.
Waters from the marginal seas of the IO are typically characterized by their high salinities [Beal et al., 2000;
Bower et al., 2000; Chowdary et al., 2005]. Initially waters from the Gulfs of Oman and Aden have distinct
characteristics (h> 208C; S> 35.5), as evidenced by the shapes of the respective distributions (Figures 7a
and 7b) being narrow and single peaked. Since only ﬁrst crossing is considered, the broadening of the
respective salinity distributions along 108N indicates that these waters rapidly mix with ambient waters of
the Arabian Sea. From this point, they become indistinguishable. Between 108N and the Equator, while the
potential temperature distributions of PGW and RSW waters remain alike, a salient freshening is noted. Fur-
thermore, the initial h–S signatures of the waters are lost. The densest RSW waters at intermediate depths
(r0> 25 kg/m
3) however maintain some of their relatively high salinity signatures. During the transit within
the southern IO, the salinities remain relatively similar, but a gradual cooling occurs. Waters that do not
directly exit at GH, and instead ﬁrst recirculate within the south IO subtropical gyre undergo further erosion
in properties.
Paciﬁc waters through the Indonesian Archipelago are characterized by their relatively lower salinities
(S< 35.5) and broad potential temperature distribution. The direct and fast (cf. Figure 5) westward advec-
tion within the South Equatorial Current results in little change in water properties. Upon reaching Mada-
gascar along 478E and further west, shifts in distributions are noted indicating mixing (Figure 7c).
Waters entering the IO south of Australia are predominantly conﬁned at intermediate depths between 500
and 1000 m, and undergo only slight changes in properties as they transit westward across the basin. The
reduction in amplitude and slight broadening of the distributions (Figure 7d) indicate minor erosion of
properties and mixing with surrounding water masses below and above.
Within the model, waters from the Gulf of Oman lose their initial characteristics rapidly within the Arabian
Sea. South of the Equator, their high salinity signature is no longer detectable. This is similar to surface
waters from the Gulf of Aden. At intermediate depths, a very small amount of high salinity waters from the
Red Sea persists into the southern IO (model deﬁcit discussed in section 3.1). In contrast to the rapid decay
of waters from the marginal seas, waters from the Paciﬁc north and south of Australia maintain their proper-
ties for most of their westward crossing. At GoodHope, the properties of waters originating from the Gulfs
and from the ITF are almost indistinguishable (Figures 7a–7c), consistent with the volumetric depth distribu-
tion (Figure 6a). In contrast, the properties of waters from south of Australia cross GoodHope almost intact.
In general, water modiﬁcation is possible by either mixing with ambient waters or via surface ﬂuxes. We ﬁrst
consider the former. Salinity ﬁelds in the IO along the isopycnals at which water from the four source
regions enter the basin show that the largest gradients occur in the northern IO (Figure 8). Waters from the
Gulfs enter a region of sharp contrast in the Arabian Sea favoring immediate isopycnal mixing. ITF enters
the IO basin over a relatively broad range of densities in the upper 500 m. At its surface and subsurface-
intensiﬁed core (r0 22–23 kg/m
3), it enters the basin in regions of weaker salinity gradients. Along isopycnal
mixing starts to occur at about 808E and is gradual until Madagascar (478E). Weak gradients in the southern
IO, in addition to little to no contact with the surface and weak recirculations in the southwest IO, result in
water from TL transiting the basin experiencing only minor erosion.
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Figure 7. Normalized transports (units Sv/Sv) binned by potential temperature (upper plot, 8C), salinity (middle-upper plot), potential density anomaly (r0, middle-lower plot, kg/m
3),
and depth (lower plot, m) at the initial positions (Init), at the ﬁrst crossing of 4 meridional/zonal sections across the Indian Ocean basin (sections shown in Figure 4), and at GoodHope
(GH). In the upper plot, the potential temperature ‘‘Init’’ histogram and the ‘‘Init’’ strip are equivalent, in that the horizontal strip is a top view of the histogram. The transport distributions
were normalized by the total transport of each component: (a) 0.1 Sv, (b) 0.5 Sv, (c) 4.6 Sv, and (d) 3.7 Sv entering the Atlantic within 50 years from PGW, RSW, ITF, and TL, respectively.
The bin intervals are 0.58C, 0.1, 0.1 kg/m3, and 100 m, respectively.
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Biastoch et al. [2015] calculated the heat transport across GoodHope within a model with different atmo-
spheric forcing by integrating full-depth from Africa to the dynamic boundary delineated by the Subtropical
Front. Applying the same method, we obtain 0.356 0.04 PW (1963–2012, using annual-mean values), which
roughly agrees with their estimate. Does the heat exported across GoodHope come from the Paciﬁc, or mostly
set by surface ﬂuxes within the IO basin? Waters from the Gulfs and ITF lie predominantly in the upper 250 m
(lower plot Figure 7) and therefore experience modiﬁcations resulting from surface ﬂuxes. Within the model
and in agreement with observations (not shown), the net surface heat ﬂux exhibits a ﬂux into the ocean in
the northern IO, and ﬂux to the atmosphere within the subtropical gyre and the greater Agulhas Current sys-
tem. Since volume is conserved for all particles, integrating under the curves of Figure 7 (upper plot) yields
normalized transport weighed potential temperature (TWT) values for the bulk of the water from the four ori-
gins. At the source (init), the waters entering the IO have a TWT of 168C (PGW5 248C, RSW5 238C, ITF5 218C,
TL5 108C). Overall, at GoodHope, the waters are 38C cooler (PGW5 168C, RSW5 158C, ITF5 158C, TL5 98C),
suggesting that the IO cools the waters it receives. Figure 7 shows that this cooling occurs over the greater
Agulhas Current system, consistent with the model’s net heat ﬂux to the atmosphere. In the Arabian Sea,
north of the Equator, the temperature distributions of PGW and RSW indicate heat gain, which is also consis-
tent with the sign of the net heat ﬂux there. This therefore suggests that exchange with the atmosphere over
the IO basin is an important factor determining the heat exported to the South Atlantic.
The fresh water export of the IO is21926 34 mSv (also calculated following Biastoch et al. [2015] and agree
with their value), and for the most part, waters from the ITF saliniﬁcate, while those from the Gulfs freshen.
4. Summary and Conclusions
We investigated the mean pathways, transit timescales, and transformation of waters ﬂowing from the
Paciﬁc Ocean and the marginal seas through the Indian Ocean (IO) on their way toward the South Atlantic.
Lagrangian analyses of Eulerian ﬁelds from a high-resolution ocean/sea-ice model were performed. Particles
were released over a period of 30 model years along sections that deﬁne the entry points of water into the
IO basin: at the mouths of the Gulfs of (1) Oman and (2) Aden, (3) north and (4) south of Australia. The
Figure 8. Salinity from the Eulerian ﬁelds averaged over density classes representative of the bulk of water entering the Indian Ocean
basin (initial sections, green arrows) for the period 1963–1992 from PGW (r05 24.5–25.5 kg/m
3), RSW (r05 23.5–24.5 kg/m
3), ITF
(r05 22.0–23.0 kg/m
3), and TL (r05 26.5–27.5 kg/m
3).
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experiments were design so as to decompose and quantify the constituents of the exhaust of the IO,
namely Agulhas leakage, and to determine whether the IO acts as a passive connector or plays an active
role as a modiﬁer.
Agulhas leakage (AL) in the model is roughly 14 Sv, which is within the observed range (section 3.1). Based
on results from this study, Figure 9 shows the volumetric decomposition and the pathways of the sources
of AL. The principal contributor of AL comes from north of Australia as Indonesian Through-Flow (ITF, 45%,
6.5 Sv). More than half of that water ﬂows through the Mozambique Channel within 5 years, where it is
mostly conﬁned in the upper 500 m along the African coast. Waters from Sunda and Malacca Straits were
not explicitly discussed here. They contribute around 0.4 Sv to AL. The second contributor of AL, 5.1 Sv, orig-
inates from south of Australia, of which 30% (1.4 Sv) come directly from the Paciﬁc as Tasman leakage, and
the rest from recirculations from the frontal regions of the Southern Ocean. Within the IO, these waters sit
at intermediate depths and slowly transit westward within the subtropical gyre, reaching the Agulhas Cur-
rent in about 2 decades mostly via the Southeast Madagascar Current (50%). About 20% ﬂows directly into
the Agulhas Current. In the model waters from the Gulfs contributing to AL (1.0 Sv) have similar pathways,
which ﬁrst consist of a detour toward the northeastern IO before subsequently converging within the
boundary currents on either side of Madagascar. Deﬁcits in the model result in a negative density bias (ligh-
ter than observed) for waters entering the IO from the Gulf of Aden. Therefore, their pathways north of 108S
portrayed in Figure 9 may be overly inﬂuence by the seasonally reversing upper ocean circulation there.
Consequently, while our results do not suggest a direct route from the Gulf of Aden along western Africa
(blue dashed line in Figure 9) as reported by Beal et al. [2000], we cannot discount it as a possible route.
Finally, also not explicitly considered in this study, about 1.7 Sv of AL originate from the South Atlantic, pos-
sibly from mode water recirculation and from Drake Passage.
Figure 9. Schematic decomposition of sources of Agulhas leakage and their mean pathways within the Indian Ocean. Line/arrow thickness
represents the different transport (Sv) contribution (see table in Figure 4). Indonesian Through-ﬂow (red) additionally receives water from
Sunda and Malacca Straits. Waters from south of Australia (green) consist of Tasman leakage and recirculations. Waters from the Gulfs
(blue and orange), leaving the Arabian Sea share similar properties (represented thereafter in teal). A possible route from the Gulf of Aden
along western Africa is shown but not quantiﬁed (dashed blue, see text for details). Finally, Agulhas leakage also receives water from the
Atlantic (dashed grey arrow). Grey shaded areas denote region where strongest changes in water properties occur.
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In the Cape Basin, we showed in Figures 6a and 7 that the source waters of AL are well mixed throughout
the water column. On route, however, each individual component loses their original temperature and
salinity characteristics at different locations due to mixing with ambient waters and/or surface ﬂuxes. This
occurs in the Arabian Sea for water from the Gulfs and in the larger Agulhas Current system for waters from
the Gulfs and ITF (grey shading in Figure 9). However, water from south of Australia experiences very little
modiﬁcations in properties during transit. The location and degree of mixing depend on the characteristics
of the ambient waters such that the stronger the isopycnal gradient, the more potential for mixing (Figure
8). Therefore, the IO acts not only as a connector, but also as a modiﬁer of water it receives from the Paciﬁc
and the marginal seas.
More profoundly Figure 9 shows that the IO exports 7.9 Sv from the Paciﬁc to the Atlantic within 100 years.
From a simple Broeker [1991] circulation point of view, this value therefore corresponds to the strength of the
upper cell of the global conveyor belt. In other words, irrespective of the driving mechanisms, at least 7.9 Sv is
the Paciﬁc contribution to the so-called Atlantic warm-water route within this model. Due to the Lagrangian
experiment design and in particular the duration of the integration, this value is given as a lower bound.
Of interest is to understand how an anomaly in properties in one of the sources would be communicated
across the IO basin. For example, since the turn of the century, Lee et al. [2015] found an increase of about
0.2 PW in heat transport across the ITF (interannual heat transport difference 2003–2012), which also coin-
cided with stronger through-ﬂow, resulting from a prolonged negative phase of the Interdecadal Paciﬁc
Oscillation [England et al., 2014]. Our model simulates this increase as well. The question is whether (part of)
this additional heat could be observed in the South Atlantic within the coming 1–2 decades? We found
here that in the mean the IO cools and saliniﬁcates water coming from the ITF. Furthermore, based on our
results, the efﬁciency at which the IO can communicate an anomaly across depends on the amplitude and
duration of the anomaly, in addition to the characteristic of the ambient waters. In order to further address
this question, sensitivity model experiments could be designed similar to L€ubbecke et al. [2015] who
assessed a warming signal transported across the South Atlantic from an increase in transport of Agulhas
leakage.
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5Study 3: Eddy diffusivity
estimates from Lagrangian
trajectories simulated with ocean
models and surface drifter data
This study presents an analysis of near-surface lateral eddy diffusivity estimates
obtained from Lagrangian trajectories simulated with an eddy-rich and an eddy-
poor ocean model for the greater Agulhas system. Moreover, it includes the first
comprehensive comparison of Lagrangian eddy diffusivity estimates from simulated
Lagrangian trajectories and observed drifter trajectories for that region. Notably,
Lagrangian eddy diffusivities from the high-resolution model are consistent with
the pattern and magnitude of drifter-based eddy diffusivity estimates — without
the need for an additional diffusion parametrization in the trajectory calculation. It
further emphasizes the fact that the implementation of such a diffusion parametriza-
tion for trajectories simulated in coarser resolution models is a non-trivial task, since
one has to consider spatial variability of the diffusivity parameter, which does not
necessarily scale with variability in eddy kinetic energy, as well as possible Eulerian
subgrid-scale parameterizations.
The chapter has been published in the Journal of Physical Oceanography:
Rühs, S., Zhurbas, V., Koszalka, I. M., Durgadoo, J. V., and A. Biastoch (2018):
Eddy diffusivity estimates from Lagrangian trajectories simulated with ocean
models and surface drifter data - a case study for the greater Agulhas system.
Journal of Physical Oceanography, 48(1), 175–196, doi:10.1175/JPO-D-17-
0048.1. ©American Meteorological Society. Used with permission.
My personal contribution to the publication has been the following:
defining the research problem and methodology, performing Lagrangian trajectory
calculations, performing and analyzing diffusivity calculations from simulated tra-
jectories, comparing diffusivity estimates from simulated and observed particle
dispersal, producing all figures, and writing the paper.
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ABSTRACT
TheLagrangian analysis of sets of particles advectedwith theflowfields of oceanmodels is used to study connectivity,
that is, exchange pathways, time scales, and volume transports, between distinct oceanic regions. One important factor
influencing the dispersion of fluid particles and, hence, connectivity is the Lagrangian eddy diffusivity, which quantifies
the influence of turbulent processes on the rate of particle dispersal. Because of spatial and temporal discretization,
turbulence is not fully resolved in modeled velocities, and the concept of eddy diffusivity is used to parameterize the
impact of unresolved processes. However, the relations between observation- and model-based Lagrangian eddy dif-
fusivity estimates, aswell as eddyparameterizations, arenot clear.This studypresents ananalysis of the spatially variable
near-surface lateral eddy diffusivity estimates obtained from Lagrangian trajectories simulated with 5-day mean ve-
locities from an eddy-resolving ocean model (INALT01) for the Agulhas system. INALT01 features diffusive regimes
for dynamically different regions, some of which exhibit strong suppression of eddy mixing by mean flow, and it is
consistent with the pattern and magnitude of drifter-based eddy diffusivity estimates. Using monthly mean velocities
decreases the estimated diffusivities less than eddy kinetic energy, supporting the idea that large and persistent eddy
features dominate eddy diffusivities. For a noneddying ocean model (ORCA05), Lagrangian eddy diffusivities
are greatly reduced, particularly when the Gent and McWilliams parameterization of mesoscale eddies is employed.
1. Motivation
Over the past decades, the Lagrangian analysis of fluid
motion by following floating instruments has been used
to investigate ocean general circulation patterns (e.g.,
Davis 1991a,b; Poulain 2001; Lumpkin and Johnson
2013; Lumpkin et al. 2017). Additionally, an increasing
number of Lagrangian analyses are performed by ad-
vecting virtual fluid particles with the simulated flow
fields of ocean models (van Sebille et al. 2018). They are
employed in large-scale oceanography to study the
sources, fates, and transformations of water masses
(Speich et al. 2001; Lique et al. 2010; Koszalka et al.
2013a,b; Gary et al. 2014; Durgadoo et al. 2017) and are
particularly suited to quantify connectivity between
different oceanic sites, that is, preferential linking
pathways (e.g., Rühs et al. 2013; van Sebille et al. 2013,
2014) and associated time scales (e.g., Blanke et al.
2002; van Sebille et al. 2011; Koszalka et al. 2013a;
Supplemental information related to this paper is available at
the Journals Online website: https://doi.org/10.1175/JPO-D-17-
0048.s1.
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Rühs et al. 2013), as well as volume, freshwater, and
heat transports (e.g., Blanke et al. 2001; Biastoch et al.
2008b; Döös et al. 2012).
One important factor influencing large-scale (;1000km)
connectivity is the average rate at which particles disperse.
Turbulent processes, such as mesoscale (10–100 km)
eddies and jets, cause fluid particles to disperse quickly
and increase the rate of mass, momentum, and tracer
spreading, leading to accelerated mixing (LaCasce
2008). Turbulent flow is often described via Reynolds
decomposition in terms of a long-term (or slowly vary-
ing) mean velocity and the residual eddy component.
Analogously, the concept of Lagrangian eddy diffusivity
is used to quantify the rate of dispersal related to the
cumulative effect of eddies. Depending on the definition
of the mean flow, the residual eddy component may
include not only mesoscale, but also seasonal-to-
interannual (Rieck et al. 2015; Laurindo et al. 2017;
Uchida et al. 2017) or smaller-scale (if resolved but not
low-pass filtered) variability, or may specifically refer to
processes not resolved by a certain flow field (Rypina
et al. 2016). In this study, we focus primarily on meso-
scale eddy variability.
Owing to spatial and temporal discretization, tur-
bulent processes are not fully resolved in modeled ve-
locity fields, but are parameterized instead. Simulated
advective Lagrangian trajectories capture the resolved
turbulence but only implicitly include the effect of
subgrid-scale parameterizations acting on the tracer and
momentum equations, that is, by altered large-scale
circulation patterns and along-track changes of tem-
perature and salinity. This led to the notion that dis-
persal of advective Lagrangian trajectories is not
sufficiently diffusive compared to particle dispersal in
the real ocean. To circumvent this issue, Lagrangian
diffusion parameterizations were introduced (Griffa
1996; Berloff and McWilliams 2002; Monti and Leuzzi
2010; Döös et al. 2011). These add an additional
stochastic component to the advective particle dis-
placements (or velocities or accelerations) and have
already been employed in regional ocean circulation
studies (De Dominicis et al. 2012; Koszalka et al. 2013b;
Rypina et al. 2016).
However, compared to the vast number of large-scale
Lagrangian applications with ocean models, there are
few comprehensive validations of eddy diffusivities as-
sociated with the simulated particle dispersal. Numer-
ous studies presented eddy diffusivity estimates derived
from drifter data (e.g., Krauss and Böning 1987; Davis
1991a,b; Swenson and Niiler 1996; Poulain 2001;
Lumpkin and Flament 2001; Bauer et al. 2002; Zhurbas
and Oh 2004; Sallée et al. 2008; Koszalka et al. 2011;
Zhurbas et al. 2014; Peng et al. 2015). Likewise, several
studies addressed the diffusivity estimation using La-
grangian trajectories simulated with velocity fields from
eddy-resolving ocean models (e.g., McClean et al. 2002;
Koszalka and LaCasce 2010; Griesel et al. 2010, 2014;
Chen et al. 2014; Wolfram et al. 2015). Yet there are
only a handful of publications aiming at a quantitative
comparison of eddy diffusivity estimates from drifter
data and simulated trajectories (De Dominicis et al.
2012; Rypina et al. 2012, 2016). Additionally, the re-
lations between Lagrangian eddy diffusivity estimates
and the optimal choice of diffusivities to be used in
stochasticLagrangianparameterizations and in theEulerian
diffusion parameterizations employed in OGCM tracer
equations are not well understood (van Sebille et al.
2018). Unresolved issues concern the difficulty to un-
equivocally define the mean flow and residual eddy
component (Griesel et al. 2014), the spatial variability of
eddy diffusivities associated with different turbulence
regimes (Berloff and McWilliams 2002; Koszalka et al.
2011), and the sensitivity of model-based eddy diffusiv-
ity estimates to the temporal and spatial model resolu-
tion (Keating et al. 2011;Wolfram et al. 2015; van Sebille
et al. 2018).
In this study, we address this gap by jointly assessing
lateral near-surface eddy diffusivity estimates obtained
from real drifter data and trajectories simulated with the
velocity output from ocean general circulation models
(OGCMs) at varying horizontal and temporal resolu-
tions for the greater Agulhas system. The greater
Agulhas system, located around the southern tip of
Africa, is known for its vigorous eddy activity and its
importance for interbasin exchange of heat, salt, and
momentum between the Indian and Atlantic Oceans
(e.g., Beal et al. 2011). It features different dynamic
regimes in a confined region (Fig. 1): the Agulhas
Current (AC), a strong but stable western boundary
current in the Indian Ocean; the Agulhas Retroflec-
tion (AR) into the eastward-flowing Agulhas Return
Current (ARC); and associated shedding of Agulhas
eddies (Lutjeharms 2006) that travel into the eastern
South Atlantic Gyre (eSAG). Hence, it constitutes a
good test region for evaluating spatially variable eddy
diffusivity characteristics. In particular, we address
the following questions:
1) What are the characteristics of lateral near-surface
eddy diffusivities estimated from 2D trajectories
simulated with an eddy-resolving OGCM?
2) How do these diffusivity estimates compare to those
derived from surface drifter data?
3) How sensitive are the diffusivity estimates to the
temporal and horizontal resolutions of the underly-
ing Eulerian OGCM velocity fields? And what is the
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impact of the Gent and McWilliams (GM) parame-
terization for baroclinic eddies in a noneddying
OGCM on the diffusivity estimates?
This manuscript is structured as follows: In section 2,
we describe the employed OGCMs, the offline-performed
Lagrangian experiments, the applied method for eddy
diffusivity estimation, and the primary observational
reference dataset. In section 3, we present and discuss
the results: eddy diffusivity estimates obtained from
trajectories simulated with 5-day mean velocity output
of an eddy-resolving OGCM (section 3a), a comparison
of those simulation-based estimates to the observation-
based estimates (section 3b), and the sensitivity of the
simulation-based diffusivity estimates to the temporal
and lateral OGCM output resolution, including the
impact of an applied GM parameterization (section 3c).
In section 4, we further compare our diffusivity esti-
mates with eddy diffusivity estimates based on different
methods and discuss possible implications of our results
for eddy parameterization approaches. Section 5 lists
our conclusions.
2. Data and methods
One major goal of this study is to compare eddy
diffusivity estimates obtained from trajectories sim-
ulated with ocean models to those obtained from
observed surface drifter data. Therefore, we calcu-
lated 2D Lagrangian trajectories resembling sur-
face drifter tracks from the simulated flow fields of
an eddy-resolving and a noneddying global OGCM
configuration, INALT01 and ORCA05, respectively.
Subsequently, we derived eddy diffusivities from
those simulated trajectories as well as from the
Global Drifter Program (GDP; Lumpkin and Pazos
2007) data following the method employed by
Zhurbas et al. (2014). Zhurbas et al. (2014) already
presented global maps of drifter-derived eddy diffu-
sivities, and our updated version of their estimates for
FIG. 1. Eulerian fields simulated with the eddy-resolving ocean model configuration INALT01-KJD308.
(a) Snapshot of the daily mean current speed at 15-m depth (15 Jan 2005). (b) Long-term mean (1996–2006)
Eulerian velocity speed (color shading) and direction (vectors). Velocity vectors for speeds .50 cm s21 are
displayed thick and at half-length compared to vectors for speeds ,50 cm s21. (c) Long-term mean (1996–
2006) Eulerian EKE. Contours are displayed for 50, 100, 300, 700, and 1300 cm2 s22. In all plots, the red
dashed frame surrounds the region in which virtual fluid particles were released. The black dashed and solid
frames enclose the 58 3 58 and 28 3 28 bins used for the diffusivity calculations and plotting, respectively, for
the AC, AR, ARC, and eSAG.
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the Agulhas region serves as the primary observa-
tional reference in this study.
a. GDP data
The GDP array of satellite-tracked surface drifting
buoys is the highest spatial resolution ocean velocity
data currently available, and it is the cornerstone of our
knowledge of near-surface submesoscale and mesoscale
turbulence and turbulent diffusive regimes (Lumpkin
et al. 2017). Each drifter consists of a surface buoy with a
transmitter and a temperature sensor, and a subsurface
drogue, centered at 15-m depth measuring near-surface
mixed layer currents. For this study, we used the lati-
tude, longitude, and drifter velocity components at 6-h
intervals obtained by objective interpolation updated
through 2012 (http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dac/gdp.
html; Hansen and Poulain 1996). Only trajectory seg-
ments with the drogue attached were considered
(Lumpkin et al. 2013), and the trajectory data were low-
pass filtered prior to the diffusivity calculations to re-
move variability in drifter positions and velocities with
periods smaller than 2 days mostly caused by inertial
oscillations.
b. Lagrangian trajectories from ocean model
simulations
1) OCEAN MODEL SIMULATIONS
The global ocean/sea icemodel configurations INALT01
and ORCA05 were developed under the DRAKKAR
framework (Barnier et al. 2007, 2014). They were formu-
lated with the Nucleus for European Modelling of
the Ocean (NEMO, version 3.1.1; Madec 2008) and
implemented on a horizontal tripolar Arakawa C-grid
(Mesinger and Arakawa 1976), which is Mercator-type
south of 208N. Both configurations employed have 46
vertical levels, with grid spacing increasing from 6m at the
surface to 250m at depth and partially filled bottom cells.
ORCA05 is a well-validated global configuration
(e.g., Danabasoglu et al. 2014) with a nominal horizontal
resolution of 0.58 (;43 km in the Agulhas region), which
realistically represents the mean flow and interannual-
to-decadal variability of the large-scale circulation
(Biastoch et al. 2008a). It classifies as a noneddying
OGCM configuration, since to fully capture the meso-
scale variability in the Agulhas region, horizontal reso-
lutions of 0.258 and finer are needed (Hallberg 2013).
INALT01 is a two-way nested model configuration
that is based on the global ORCA05 configuration
described above, but it is regionally refined between
508S–88N and 708W–708E to its nominal horizontal
resolution of 0.18 (;9km in Agulhas region) to capture
the complex mesoscale dynamics of the greater Agulhas
system (Durgadoo et al. 2013). Figure 1a shows a
snapshot of the daily mean current speed at 15-m depth,
illustrating the ability of the model to represent, for
example, Mozambique Channel eddies and Agulhas
rings. INALT01 has been employed by a variety of
studies investigating the local dynamics (Cronin et al.
2013; Loveday et al. 2014) and large-scale impact
(Lübbecke et al. 2015; Biastoch et al. 2015) of the
greater Agulhas system.
Both ocean/sea ice models were spun up for 20 years
before the actual simulations were performed using
interannually varying (years 1948–2007) or climatolog-
ical atmospheric forcing fields from the Coordinated
Ocean–Ice Reference Experiments version 2b (CORE
v2b; Large and Yeager 2009; Griffies et al. 2009). The
evolution of tracers was simulated using a Laplacian
isoneutral diffusion operator and the total variance
dissipation (TVD; Zalesak 1979) advection scheme.
The momentum equations were formulated using a
bi-Laplacian lateral diffusion operator and the energy-
and enstrophy-conserving (EEN; Arakawa and Hsu
1990) advection scheme. Diffusivity and viscosity co-
efficients vary horizontally according to the local grid
size and are specified via their maximum valuesAht0 and
Ahm0 (Table 1), respectively. Further details of the
INALT01 and ORCA05 simulations employed in this
study are described in Durgadoo et al. (2013).
Table 1 contains a summary of the model simulations
providing velocity data used for six Lagrangian ex-
periments performed for this study. Note that 1) one
simulation with the eddying INALT01 configuration
yielded three different Lagrangian experiments that
differ only in the temporal resolution of the velocity
fields used for the trajectory integration (SIMeddy-1d,
SIMeddy-5d, and SIMeddy-1m); and 2) for the non-
eddying ORCA05 configurations, two simulations and
respective Lagrangian experiments were analyzed, one
with (SIMpareddy-5d) and one without (SIMnoeddy-5d)
GM parameterization of baroclinic eddies (Gent and
McWilliams 1990). The GM parameterization mimics
the impact of baroclinic eddies on tracer fluxes by add-
ing an extra term to the tracer equation, which repre-
sents eddy-induced advection (Gent et al. 1995; Gent
2011); it is determined by the GM coefficient, which is
computed from the growth of the baroclinic in-
stability as described in Treguier et al. (1997), and is
allowed to vary horizontally and temporally with a
cap of 1000m2 s21.
2) LAGRANGIAN TRAJECTORY INTEGRATION
The trajectory integration was performed using the
offline Lagrangian community tool ARIANE (version
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2.2.6; Blanke and Raynaud 1997). Lagrangian particles
were released homogenously over the greater Agulhas
system (Fig. 1) at ;15-m depth, every 0.58 in both lat-
itudinal and longitudinal directions, every 30 days for
10 years (beginning 1200 UTC 15 January 1996), yield-
ing nearly 900 000 particles for each Lagrangian exper-
iment. Subsequently, particles were advected forward
in time for 60 days with the modeled horizontal ve-
locities (for SIMpareddy-5d, the Eulerian velocity
combined with the eddy-induced velocity from the GM
parameterization was used), whereby particle posi-
tions were stored daily. As drogued surface drifters’
behavior should be mimicked, particles were kept at
the same depth over the whole integration period. No
additional stochastic Lagrangian parameterization was
employed.
The resulting trajectories represent pathways de-
termined by the resolved Eulerian flow, or, in the case
of SIMpareddy-5d, by the resolved Eulerian flow
combined with the mesoscale eddy-induced velocity
from the GM parameterization. It has been shown
that including the mesoscale eddy-induced transport
yields a more realistic picture of the mean over-
turning circulation, particularly in the Southern
Ocean, where the eddy-induced meridional velocity
counteracts the Eulerian meridional velocity (e.g.,
Drijfhout et al. 2003). However, while parameterizing
the advective effect of baroclinic eddies where they
are not resolved by the model, GM also suppresses
the explicit generation of physical as well as numeri-
cal mesoscale variability (Hallberg 2013) by flattening
isopycnals. Thus, it is worth comparing eddy diffu-
sivity estimates from Lagrangian experiments in
noneddying ocean model simulations with and with-
out GM parameterization.
c. Lagrangian eddy diffusivity estimation
Lagrangian eddy diffusivities can be estimated from
both single-particle and particle-pair/cluster statistics
(LaCasce 2008). While particle-pair/cluster statistics are
additionally suited to infer the spatial spectra of meso-
scale currents, they also require a simultaneous de-
ployment of a large number of particles in a confined
area. Because GDP data presently fulfill this require-
ment only in a few regions and thus cannot be used to
infer spatial variability of eddy diffusivity estimates via
particle-pair or cluster statistics, we employed single-
particle statistics.
1) THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF SINGLE-
PARTICLE DIFFUSIVITY ESTIMATION
The concept of Lagrangian diffusivity estimation
was introduced by Taylor (1922), who determined
scalar single-particle diffusivities by integrating the
ensemble-mean Lagrangian velocity autocorrelation
function:
kTaylor5 lim
t/‘
k(t), with (1)
k(t)5 0:5
d
dt
hd(t)2i
L
5 hv
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ðt
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whereby d(t)5 x(t)2 x(t0)5
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vL(t)dt represents the
particle displacement, vL(t) 5 ›x/›t is the Lagrangian
TABLE 1. Summary of the global OGCM simulations, which provided the velocity fields used for six Lagrangian experiments
performed in this study. All OGCM simulations used a Laplacian isoneutral diffusion of tracers (with different values for the
isopycnal diffusivity coefficient Aht0) and a bi-Laplacian lateral diffusion of momentum (with different values for the horizontal
viscosity coefficient Ahm0).
Lagrangian
experiment
OGCM
configuration/
simulation
Horizontal
resolution
Subgrid-scale
parameterizations
([Aht0] 5 m
2 s21;
[Ahm0] 5 m
4 s21) Spinup
Forcing type/
period
Temporal output
resolution/
period
SIMeddy-1d INALT01/
KJD308
Base:
1/28; Nest:
1/108
Base: Aht0 5 600,
Ahm0 5 212 3 10
11;
Nest: Aht0 5 200,
Ahm0 5 22.125 3
1010
Base: Forcing
1978–97 (JD305);
Nest: No spinup,
initialized with
base model fields
Hindcast/1948–2007
(1-day mean fields
only between
1995 and 2007)
1-day mean/
1996–2007
SIMeddy-5d 5-day mean/
1996–2007
SIMeddy-1m Monthly mean/
1996–2007
SIMeddy-5d-
clim
INALT01/
KJD309
Climatological/
60 years
5-day mean/
years 49–60
SIMnoeddy-5d ORCA05/
JD308
Globally 1/28 Aht05 600,Ahm05
2123 1011
Forcing 1978–97
(JD305)
Hindcast/1948–2007 5-day mean/
1996–2007
SIMpareddy-5d ORCA05/
JD409
Aht0 5 600, Ahm0 5
212 3 1011,GM
Forcing 1978–97
(JD405)
Climatological/
60 years
5-day mean/
years 49–60
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velocity, and h�iL indicates Lagrangian averaging, that is,
averaging over an ensemble of particles at a certain time
lag t after their release at t0.
The Taylor approach was formulated in the idealized
context of statistically homogeneous, stationary, and
isotropic flows. Davis (1991b) extended the Taylor
framework for single-particle diffusivity estimation over
inhomogeneous and anisotropic flows by introducing the
eddy diffusivity tensor. The diffusivity is then calculated
for an ensemble of particles originating at a certain lo-
cation, or within a specified geographical region where
the flow can be assumed as locally homogenous, for each
tensor component kjk(x, t) individually [ j, k are the in-
dices for the horizontal dimensions in Cartesian space
with j, k 2 (1, 2)]. Instead of the absolute, only the re-
sidual velocities v0L(tjx, to) and displacements d0(tjx, to)
for each particle (passing through x at time t0) are con-
sidered. The residual velocity is defined as the departure
from the local Eulerian mean velocity; the residual dis-
placement is defined as the total displacements minus
that due to the Eulerian mean velocity. This is why,
strictly speaking, the eddy diffusivity is not a pure La-
grangian, but a mixed Eulerian–Lagrangian statistic
(LaCasce 2008).
Single-particle eddy diffusivity estimation thus
involves the following steps: 1) binning of particle
trajectories on a longitudinal–latitudinal grid, 2) es-
timation of the mean flow and subsequent calculation
of residual Lagrangian velocities and/or displace-
ments, and 3) estimation of the ensemble-mean
eddy diffusivity tensor components for each bin (ei-
ther in fixed coordinate or along- and across-flow
directions).
There are various approaches to estimate the com-
ponents of the single-particle eddy diffusivity tensor
kjk(x, t), all deriving from Taylor’s and Davis’s diffusivity
concepts but using different procedures to reduce potential
biases caused by the inhomogeneity and nonstationarity of
flows, that is, different binning techniques, mean flow
definitions, and diffusivity estimators. Lagrangian averag-
ing is performed using geographical bins (e.g., Swenson
and Niiler 1996; Sallée et al. 2008), which may additionally
overlap and/or be rotated with respect to the velocity
variance axis (e.g., Lumpkin and Garzoli 2005; Peng et al.
2015). Alternatively, trajectories may be clustered ac-
cording to the nearest neighbor distance (Koszalka and
LaCasce 2010). The mean flow is estimated either by
simple averaging or using advanced techniques such as
spline fitting or Gauss–Markov decomposition (e.g.,
Bauer et al. 2002; Laurindo et al. 2017). Finally, dif-
fusivity is estimated via the half-growth rate of the
residual dispersion tensor (e.g., de Verdiere 1983;
Oh et al. 2000; Rypina et al. 2012, 2016), the integral
of the residual velocity autocorrelation (e.g., Koszalka
et al. 2011; Peng et al. 2015), or the residual velocity dis-
placement tensor (e.g., Davis 1991b; Swenson and Niiler
1996; Oh et al. 2000).
2) SINGLE-PARTICLE EDDY DIFFUSIVITY
ESTIMATION FOLLOWING ZHURBAS ET AL.
(2014)
In this study, we follow the approach for diffusivity
estimation used by Zhurbas et al. (2014). This ap-
proach was first introduced and thoroughly tested by
random-flight simulations of Lagrangian trajectories in a
sheared flow (Oh et al. 2000) and was later employed in an
improved version accounting for themean flow suppression
of eddy diffusivities by Zhurbas et al. (2014). Assuming
isotropy in diffusivities/eddy statistics, the approach yields
one time lag– and coordinate-dependent scalar lateral eddy
diffusivity K(x, t), which is defined as the semisum of
the minor principal component of the symmetric part
of the Davis diffusivity tensor kdavisp2 (x, t) and the half-
growth rate of the minor principal component of
the single-particle dispersion tensor k
disp
p2 (x, t), thus
combining two frequently used approaches for diffu-
sivity estimation:
K(x, t)5 [kdavisp2 (x, t)1k
disp
p2 (x, t)]/2. (3)
The Davis diffusivity tensor kjk(x, t) is defined as
k
jk
(x, t)52hy0Lj(t0jx, t0) � d0k(t02 tjx, t0)iL, (4)
whereby the notation d0k(t02 tjx, t0) represents the kth
component of the residual displacement for a particle
passing through x at time t0, obtained from following its
trajectory backward in time for the period [t0 2 t, t0]; and
y0Lj(t0jx, t0) is the residual velocity of that particle at time t0.
To avoid rotational eddy fluxes, which are nondiffusive,
only the symmetric part of kjk(x, t) is considered, which is
here referred to as kdavisjk (x, t):
kdavisjk (x, t)5 [kjk(x, t)1 kkj(x, t)]/2. (5)
The half-growth rate of the single-particle dispersion
tensor k
disp
jk (x, t) is defined as
k
disp
jk (x, t)5 0:5
ds
jk
dt
, with (6)
s
jk
(x, t)5 hd0j(t01 tjx, t0) � d0k(t01 tjx, t0)iL, (7)
whereby the notation d0k(t01 tjx, t0) represents the kth
component of the residual displacement of a parti-
cle passing through x at time t0, obtained from fol-
lowing its trajectory forward in time for the period
[t0, t0 1 t]. The dispersion tensor is symmetric by
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construction and does not include rotational and
advective eddy fluxes.
If diffusivities are estimated from ensembles of
trajectories passing through a fixed position x at different
times, kdavisjk (x, t) yields the true time lag–dependent
diffusivity, whereas k
disp
jk (x, t) can be biased by the
shear effect. However, the limited spatial–temporal
resolution of surface drifter data only allows for
estimating diffusivities from ensembles of particles
passing through a finite vicinity of x, in which case
both measures can be positively biased by shear.
Because Oh et al. (2000) showed that the minor
principal components of k
disp
jk (x, t) and k
davis
jk (x, t),
representing across-flow diffusivities (cf. Peng et al.
2015), are less biased by shear flow, these were
chosen as (the only) representative estimates for
lateral eddy diffusivities. They were obtained ac-
cording to
k
p2
(x, t)5 k
xx
(x, t) sin2u2 k
xy
(x, t) sin2u
1k
yy
(x, t) cos2u, and (8)
tan2u5 2k
xy
(x, t)/[k
xx
(x, t)2 k
yy
(x, t)]. (9)
Consistently with Zhurbas et al. (2014), we used
this approach to estimate lateral eddy diffusivities
from all Lagrangian experiments and surface drifter
data in overlapping 58 3 58 bins with a 28 offset in
longitudinal and latitudinal direction. Residual veloc-
ities were calculated relative to climatological monthly
mean currents. That means for each bin for each month
of the year, all trajectories passing that bin in the re-
spective month were selected. Then, all trajectory
positions within the bin were considered as the ori-
gin of a pseudotrajectory (overlapping pseudotracks
were removed), and individual backward and forward
displacements d(tjx, t0), as well as the Lagrangian
velocity at the pseudo-origin vL(t0jx, t0), were calcu-
lated (for the simulated trajectories, Lagrangian ve-
locities were obtained by central time-differencing
of the discrete displacements). Ensemble averaging
yielded the mean displacement hd(t)iL and the cli-
matological monthly mean velocity hvL(t0)iL that
were used to derive the residual velocities and dis-
placements as
v0L(t0jx, t0)5 vL(t0jx, t0)2 hvL(t0)iL, and (10)
d0(tjx, t
0
)5d(tjx, t
0
)2 hd(t)i
L
. (11)
From these, for each set of pseudotrajectories starting in
the same month, kdavisjk (x, t), k
disp
jk (x, t), and K(x, t) were
estimated; the final diffusivity estimates were obtained
as averages of the respective 12 individual estimates.
Further details of the calculation, including smoothing
details and small modifications with respect to the
original Zhurbas et al. (2014) approach, are discussed in
the appendix.
It is important to note the time-lag dependence of
diffusivity estimates. Again, following Zhurbas et al.
(2014), we distinguish the maximum diffusivity Kmax(x),
defined as the local maximum of K(x, t) within the
time lag interval 1 # t # 20 days, and the asymptotic
diffusivity Kinf(x), defined as the local mean value
of K(x, t) for the time lag interval 15 # t # 20 days
(Fig. 2). The usage of larger time lags was avoided
because the sampling error and potential biases
caused by spatial and/or temporal inhomogeneity
of the residual velocity field increase with the time
lag (Davis 1991b).
From a physical or parameterization point of view,
Kinf is the sought-after estimate of diffusivity because at
those large time lags, the mean residual distance trav-
eled by a fluid parcel in a certain time interval is ap-
proximately proportional to the square root of that
time interval, just as for a diffusive process in which
fluid parcels undergo random walks (cf. discussion of
the Lagrangian integral time scale below). Earlier
studies used Kmax (e.g., Oh et al. 2000; Lumpkin and
Flament 2001; Sallée et al. 2008), but recently it has
been shown that Kmax can largely overestimate the
‘‘true’’ diffusivity due to a suppression of mixing in
areas where eddies and mean flow propagate at dif-
ferent speeds (Griesel et al. 2010; Klocker et al. 2012a,b;
Wolfram and Ringler 2017a).
In this work, we purposefully assess both Kinf and
Kmax because the relation of the two quantifies the
strength of diffusivity suppression by mean flow
(Klocker et al. 2012a) and thus can be used to di-
agnose how well the ocean models represent these
effects (i.e., the relationship between the mean flow
and the eddy propagation speed along the mean
flow).
d. Pseudo-Eulerian EKE, Lagrangian eddy time, and
length scales
In addition to Lagrangian eddy diffusivities, the
pseudo-Eulerian mean eddy kinetic energy (EKE) and
Lagrangian eddy integral time TL and length LL scales
were calculated in overlapping 58 3 58 bins.
To be consistent with the definition of the eddy dif-
fusivity, for which we only considered the minor
principal component (i.e., the across-flow component),
the pseudo-Eulerian mean EKE is defined as the mi-
nor principal component of the Lagrangian mean
residual velocity covariance matrix at zero time lag
hy0Lj(t0jx, t0) � y0Lk(t0jx, t0)iL.
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Mixing, and thus,Kinf, can generally be represented as
scaling with EKE and the time scale TL over which
mixing occurs, or equivalently, as scaling with the dis-
tance LL a particle would travel with the characteristic
root-mean-square eddy velocity y0 (which equals
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EKE
p
) before it mixes with its surroundings:
K5EKETL5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EKE
p
LL (cf. LaCasce 2008). Analo-
gously, we estimated TL and LL using our asymptotic
diffusivity estimate Kinf and pseudo-Eulerian mean
EKE as
FIG. 2. Time lag–dependent near-surface eddy dispersion and diffusivity estimates for the four regions marked in
Fig. 1, obtained from Lagrangian experiment SIMeddy-5d. (a)–(d) Zonal sxx (dark blue line), meridional syy (light
blue line), and minor principal component sp2 (black dashed line) of the ensemble-mean single-particle dispersion
tensor. (e)–(h) Half-growth rate of the minor principal component of the single-particle dispersion tensor k
disp
p2
(black dashed lines), minor principal component of the symmetric part of the Davis diffusivity tensor kdavisp2 (black
dotted lines), and combined lateral eddy diffusivity estimate defined as the semisum of the two diffusivity measures
K (black solid lines). Red horizontal lines indicate the asymptotic lateral eddy diffusivity estimate Kinf inferred as
the average ofK in the red shaded time lag interval 15# t# 20 days. Please note the different scaling of the y axis
in all subplots.
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T
L
5K
inf
/EKE, and (12)
L
L
5K
inf
/
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EKE
p
. (13)
Quantities TL and LL represent ‘‘memory’’ scales over
which Lagrangian residual velocities stay strongly cor-
related; at time and space scales much larger than TL
and LL, respectively, residual single-particle dispersion
resembles diffusive spreading.
3. Results and discussion
a. Eddy diffusivity estimates derived from trajectories
simulated with an eddying ocean model
In this section, we present and discuss near-surface
lateral eddy diffusivity estimates obtained from residual
velocities and displacements of Lagrangian trajectories
simulatedwith the 5-daymean velocity output of the eddy
resolving INALT01 hindcast experiment (Lagrangian
experiment SIMeddy-5d).
1) TIME LAG DEPENDENCE OF EDDY DIFFUSIVITY
ESTIMATES
Figure 2 shows time lag–dependent, ensemble-mean
single-particle residual dispersion and eddy diffusivity
estimates for four selected 58 3 58 bins representing
different dynamic regimes (Fig. 1). Table 2 lists the re-
spective pseudo-Eulerian and Lagrangian statistics. The
bins are located in the eSAG, the ARC, the AR, and
the AC.
The eSAG is an open ocean region characterized by
weak mean flow and low EKE. Its dispersion and dif-
fusivity curves (Figs. 2a,e) show the characteristic as-
ymptotic behavior described in classical turbulence
theory (LaCasce 2008): at time lags larger than
;20 days, sp2(t) grows approximately linear with time
(meaning the mean residual displacement of a fluid
parcel in a certain time interval is approximately pro-
portional to the square root of that time interval), typical
for the diffusive regime. Consequently, across-flow eddy
diffusivities asymptotically approach a nearly constant
value at those time lags, andKmax’Kinf’ 1.53 10
3m2s21.
Because the curves for syy(t) and sp2(t) are hardly dis-
tinguishable, and even sxx(t) shows a similar behavior,
we conclude that the spreading is approximately iso-
tropic. In this particular case, with weak influence of
mean flow and nearly isotropic particle spreading, the
diffusivity estimates k
disp
p2 (t), k
davis
p2 (t), and K(t) yield
nearly the same results, with only a small spread toward
larger time lags.
The ARC is a strong alongfront current with pro-
nounced meridional excursions, supposedly related to
changes in bottom topography, and vigorous mesoscale
variability (Lutjeharms and Ansorge 2001). In the ARC
region, dispersion and diffusivity curves (Figs. 2b,f)
differ substantially from those described for the eSAG.
They can be considered typical of a region where eddies
propagate westward relative to an eastward mean flow
(Boebel et al. 2003; Chelton et al. 2011). On one hand, the
instability of the ARC introduces high EKE, leading to an
overall increased across-flow eddy diffusivity.On the other
hand, the across-flow eddy diffusivity is suppressed by the
mean flow, as shown conceptually for theACCbyKlocker
et al. (2012a). The obtained across-flow eddy dispersion
estimate sp2(t), which is nearly identical to syy(t), increases
quickly at short time lags but then levels off before finally
increasing again approximately linearly with time. This
yields across-flow eddy diffusivity curves to peak (and
slightly oscillate) at short time lags before reaching their
asymptotic values; the maximum diffusivity strongly
overestimates the asymptotic diffusivity,Kmax’ 12.23 10
3
andKinf’ 3.03 10
3m2s21. Still, the diffusivity estimates
k
disp
p2 (t) and k
davis
p2 (t) yield nearly the same results, in-
troducing only a small spread aroundK(t) toward larger
time lags.
The dispersion and diffusivity curves for the AR
(Figs. 2c,g) show a very similar behavior to that de-
scribed for the ARC, but with even higher diffusivity
TABLE 2. Statistics for four selected 58 3 58 bins centered on the listed coordinates: pseudo-Eulerian mean speed and mean EKE, as
well as asymptotic Kinf and maximum Kmax near-surface lateral eddy diffusivity estimates, and Lagrangian integral time TL and length
LL scales obtained from OBS and Lagrangian experiment SIMeddy-5d.
Region
Lagrangian
experiment Speed (cm s21) EKE (cm2 s22)
Diffusivity estimates (103m2 s21)
TL (days) LL (km)Kinf K
davis
inf K
disp
inf Kmax K
davis
max K
disp
max
eSAG; 248S, 58W SIMeddy-5d 4 15 1.46 1.51 1.41 1.53 1.59 1.47 11.6 38.2
OBS 5 42 1.95 2.02 1.89 1.96 2.03 1.91 5.4 30.2
ARC; 408S, 358E SIMeddy-5d 17 482 3.04 3.88 2.20 12.20 12.30 12.50 0.7 13.9
OBS 15 607 4.12 4.58 3.67 8.87 8.99 8.75 0.8 16.7
AR; 408S, 178E SIMeddy-5d 6 1218 11.20 14.40 8.07 21.80 22.30 21.70 1.1 32.0
OBS 12 1266 9.81 7.75 11.90 19.20 18.30 20.10 0.9 27.6
AC; 328S, 318E SIMeddy-5d 16 193 5.25 3.40 7.10 5.31 4.23 7.15 3.2 38.2
OBS 24 458 4.43 3.70 5.17 8.07 9.54 8.34 1.1 20.7
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values, related to a regional maximum in EKE (cf.
Fig. 1d). The across-flow eddy diffusivity curves peak at
short time lags before reaching their asymptotic values.
Thus, as for the ARC, the maximum diffusivity over-
estimates the asymptotic diffusivity, Kmax ’ 21.8 3 10
3
andKinf’ 11.23 10
3m2 s21. However, the result forKinf
should be interpreted with caution, because even though
k
disp
p2 (t) and k
davis
p2 (t) show a similar temporal evolution,
their spread around the combined estimate K(t) in-
creases after they reach their maximum value. Their
respective asymptotic diffusivity estimates K
disp
inf and
Kdavisinf are 8.1 3 10
3 and 14.4 3 103m2 s21, respectively.
The AC, heading southwestward, is one of the stron-
gest western boundary currents of the World Ocean.
However, in contrast to other western boundary cur-
rents, such as the Kuroshio or the Gulf Stream, it is re-
markably stable (Lutjeharms 2006, 2007) and has lower
EKE. The dispersion and diffusivity curves obtained for
the AC (Figs. 2d,h) most resemble those of the eSAG,
without strong suppression of eddymixing bymean flow.
This indicates that local eddies propagate at approxi-
mately the same speed and in the same direction of the
mean flow, which is indeed the case for Natal pulses and
Mozambique eddies traveling within and at the border
of the AC (Schouten et al. 2002). In contrast to open
ocean currents like the AR/ARC, where eddies can
propagate westward separately from the mean flow,
westward drift is impossible in the AC due to topo-
graphic constraints. However, at larger time lags, sp2(t)
does not increase linearly. Consequently, k
disp
p2 (t) does
not show an asymptotic behavior but steadily increases
with increasing time lag, suggesting that the mean flow
was not successfully removed. Moreover, kdavisp2 (t) shows
a different behavior: it reaches its maximum at a time
lag of ;5 days and afterward slowly decreases with in-
creasing time lag. Neither the asymptotic nor the maxi-
mum diffusivity can be determined unambiguously.
In general, the results for the eSAG and ARC (and,
with some limitations, also those for the AR) suggest
that even in a complex eddying flow system, as repre-
sented by the greater Agulhas system, with strong eddy–
mean flow interaction, asymptotic diffusive regimes can
be found. However, the results for the AC also highlight
the limitations of a generalized binning method to
quantify lateral eddy dispersion and diffusivity. Because
of the spatial and probably also the temporal in-
homogeneity of the residual velocity field, the eddy
dispersion does not reach a diffusive regime everywhere,
and the derived eddy diffusivity estimates are sensitive
to the applied method.
We note that the time lag interval chosen for the
calculation of asymptotic diffusivity estimates adopted
from Zhurbas et al. (2014) for their global analysis of
surface drifters is not perfectly suited for the simulated
trajectories in the greater Agulhas system because the
diffusivities do not yet converge in all cases. In partic-
ular, for the eSAG bin, the Lagrangian integral time
scale is ;11.6 days (Table 2), indicating that the diffu-
sive regime is only reached at substantially larger time
lags (section 2d; LaCasce 2008). Indeed, convergence
seems to be reached at time lags between 25 and 30 days.
Yet, as changing the averaging interval does not impact
the estimates substantially, we keep them as in Zhurbas
et al. (2014) for the sake of comparison.
2) SPATIAL PATTERN OF EDDY DIFFUSIVITY
ESTIMATES
Figures 3a, 3d, and 3g show the spatial pattern of as-
ymptotic eddy diffusivity estimates for the whole greater
Agulhas system. The individual estimates Kdavisinf and
K
disp
inf show the same general pattern and magnitude as
the combined estimate Kinf: the highest eddy diffusiv-
ities are found around the AR region (cf. Fig. 2g), an
area with strong unstable mean flow and high EKE
(Figs. 1c, 5c). Relatively high eddy diffusivities also oc-
cur in regions with weaker background flow but still high
EKE, such as in the Cape Basin around the major
pathway for Agulhas rings (Schouten et al. 2000;
Dencausse et al. 2010), and in the region west and south
ofMadagascar, whereMozambique Channel eddies and
southeast Madagascar eddies propagate (Schouten et al.
2002). In the strong but relatively stable Agulhas Cur-
rent, eddy diffusivities are lower due to high mean ki-
netic energy but comparatively low EKE. In the vicinity
of the ARC (cf. Fig. 2f), diffusivities are further de-
creased despite locally high EKE (Figs. 1c, 5c). Lowest
diffusivities occur around the low-energy eSAG region.
The spatial pattern of the maximum diffusivity esti-
mates, as exemplarily shown for the combined estimate
Kmax in Fig. 4a, is similar to that of the asymptotic dif-
fusivity estimates. However, despite a general increase
in magnitude, the spatial pattern of Kmax better re-
sembles that of EKE. In particular, the region around
the ARC shows strongly elevated diffusivities. The pro-
nounced differences between Kmax and Kinf in this region
can be interpreted as the imprint of eddy mixing suppres-
sion bymean flow, as already discussed exemplarily for the
ARC bin (section 2a). The relation Kmax/Kinf displayed in
Fig. 4d highlights all areas where Kmax greatly over-
estimatesKinf and, thus, where eddy mixing suppression is
strong. The region around the ARC clearly stands out, but
eddy mixing suppression is also apparent in the northern
part of theAntarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). This fits
well to the theory of eddy mixing because both regions
feature an eastward mean flow and the possibility for
westward propagation of eddies.
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Averaging over all spatial bins yields diffusivities of
;3.33 103,;3.53 103, and;3.43 103m2 s21 forKdavisinf ,
K
disp
inf , and Kinf, respectively. Even though the spatially
averagedK
disp
inf constitutes a slightly higher estimate than
the spatially averaged Kdavisinf , local differences between
Kdavisinf and K
disp
inf vary in sign and magnitude. The largest
discrepancies are found in the AR and AC regions, where
diffusivities differ by up to more than 5.0 3 103m2s21
(Table 2). Furthermore, local discrepancies in Kinf are
higher than those in Kmax (not shown), highlighting the
difficulty in capturing the convergence of the diffusivity
estimates. Even though the approach introduced by Oh
et al. (2000) and formulated in its refined form by Zhurbas
et al. (2014) seems to be applicable in most regions, the
combined diffusivity estimateK(x, t) should be interpreted
with caution for areas with big discrepancies between the
two individual diffusivity estimates.
b. Comparison of eddy diffusivity estimates derived
from simulated trajectories and drifter data
In this section, we compare diffusivity estimates ob-
tained from Lagrangian experiment SIMeddy-5d with
those obtained from drifter data (OBS). A comparison
with other observation-based eddy diffusivity esti-
mates calculated with alternative techniques is given
in section 4.
Estimates of Kinf and Kmax obtained from OBS and
SIMeddy-5d show a good agreement in their spatial
pattern (Figs. 3, 4); averaging over all spatial bins yields
values for Kinf (Kmax) of ;3.4 3 10
3 (;5.2 3 103) and
;4.1 3 103 (;6.0 3 103) m2 s21, for SIMeddy-5d and
OBS, respectively.
For nearly the whole greater Agulhas system, pseudo-
Eulerian mean EKE (Figs. 5c,d,f and Tables 2, 3) is
lower in SIMeddy-5d than in OBS, indicating that the
on-average slightly lower diffusivity values in SIMeddy-5d
are mainly related to a weaker mesoscale variability.
Averaging over all spatial bins yields 197 and 307cm2 s22
for SIMeddy-5d and OBS, respectively. Possible reasons
for this discrepancy are the following: First, there are
known weaknesses of the model configuration. The EKE
in the open ocean is too low in most model simulations
due to unresolved or underresolved processes, and it is
further decreased in ocean model simulations forced with
FIG. 3. Spatial pattern of asymptotic near-surface eddy diffusivity estimates. Shown are results obtained from Lagrangian experiment
SIMeddy-5d (top panels) and OBS (middle panels), as well as the relative difference between simulations and observations (bottom panels).
Asymptotic eddy diffusivity estimates from (left) the half-growth rate of theminor principal component of the single-particle dispersion tensor
K
disp
inf ; (center) the minor principal component of the symmetric part of theDavis diffusivity tensorK
davis
inf ; and (right) the combined lateral eddy
diffusivity estimateKinf. The relative difference is defined as (SIMeddy-5d2OBS)/OBS; respective contours are displayed at a distance of 0.5.
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relativewinds, such as those employed in this study, due to
enhanced surface drag (Eden andDietze 2009). A limited
representation of the depth-dependent Ekman drift in
view of a too-scarce vertical grid spacing (6m at the sur-
face) of the model may have further contributed to low-
ered EKE values (this follows from the fact that the
kinetic energy of a layer with velocity shear always ex-
ceeds the kinetic energy of a layer of the same thickness
and momentum, but with uniform velocity). Second, the
discrepancy between OBS and SIM could be partially
related to the nature of surface drifters, which, despite
being drogued at 15-m depth, do not perfectly follow
the local current, but experience some additional wind-
induced drift (Lumpkin and Pazos 2007; Poulain et al.
2009). Finally, the different spatiotemporal coverage of
drifter data and simulated trajectories matters (see
online supplementary material). However, keeping in
mind that one-to-one comparisons of drifters and
simulated trajectories are of limited use for non-
assimilative models (cf. van Sebille et al. 2009), a much
better agreement between SIMeddy-5d and OBS
seems unlikely, even if the sampling of simulated tra-
jectories would be adjusted to fit the one of drifter data.
The choice of the overall time period also seems to
be of minor importance because diffusivity estimates
obtained from Lagrangian experiment SIMeddy5d
hardly differ from Lagrangian experiment SIMeddy-
5d-clim (Figs. 6a, 7 and Table 3), which is identical to
SIMeddy-5d, except for the fact that the OGCM was
forced with climatological atmospheric fields instead
of interannually varying ones. This indicates only a
minor impact of interannual-to-decadal variability on
the diffusivity estimates—at least in the region of
interest.
Despite lower mean diffusivities in SIMeddy-5d
compared to OBS, we cannot conclude that trajecto-
ries simulated with SIMeddy-5d are generally not suffi-
ciently diffusive because locally, the difference between
SIMeddy-5d and OBS strongly varies in magnitude
and sign.
FIG. 4. Spatial pattern of maximum eddy diffusivity estimates and the relation of maximum to
asymptotic eddy diffusivity estimates. Shown are results for the combined lateral eddy diffusivity
estimates obtained from Lagrangian experiment SIMeddy-5d (top panels), and OBS (middle
panels), as well as the relative difference between simulations and observations (bottom panels).
(left) Maximum eddy diffusivity estimate Kmax, included here as an approximate measure for the
unsuppresseddiffusivities. (right)RelationofKmax to the sought-after asymptotic diffusivity estimate
Kinf, quantifying the strength of eddy diffusivity suppression (color shading) and pseudo-Eulerian
mean velocity (vectors; cf. Fig. 6). The relative difference is defined as (SIMeddy-5d2OBS)/OBS,
respective contours are displayed at a distance of 0.5.
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Because the general pattern of the difference between
SIMeddy-5d and OBS is robust with respect to the
method employed for diffusivity estimation (Figs. 3c,f,i), a
closer investigation of this pattern is justified. One can
distinguish regions where 1) Kmax and Kinf are lower in
SIMeddy-5d than in OBS, such as in the eSAG (Table 2)
or south of Madagascar; 2) Kmax and Kinf are higher in
SIMeddy-5d than in OBS, such as in a broad region west
of the retroflection; 3) Kmax is lower butKinf is higher in
SIMeddy-5d than in OBS, such as northwest of the
retroflection; and 4) Kinf is lower but Kmax is higher in
SIMeddy-5d than in OBS, such as in parts of the ARC
(Table 2) and at the southern boundary of the study
region. In the third and fourth cases, the local relation
Kmax/Kinf is substantially altered (Figs. 4d–f), implying
that the local representation of eddy mixing suppression
FIG. 5. Near-surface pseudo-Eulerian mean velocity and EKE. Shown are results obtained
from experiment SIMeddy-5d (top panels) and OBS (middle panels). (a),(b) Mean speed
(contours and color shading), and direction (vectors) of the pseudo-Eulerian mean velocity.
Contours are displayed every 5 cm s21; velocity vectors for speeds .10 cm s21 are displayed
thick and at half-length compared to vectors for speeds,10 cm s21. (c),(d) Pseudo-Eulerian
EKE. Contours are displayed for 50, 100, 300, 700, and 1300 cm2 s22. (e),(f) Relative differ-
ence defined as (SIMeddy-5d 2 OBS)/OBS; contours are displayed at a distance of 0.5.
TABLE 3. Summary of spatial mean pseudo-Eulerian and Lagrangian statistics for the greater Agulhas system obtained from OBS and
the six Lagrangian experiments performed in this study: near-surface pseudo-Eulerian mean speed and EKE, as well as asymptotic Kinf
andmaximumKmax near-surface lateral eddy diffusivity, and Lagrangian integral timeTL and lengthLL scales. The spatial mean has been
calculated by averaging over all 416 spatial bins.
Lagrangian experiment Speed (cm s21) EKE (cm2 s22)
Diffusivity estimates (103m2 s21)
TL (days) LL (km)Kinf K
davis
inf K
disp
inf Kmax K
davis
max K
disp
max
OBS 11 307 4.09 3.87 4.33 6.03 5.94 6.58 2.1 24.6
SIMeddy-1d 7 200 3.42 3.29 3.56 5.10 5.04 5.28 3.8 29.0
SIMeddy-5d 7 197 3.41 3.27 3.54 5.15 5.08 5.34 3.9 29.3
SIMeddy-5d-clim 7 201 3.28 3.17 3.40 5.15 5.09 5.36 4.0 28.6
SIMeddy-1m 7 145 2.99 2.86 3.10 4.35 4.26 4.55 4.4 29.6
SIMnoeddy-5d 7 53 1.39 1.32 1.46 2.08 2.00 2.08 6.4 23.7
SIMpareddy-5d 6 6 0.28 0.27 0.29 0.31 0.31 0.33 6.2 10.3
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differs (e.g., in the region around the ARC, eddy mixing
suppression is higher in SIMeddy-5d than inOBS). This is
most likely related to the fact that the local pseudo-
Eulerian mean flow sampled by SIMeddy-5d clearly
features a coherent eastward current, whereas in OBS,
the mean flow pattern is less clear (Figs. 5a,b).
We conclude that differences in the near-surface lat-
eral eddy diffusivity estimates between SIMeddy-5d and
OBS cannot be directly linked to differences in EKE,
but they are also influenced by differences in Lagrangian
eddy length and time scales related to the suppression of
eddy mixing. Even though local differences between the
diffusivity estimates from SIMeddy-5d and OBS are
strongly nonuniform and can be relatively high, the
frequency distributions of Kinf are remarkably similar
(Fig. 7; Table 3). Moreover, differences between
SIMeddy-5d and OBS seem to fall in the uncertainty
range. Differences between the two methods to
estimate lateral diffusivities in SIMeddy-5d are of
the same magnitude as differences between SIM and
OBS (cf. section 3a; Table 2); differences between
various observational approaches estimating near-surface
lateral eddy diffusivity—for example, in the ACC re-
gion—are of comparable magnitude or even bigger
(Klocker et al. 2012b and references therein). Thus, we
conclude that the Lagrangian trajectories simulated with
the 5-day mean output of the high-resolution ocean
model INALT01 (SIMeddy-5d) capture Lagrangian eddy
diffusivity characteristics of real drifter data fairly
well, without the need for additional random-walk
diffusion.
c. Sensitivity of eddy diffusivity estimates derived
from simulated trajectories to lateral and temporal
resolution
The spatial OGCM resolution determines to which de-
gree eddies are explicitly resolved during the model sim-
ulation. The temporal model output resolution further
restricts the scale of processes captured by offline simu-
lated advective Lagrangian trajectories. In this section, we
quantify the sensitivity of the Lagrangian eddy diffusivity
estimates to the temporal (5-day mean vs daily and
monthly mean) model output resolution and spatial (1/108
vs 1/28) OGCM resolution, whereby we focus on Kinf.
1) SENSITIVITY TO TEMPORAL MODEL OUTPUT
RESOLUTION
In general, studies of oceanic features from the me-
soscale to basin scales require a temporal model output
FIG. 6. Sensitivity of the asymptotic eddy diffusivity estimates Kinf to OGCM choices.
Shown are results for the combined lateral eddy diffusivity estimates obtained from the
Lagrangian experiments performed with the eddy-resolving OGCM configuration INALT01
(a) forced with climatological atmospheric fields (SIMeddy-5d-clim), and (b) forced with
interannually varying atmospheric fields, but using monthly mean velocities (SIMeddy-1m).
Also shown are the results from the Lagrangian experiments performed with the noneddying
OGCM configuration ORCA05 (c) without (SIMnoeddy-5d), and (d) with GM parameter-
ization of baroclinic eddies (SIMpareddy-5d).
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resolution no longer than a few days. Using offline
Lagrangian analyses within a high-resolution ocean
model (1/108), Qin et al. (2014) showed that the con-
nectivity along six major currents does not significantly
change for temporal resolutions between 3- and 9-day
means. However, degradation in flow characteristics
occurs at lower temporal resolutions, resulting in
changed transit times and transports between selected
upstream and downstream sections.
The comparison of our diffusivity estimates from
SIMeddy-5d and SIMeddy-1d shows that 5-day mean out-
put is sufficient to capture the cumulative effect of eddies
on particle trajectories in the greaterAgulhas system; using
daily mean output does not substantially change the spatial
distribution (not shown) and magnitude of Kinf and the
Lagrangian integral time and length scales (Table 3).
SIMeddy-1m yields the same spatial pattern of Kinf as
SIMeddy-5d (Fig. 6b), but with a generally reduced
magnitude (exception: eddy diffusivities in the northern
part of the ACC and in near-coastal parts of the AR are
increased compared to SIMeddy-5d), resulting in lower
spatial mean values and a slightly smaller spatial vari-
ability (Fig. 7; Table 3). Even though eddy diffusivities
are reduced, the spatial mean Kinf still reaches ;3.0 3
103m2s21 (compared to;3.43 103m2s21 in SIMeddy-5d).
This suggests thatmonthlymean velocity fields do capture a
substantial amount of eddy variability—at least in the
greater Agulhas system. Yet, EKE is reduced by 26%
(spatial average of 145cm2s22 in SIMeddy-1mcompared to
197cm2s22 in SIMeddy-5d), and average TL and LL are
increased (Table 3). The disproportional reduction of Kinf
by only 12% again highlights that variability and changes in
Kinf cannot be directly explained by changes in EKE. The
results further support the idea that larger and more
persistent eddy features are the dominant factors de-
termining eddy diffusivities (Wolfram et al. 2015).
These results agree with Qin et al. (2014), who showed
that the connectivity transports in the AC and AR re-
vealed no significant changes for monthly mean fields
compared to 3-day mean fields (in contrast to other in-
vestigated regions). Likewise, Biastoch et al. (2015) and
Cheng et al. (2016) reported interannual-to-decadal var-
iability in Agulhas leakage transport to be captured by
monthly mean data. Qin et al. (2014) also noted that the
mean transit time for theACdoes change significantly for
monthly mean fields compared to 3-day mean fields. This
can be explained by the fact that in the greater Agulhas
system, connectivity transports, as well as eddy diffusiv-
ities, are dominated by the largest and most persistent
mesoscale features, which are associated with the largest
transports (and constitute some of the largest eddies of
the World Ocean), while transit time distributions are
prone to be influenced by eddy variability at all scales.
2) SENSITIVITY TO LATERALOGCMRESOLUTION
By the criteria of Hallberg (2013), the ORCA05
model configuration is noneddying in the extended
Agulhas Current system, whereas INALT01 is eddy
resolving (cf. section 2a). We already showed that
SIMeddy-5d (as well as SIMeddy-1d and, with slight
restrictions, SIMeddy-1m) captures the general features
of observed eddy diffusivities. In principle, eddy diffu-
sivities (as well as EKEs) obtained from noneddying
simulations should approach zero. In reality, the scale
separation between eddies and mean flow is imperfect.
Depending over which time and space scales the mean is
defined, some lower-frequency variance remains in the
FIG. 7. Box plots of the spatial distributions of (a) the asymptotic eddy diffusivity estimatesKinf and (b) pseudo-
Eulerian mean EKE. Shown are results for the main Lagrangian experiments employed in this study, wherebyKinf
was inferred from the combined lateral eddy diffusivity estimate. On each box, the central mark indicates the
median calculated out of the 416 overlapping 58 3 58 spatial ocean bins for the greater Agulhas system; the left and
right edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively; and the whiskers extend to the minimum
and maximum values. The dashed vertical lines indicate the mean values (cf. Table 3).
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residual velocities and may lead to nonzero eddy diffu-
sivity estimates, even in so-called noneddying ocean
models. Furthermore, numerical noise introduces arti-
ficial high-frequency variability. Our analysis for
SIMnoeddy-5d yields a spatial mean pseudo-Eulerian
EKE of 53 cm2 s22 and corresponding Kinf of ;1.4 3
103m2 s21 (Table 3). Hence, Kinf in SIMnoeddy-5d
(Fig. 6c) is, on average, 2.0 3 103m2 s21 weaker than
in SIMeddy-5d (cf. section 3a) but still shows the rough
spatial pattern from SIMeddy-5d and does not reach
values close to zero. Again, the reduction in EKE
(;73%) is larger than that in Kinf (;58%). The re-
duction of estimated lateral eddy diffusivities is consis-
tent with the reduction of estimated isopycnal eddy
diffusivities of ;50%–60% reported by Wolfram et al.
(2015), based on simulations with an idealized ocean
model at 32-km resolution compared to simulations at
8-km resolution (their Table 2).
Using the noneddyingOGCMconfiguration with online
GM parameterization (SIMpareddy-5d) yields spatial
mean pseudo-EulerianEKEand eddy diffusivity estimates
close to zero (Fig. 6d). This is because while parameteriz-
ing the advective effect ofmesoscale eddies where they are
not resolved by themodel, GMalso suppresses the explicit
generation of physical as well as numerical mesoscale
variability (Hallberg 2013; cf. section 2b).
In summary, Lagrangian trajectories simulated with the
output from our coarse-resolution OGCM configuration
do not sufficiently capture the effect of mesoscale eddies
on particle dispersal, which results in too-low eddy diffu-
sivity values compared to estimates based on observations
and eddy-resolving model simulations. Lagrangian eddy
diffusivity estimates are further reduced by the employed
GM parameterization. Nevertheless, for Lagrangian par-
ticle simulations, the combinedEulerian and eddy-induced
velocities from a model simulation with GM may be fa-
vored over velocities from coarse-resolution model simu-
lations without GM because they are supposed to
represent large-scale circulation patterns and the advective
part of particle dispersal more realistically (cf. section 2b).
To capture the effect of mesoscale turbulence, one could
fill the gap between coarse-resolution simulations and
observations/high-resolution simulations by stochastic La-
grangian parameterizations (cf. section 4).
4. Comparison with other eddy diffusivity
estimates and implications for eddy
parameterizations
a. Comparison with other eddy diffusivity estimates
for the greater Agulhas system
Peng et al. (2015) estimated Lagrangian eddy dif-
fusivity for the Indian Ocean from surface drifter data
by using a binning technique similar to Zhurbas et al.
(2014) but deriving diffusivities from the autocorre-
lation of residual velocities, which were calculated
using the Gauss–Markov method (Lumpkin and
Johnson 2013). They concluded that their diffusivity
estimates (with seasonal effects removed) generally
agree with the asymptotic estimates of Zhurbas et al.
(2014), which can be confirmed by a closer inspection
of Fig. 7 in Peng et al. (2015) and our Figs. 3g and 3h.
In the region south of Madagascar, our estimates for
Kinf between 2.0 3 10
3 and 12.0 3 103m2 s21 corre-
spond well to their asymptotic minor principal com-
ponent diffusivity estimate k2 of 11.5 3 10
3m2 s21 for
region D7 (their Table 2).
Our results also match the Osborn–Cox diffusivity
calculated from the evolution of passive tracers (simu-
lated with surface velocities derived from AVISO sea
surface height data) by Abernathey and Marshall
(2013), who reported diffusivity values between 1.0 and
10.0 3 103m2 s21 for the greater Agulhas system (their
Fig. 2). The overall agreement in magnitude and spatial
pattern of our particle-based and their tracer-based
diffusivity estimates is encouraging. It supports the ap-
plicability of the results of Klocker et al. (2012b) and
Wolfram and Ringler (2017b), showing that particle-
and tracer-based diffusivities are similar in a simple
zonal channel flow, to the complex real oceanic circu-
lation of the greater Agulhas system.
b. Implications for stochastic parameterizations in
offline trajectory calculations
To derive more diffusive pathways capturing the
effect of unresolved turbulence even from coarse-
resolution OGCMs, stochastic Lagrangian parame-
terizations can be employed in offline trajectory
calculations (cf. section 1). However, it is still an open
question how to robustly specify an appropriate stochastic
model and how to fit the associated parameters with re-
spect to the spatial and temporal resolutions of any given
Eulerian ocean model output.
Though we did not implement a stochastic parame-
terization here, our study reveals important aspects to
be considered: 1) because asymptotic diffusive regimes
could be identified for different dynamic regimes in the
greater Agulhas system, stochastic Lagrangian param-
eterizations, as described in Griffa et al. (1995), may
indeed be appropriate to mimic the effect of mesoscale
turbulence in this region; 2) stochastic Lagrangian pa-
rameterizations should account for the spatial variability
of the diffusivity parameter, which does not necessarily
scale with variability in EKE; and 3) the choice of pa-
rameters in the stochastic Lagrangian parameteriza-
tions should not only account for the horizontal (and
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temporal) resolution of the underlying OGCM, but
should also consider possible subgrid-scale parameteri-
zations, such as GM.
Based on these considerations, we would like to em-
phasize that the application of a stochastic Lagrangian
parameterization implies changing from a pure La-
grangian analysis of the Eulerian OGCM model output
to a Lagrangian modeling approach of particle disper-
sion, which may break consistency with the underlying
OGCM physics and thus—depending on the scientific
question—may not always be desired.
c. Relation between Lagrangian eddy diffusivity
estimates and diffusivity coefficients of OGCM
diffusion parameterizations
The Lagrangian eddy diffusivity is a quantitative di-
agnostic for the cumulative effect of eddies on the La-
grangian dispersal, and, as such, it is used in this paper
to assess simulated particle dispersal. However, other
studies estimating Lagrangian eddy diffusivities from
high-resolution OGCM output or drifter data are par-
tially motivated by the desire to determine more
realistic parameter values for Eulerian diffusion pa-
rameterizations in coarse-resolution OGCMs. It is,
therefore, worthwhile to compare our Lagrangian dif-
fusivity estimates with the diffusivity coefficients used in
those parameterizations, such as the Redi coefficientAht
(Redi 1982). The coefficient Aht should quantify the
effect of scales not resolved in the OGCM (i.e., vari-
ability occurring below 0.18 and 0.58 for INALT01 and
ORCA05 experiments, respectively) on tracer mixing
rates. Important for this context, Lagrangian eddy dif-
fusivities derived from the respective OGCM represent
the effect of the (fully or partially) resolved mesoscale
on tracer mixing rates.
Following this reasoning, one would expect the dif-
ference in the Lagrangian eddy diffusivity estimates
derived from a high-resolution OGCM experiment
(e.g., SIMeddy-5d) and a coarse-resolution OGCM
experiment (e.g., SIMnoeddy-5d) to be comparable
in magnitude to the respective difference in the
employed diffusivity coefficients. Both should be
representative for the diffusive effect of mesoscale
variability at horizontal scales between 0.18 and 0.58.
This is, however, not the case: the difference in the
Lagrangian eddy diffusivities exhibit a pronounced
spatial variability at magnitudes O(103) m2 s21. Be-
cause Aht does not include spatial variability apart
from its adaptation to the changing grid sizes, the
difference in Aht also does not feature spatial vari-
ability. Evenmore strikingly, the difference inAht only
reaches magnitudes O(102) m2 s21.
This indicates that either the model coefficients are
not chosen optimally, or Eulerian diffusivity coefficients
and Lagrangian eddy diffusivity estimates are two
measures that cannot be easily compared.
One could argue that Lagrangian eddy diffusivity esti-
mates derived fromdrifter data quantify the rate of lateral
dispersal in the surface mixed layer, whereas most mod-
ern ocean models, as those employed here, use isopycnal
diffusivities for their subgrid-scale parameterizations.
Yet, mesoscale eddies mix tracers along isopycnals and
horizontally at the sea surface (Treguier et al. 1997;
Abernathey et al. 2013), so the lateral eddy diffusivities
estimated from GDP data and our simulated drifter tra-
jectories can be treated as eddy diffusivity in the surface
mixed layer. However, model diffusivities have to be
tuned not only with respect to physical, but also to nu-
merical considerations. Profound simplifications in the
OGCM diffusion parameterization may further inhibit a
direct relation between Eulerian diffusivity coefficients
andLagrangianeddydiffusivity estimates.Also to consider, as
already stated by Rypina et al. (2016), Lagrangian diffu-
sivity estimates constitute nonlocal measures, while the
diffusivity coefficient for the subgrid-scale parameteri-
zation should represent the local effect of eddies. Finally,
keeping in mind the challenges of Lagrangian eddy dif-
fusivity estimation, such as removing themean flow effect
and capturing truly asymptotic regimes, Lagrangian eddy
diffusivity estimates may not exclusively quantify the
impact of mesoscale eddies but may be additionally
influenced bymethodological choices. Therefore, tuning
coarse-resolution OGCM Eulerian eddy diffusivity co-
efficients based on Lagrangian eddy diffusivities esti-
mated from high-resolution models or observations
remains an outstanding issue that needs to be further
addressed in more dedicated studies.
5. Conclusions
In this study, we assessed spatially variable near-
surface lateral (mesoscale) eddy diffusivity estimates
obtained from both simulated Lagrangian trajectories
and real drifter data for the greater Agulhas system
following the approach of Zhurbas et al. (2014). An-
swering the three questions outlined in section 1, we
showed that in this region,
1) Using 5-day mean velocity fields from the eddy-
resolving ocean model configuration INALT01, as-
ymptotic diffusive regimes could be identified for
dynamically different sites, some of which exhibit
strong suppression of eddy mixing by mean flow.
2) The Lagrangian model-based eddy diffusivity esti-
mates agree in pattern and magnitude with the
observation-based estimates from Zhurbas et al. (2014)
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and are also comparable to the tracer-based eddy
diffusivity estimates provided by Abernathey and
Marshall (2013).
3a) Using monthly mean velocity output decreases the
EKE but decreases eddy diffusivity estimates dis-
proportionally less, supporting the idea that larger
and more persistent eddy features are the dominant
factors determining eddy diffusivities (cf. Wolfram
et al. 2015).
3b) Using 5-day mean velocity fields from the non-
eddying ocean model configuration ORCA05
greatly reduces Lagrangian lateral eddy diffusiv-
ities; if a GM parameterization is employed, diffu-
sivities further reduce to values close to zero.
These results suggest that when employing a sto-
chastic Lagrangian parameterization to derive more
diffusive trajectories from coarse-resolution model
output—particularly for large-scale applications—one
should consider the spatial variability of the diffusivity
parameter, which does not necessarily scale with vari-
ability in EKE, as well as possible subgrid-scale pa-
rameterizations, such as GM.
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APPENDIX
Details of the Eddy Diffusivity Estimation—
Smoothing Choices and Deviation from the Original
Zhurbas et al. (2014) Approach
We followed the approach by Zhurbas et al. (2014)
in all fundamental steps summarized in Fig. A1,
which were already introduced by Oh et al. (2000),
including the smoothing approaches adjusted to the
spatiotemporal coverage of drifter data. Because of
the increase of the sampling error with increasing
time lag (Davis 1991b), a time-dependent finite dif-
ferencing was applied to obtain k
disp
jk (x, t), and the
tensor components kjk(x, t) and sjk(x, t) were low-pass
filtered with a cosine filter and time-dependent filter
window length. The time increment dt was chosen to
equal the filter window [t 2 0.2t, t 1 0.2t]. Further
details can be found in Oh et al. (2000), Zhurbas and
Oh (2004), and Zhurbas et al. (2014). Note that
simulated drifter trajectories were processed identi-
cally to the drifter data for comparability reasons.
For a pure model study with a very large number of
FIG. A1. Lateral eddy diffusivity estimation following Oh et al. (2000).
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trajectories, less smoothing and nonoverlapping bins
may be sufficient and preferred, as indicated by
Fig. A2; the asymptotic diffusivity estimates inferred
from SIMeddy-5d hardly change when removing the
time-dependent filtering and differencing and also
show only small changes when changing to non-
overlapping 28 3 28 bins.
We deviated from the original Zhurbas et al. (2014)
approach by slightly altering the quality control of
drifter data to allow for speeds until 3m s21 (instead of
removing data with speeds .2ms21) because in the
region of interest, velocities reaching (exceeding)
2m s21 were reported from observations (and are ap-
parent in the modeled velocity fields). We were further
able to increase the number of considered pseudotracks
for large time lags by extending the area over which
trajectories were sampled for a certain bin (also neces-
sary due to the very high local current velocities and,
thus, large dispersion due to mean currents). Finally, we
fixed a slight inconsistency in the estimation ofKmax that
previously only considered time lags until 10 days (oc-
casionally leading to Kinf . Kmax).
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6Synthesis
In this thesis I addressed different facets of the question: How can Lagrangian con-
nectivity studies with high-resolution ocean models help improving our understanding
of the spreading of water masses associated with the global overturning circulation?
To do so, I reviewed the theoretical background of Lagrangian connectivity studies
with ocean models (chapter 2), thereby contrasting the interpretation of Lagrangian
trajectories as volume, tracer, or object pathways and highlighting the importance of
distinguishing Lagrangian analyzes of a simulated flow (purely advective trajectories)
from Lagrangian modeling approaches (including Lagrangian sub-grid scale parame-
terizations). I subsequently focused on Lagrangian analyzes of high-resolution ocean
general circulation models (OGCMs). I made use of them to investigate volume
transport pathways and along-track property transformations associated with the
upper limb of the global overturning circulation (GOC) in the South Atlantic (chapter
3) and Indian Ocean (chapter 4). In addition, I assessed their performance in the ex-
tended Agulhas region by comparing lateral eddy diffusivity estimates derived from
simulated particle dispersal and observed drifter trajectories (chapter 5). Overall,
these studies contributed to a revised picture of the large-scale connectivity associ-
ated with the GOC and yielded new insights on the suitability of Lagrangian model
analyzes of volume transport pathways for assessing large-scale spreading pathways
and transformation of water masses, as summarized and discussed below in section
6.1 and section 6.2, respectively. Both sections further include an outlook in terms
of unresolved questions and newly emerged issues, which need to be addressed in
future studies. Finally, section 6.3 provides brief conclusive remarks.
6.1 Revision of large-scale connectivity associated
with the upper limb of the GOC under
consideration of small-scale flow variability
Acknowledging the important role of small-scale processes for the large-scale GOC
has required a revision of the pathways, as well as associated timescales, transports,
and water property modifications related to the lower and upper limb of the GOC.
Despite an increasing number of studies addressing individual aspects of this issue
by means of Lagrangian analyzes with high-resolution ocean models, comprehensive
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studies of the upper limb of the GOC in the Indian and South Atlantic Oceans have
been scarce. The studies presented in chapter 3 and chapter 4 of this thesis targeted
this gap and their results challenge some of the current views of these circulation
pattern. The most important findings of this thesis in terms of estimated Lagrangian
connectivity measures are:
I Volumetric decomposition: The strength of the upper cell of the GOC amounts
to ∼13 Sv in the tropical South Atlantic, from which ∼7 Sv are supplied by the
so-called warm water route via the Agulhas Current system and ∼6 Sv by the
direct cold water route through Drake Passage. This is in contrast to previous
Lagrangian analyzes with coarser resolution models which suggested an only
minor Drake Passage contribution.
I Transit times: The dominant timescale with that the GOC’s upper limb water
volumes are advected through the Indian and South Atlantic Ocean is in the
order of a few decades. Thus, the Pacific-Indo-Atlantic return flow constitutes
a very fast branch of the GOC for which total turnover timescales have been
estimated in the centennial to millennial range [Döös et al., 2012]. The transit
time distributions show a broad tail and less distinct peaks than suggested
by coarser resolution models, reflecting very diverse pathways resulting from
small-scale flow variability.
I Along-track property changes: The Indian and South Atlantic Oceans by no
means can be regarded as passive connectors of upper ocean waters between
upwelling and convection regions, but largely modify waters during their
transit. Most importantly, net evaporation regions along major spreading
pathways in both basins cause a substantial salinification of a large fraction of
upper limb waters.
These results highlight the benefits of Lagrangian analyzes to investigate the simu-
lated flow field of ocean models in terms of advective volume transport pathways
and timescales, as well as net water mass transformations inferred from along-track
property changes. However, in light of the substantial along-track property changes,
the interpretation of advective pathways and timescales inferred from Lagrangian
analyzes as the propagation pathways and timescales of upper ocean temperature
and salinity anomalies becomes questionable. Upper limb property changes in dis-
tinct regions in the Indian Ocean and South Atlantic, such as warming signals in
the Agulhas Current system [Rouault et al., 2009; Loveday et al., 2015] or the
Indonesian Throughflow [Lee et al., 2015], are most likely not — or at least not only
— directly transmitted along the derived advective pathways and with the advective
timescales towards the equatorial Atlantic and beyond. Overall, the results are in
line with the argumentation of Lozier [2010] who revisited the Atlantic part of the
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GOC (with particular focus on the Northern Hemisphere) and stated that the view
of the GOC as a coherent conveyer belt transporting heat and dissolved substances
through the world ocean is on its way to deconstruction. It is noteworthy though
that the deeper parts of the upper limb, such as the intermediate waters originating
south of Australia and those entering through Drake passage and transiting the
South Atlantic without mixed layer contact, indeed may keep their characteristic
properties along their transit. This suggests that for these water types simulated
advective timescales and pathways may be of larger relevance for the propagation of
potential temperature and salinity anomalies. To better understand how property
anomalies in distinct regions of the GOC’s upper limb may be communicated across
the Indian Ocean and South Atlantic basins, additional sensitivity model experiments
as employed by Lübbecke et al. [2015] could be performed [Durgadoo et al., 2017].
Some of the novel features listed above have been attributed to an increased hori-
zontal and temporal resolution of the OGCM output employed for the Lagrangian
analyzes, that is, to the so far often neglected impact of small-scale processes on
the large-scale circulation (cf. chapter 3 and chapter 4). Yet, a limitation of these
new studies is that their results reflect features of the circulation simulated with only
two specific OGCMs. Even though the OGCMs have been carefully validated and
show particular good skill in the representation of the upper ocean circulation, it can
not be completely excluded that the results are partially affected by details in the
model configurations and forcings. Unfortunately, even though Lagrangian model
analyzes are less costly than the original OGCM integrations, vast and thorough
Lagrangian analyzes based on high-resolution OGCM data as those presented here
are still associated with very high computational efforts. Thus, a repetition of the
Lagrangian analyzes with different OGCM configurations to specifically test certain
sensitivities with respect to model configuration details and employed forcing data
sets is beyond the scope of this thesis, but is worth being investigated in future
studies.
Another question that needs future studies is: What controls the strength of the
direct Drake Passage contribution to the upper limb of the GOC in the Atlantic and
how is it related to the Agulhas contribution? In chapter 3 it has been shown that
the relative contributions of the two routes to the upper limb flow in the tropical
Atlantic may experience multi-decadal changes. In particular, it is indicated that
the Agulhas contribution to the upper limb of the AMOC is increasing, while the
Drake Passage contribution decreases. However, more research is needed to explain
the mechanisms of potential temporal variability in the ratio of the two sources.
The ultimate goal would then be to use high-resolution OGCMs or even coupled
ocean-atmosphere models to link the variability in the two upper limb routes to the
variability in the lower limb of the GOC.
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6.2 Suitability of Lagrangian model analyzes for
assessing large-scale spreading and
transformation of water masses
The conclusions presented above highlight the benefits of Lagrangian particle ana-
lyzes to study the simulated flow field of ocean models in terms of volume transport
pathways and along-track water property modifications. But how well do volume
transport pathways inferred from Lagrangian analyzes actually describe real large-
scale water mass spreading pathways and transformation?
To answer this question, we first have to recap the definitions of a water mass,
as well as volume and tracer transport pathways. In observational oceanography,
a water mass is defined as a body of water with common formation history and
distinct conservative properties, that are, properties that only change at the sea
surface [e.g., Talley et al., 2011]. In the continuous real ocean, the spreading of a
certain water mass can be described by a set of trajectories of infinitesimal water
volumes with a specific temperature and salinity or other tracer content. Ignoring
molecular diffusion, water mass transformation through mixing processes can then
be regarded as a spatial reorganization of infinitesimal water volumes with different
properties. However, in the discretized simulated ocean (advective-diffusive) tracer
spreading and (purely advective) Lagrangian particle trajectories representing vol-
ume transport pathways are distinct (cf. section 1.1 and section 2.1) and neither
of those fully describe the spreading of a certain water mass as defined in observa-
tional oceanography. Simulated Lagrangian volume transport pathways describe the
net spreading of selected small volumes of ocean water, but these may experience
along-track tracer changes. Simulated tracer spreading can be interpreted as the net
pathways of individual particles with distinct constant characteristics, but can not be
directly associated with a volume transport. However, these discrepancies become
smaller with increasing model resolution which results in more explicitly resolved
small-scale mixing processes and hence weaker diffusion parameterizations.
Following this reasoning the suitability of Lagrangian model analyzes for assessing
water mass pathways can be assessed in two ways. On the one hand one can com-
pare the simulated Lagrangian volume transport pathways with simulated tracer
spreading to judge the suitability of Lagrangian model analyzes to estimate the
pathways of a distinct water mass within the underlying OGCM simulation. On the
other hand, one can compare the simulated Lagrangian volume transport trajectories
with observed water mass spreading as inferred from observed particle trajectories
or tracer spreading. It is important to distinguish model reality from observed reality,
since even if Lagrangian volume transport trajectories may appear not sufficiently
diffusive compared to directly simulated tracer spreading, they still may adequately
represent observed tracer and particle spreading (this is due to the potential impact
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of numerical diffusion which could yield a simulated tracer spreading that is too
diffusive compared to observed tracer spreading). In this dissertation I addressed
this issue by investigating the question of how well the simulated particle spreading
compares with observed particle spreading in terms of estimated Lagrangian lateral
eddy diffusivities, which quantify the rate of particle dispersal due to mesoscale
eddies1. The main finding was that:
I Near-surface lateral eddy diffusivity estimates inferred from Lagrangian ana-
lyzes with daily and 5-day mean output of a fully mesoscale resolving OGCM
show similar spatial pattern and magnitude to eddy diffusivity estimates in-
ferred from drifter observations.
Thus, at least for the chosen model configuration and in the region considered,
the lateral near-surface dispersal of simulated purely advective particle trajectories
seems to be sufficiently ”diffusive” compared to observed particle dispersal in the
real ocean. Within this dissertation I did not address the question of how well
the dispersal of the simulated advective particle trajectories compares to simulated
tracer spreading. Yet, in an accompanying study [Wagner et al., in preparation],
we do compare the spreading of a passive tracer (integrated online in a successive
version of the fully mesoscale resolving OGCM configuration) to the dispersal of
Lagrangian particles (advected with the stored daily mean velocities of the same
OGCM). A sub-surface region of the greater Agulhas system which is characterized
by intense mesoscale eddy variability and weak mean flow serves as a test domain.
The comparison in terms of mean pathways, horizontal and vertical distributions, as
well as eddy diffusivity estimates is generally favorable and does not yield substantial
differences between tracer spreading and particle dispersal (Fig. 6.1). Together,
these studies indicate that:
I Water mass pathways can be reasonably well represented by a set of simulated
purely advective (volume transport) trajectories, provided that the employed
model output resolves the turbulent processes that dominate the local mixing.
These are generally very encouraging results. However, a generalization in terms of
a certain model resolution required for offline calculated purely advective (volume
transport) pathways being able to represent observed tracer and particle or simulated
tracer spreading is yet not possible. The here discussed studies assessed particle
dispersal in a relatively confined region with specific OGCMs for relatively short time
periods. Results again may be sensitive to details of the OGCM configurations and
may as well depend on the region and timescales of interest.
In any case, discrepancies between the dispersal of the simulated advective particle
1The term eddy diffusivity has been established with respect to its usage as a quantity that specifies
the strength of turbulent mixing expressed via a diffusive process.
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Fig. 6.1 Vertical integral of tracer (top) and particle (bottom) concentration (m3m−2, logarithmic scale)
at different time steps (daily averages) after release. Variance ellipses with radii of two standard
deviations are shown and blue diamonds indicate center of mass. Adopted from Wagner et al.
[in preparation].
trajectories and observed drifter trajectories increase with decreasing horizontal and
temporal resolution as shown in chapter 5. Likewise, the suitability of simulated
advective particle trajectories to represent simulated tracer spreading is expected
to decrease with coarsening resolution. Even though I did not directly tested
the implementation of Lagrangian diffusion parameterizations for reducing these
discrepancies, I highlighted that:
I Stochastic Lagrangian parameterizations in diffusion form may indeed be ap-
propriate to mimic the effect of turbulent processes not resolved in OGCM
output fields on simulated particle trajectories. However, for such parameter-
izations not only the model resolution but also the spatial variability of the
diffusivity parameter should be considered, which does not necessarily scale
with eddy kinetic energy.
Even though Lagrangian diffusion parameterizations lead to more diverse trajectories,
it is to emphasize that they break the consistency with the underlying model output.
Consequently, they do no longer represent volume transport pathways but have to
be interpreted as offline simulated tracer particle trajectories.
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6.3 Conclusions
Lagrangian studies with ocean models constitute a unique tool to coherently study
seawater pathways associated with the global overturning circulation (GOC) and
they substantially contributed to our current knowledge of its spatio-temporal charac-
teristics. Acknowledging one of the most fundamental alterations in the conceptual
view of the GOC, which is the substantial impact of small-scale flow variability on
the large-scale overturning, Lagrangian connectivity studies with high-resolution
models are of particular value to further improve our knowledge of the GOC.
However, with respect to the question how well the derived pathways and associ-
ated connectivity measures represent real water mass spreading, it is important to
carefully distinguish Lagrangian analyzes of simulated volume transport pathways
(purely advective trajectories) from Lagrangian modeling approaches to estimate
tracer pathways (including sub-grid scale parameterizations). Neither of these ap-
proaches is able to fully describe water mass spreading as defined in observational
oceanography, but both are useful means to study individual aspects of it. In the end
it depends on the exact research question, which approach is to be preferred.
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